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Too many people in Newcastle and
Gateshead own properties where the
value is less than their mortgage and
their homes are close to rental
properties, both private and public,
where no one wants to live.
Abandonment and decay are common
in some areas not far from the
glamorous dwellings now dominating
the cultured banks of the Tyne.

We have the contrast of vibrant
regenerated communities attracting
new business and new people
alongside areas of increasing
deprivation.  The only certainty is
that if we do not take action to stop
this decline then all that has been
achieved in NewcastleGateshead is
put at risk.

The NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder has been
set up to revitalise the urban core of
our regional capital by permanently

restructuring its housing markets.
We know that people’s housing
aspirations are linked to their
perception of the type of community
in which they wish to live.  Their
demand is driven by what they think
of education, transport, health
provision, shopping facilities and
neighbourliness in their chosen
locality.  Improving the quality of
housing is an important way to
provide all of those things which go
towards creating happy, energetic
communities.

We need to know what people want
and we need to deliver it.  The key to
delivery is working in partnership
with those responsible for planning,
transport, education, health and
other public services.  We must also
work with those who drive the
economic regeneration of the area.
In housing we must strive to build

effective arrangements for private
investment by house builders and
lenders which is so necessary to
ensure that by 2018 the housing
market in NewcastleGateshead will be
revitalised, strong and stable and
fully integrated with the renaissance
of the region.

NewcastleGateshead has an enviable
record for making partnerships work.
It recognises the vital importance of
linking its communities with local,
regional and central government and
working with both private and
voluntary sectors.  Our Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder will build
on these established strengths to
deliver a better quality of life for all
those touched by our work.

Leo Finn
Chair, NewcastleGateshead 

Housing Market renewal Pathfinder

opportunity
unique
a

Once again experts are competing to determine the average rise in
house prices in the year to come.  That may be good news for most
home owners in a market where there has been a spectacular
boom, yet for many this rosy picture does not apply.
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Preface
The NewcastleGateshead Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder draft

prospectus was submitted to ODPM in September 2003. This

provided our initial plans for market renewal and was the document

on which we negotiated with ODPM. 

The negotiation process refined our plans, therefore the document

that now forms the initial prospectus should be read in the

knowledge that the original was the draft document scrutinised by

the Audit Commission and the document now publicised contains

additional information provided to ODPM as part of the negotiation

process. It has become very apparent in the last year that market

renewal must be a very dynamic process, based on a growing body

of evidence. This will ensure our future plans can achieve success

and create places where more people want to live.



Growth

NewcastleGateshead has a dramatic
2000-year history.  Our tradition of
innovation, our unique landscape,
our solid cultural and trading links
with Europe and, most of all, our
people, have created a distinctive
culture and identity.  Newcastle City
Centre boasts the best classical
Georgian architecture outside Bath.
The redeveloped Quayside with its
spectacular bridges - both old and
new - linking Gateshead and
Newcastle has created a waterfront
to rival any in Europe.

Today NewcastleGateshead is leading
the renaissance of the North East. 
It serves as the business and
administrative capital for a region of
over two million people across the
North East of England.
NewcastleGateshead provides jobs
for hundreds of thousands of people.
We are also a centre for further and
higher education, with two
universities and 2 higher education
colleges, which bring over 50,000
students here.  

The centre of NewcastleGateshead is
vibrant. Up to 100,000 people use
our restaurants, clubs and pubs at
night1. Its international reputation for
sport, shopping, nightlife, historic
architecture, urban parks and the
contemporary arts is growing thanks
to developments such as the Angel
of the North, The BALTIC world-class
cultural centre, Gateshead
International Stadium, the Gateshead
Millennium Bridge, the Great North
Run, the Grainger Town Project, the
Blue Carpet, and the New Year’s Eve
celebrations. These strengths that
have led to the designation of
NewcastleGateshead as a European
Centre of Culture in 2008. Taken
together they are a powerful draw
for visitors and locals alike.  

PART A

Context - the placeAs an aid to appreciating the NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder we begin by portraying the
place in a wide historical, social, and economic context
(Part A) before focusing on the Housing
Market and its characteristics and
drivers (Part B), the strategic
responses to these drivers
(Part C) and ending with
the purpose of the
submission (Part D).
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Decline

Set against this success are major
challenges. Adjacent to the city
centre are neighbourhoods blighted
by abandoned housing and market
failure associated with the decline or
disappearance of traditional
industries such as shipbuilding and
mining. Despite efforts to attract new
employment and improve access to
jobs through training, newly created
jobs have been insufficient to
prevent people leaving for work
elsewhere in the country (20% move
to the South East of England).  A
significant proportion also move out
to surrounding (local authority) areas
for housing and education reasons.  

Gateshead’s ranking as the 32nd
most deprived local authority area in
the UK on the Index of Multiple
Deprivation means that social
exclusion is a key issue.  At a ward
level, nine of the borough’s 22 wards2

are amongst the most deprived 10%
in England: Bede, Felling, Bensham,
High Fell, Teams, Deckham, Saltwell,
Leam and Lamesley.

Twelve wards in Newcastle rank in
the 10% of the most deprived
nationally: Byker, Monkchester, and
Walker to the east of the City Centre:
Benwell, Elswick, Moorside,
Scotswood and West City to the west;
Blakelaw, Fawdon, Kenton, and
Woolsington to the north.  Here
there are increasing concentrations
of poverty, linked to joblessness,
health inequalities, poor educational
achievement, high levels of crime
and fear of crime, and low
aspirations3.  Population has declined
rapidly. 

Such areas contrast sharply not only
with the with successful centre but
the other residential areas of
NewcastleGateshead, which in many
cases have low levels of
unemployment, high rates of car
ownership, higher levels of
educational achievement, lower
levels of crime and a population who
live longer. This contrast emphasises
the social exclusion faced by the
areas in decline.

Opportunity

The NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder is an
evidence-based initiative set up to

restructure failing housing markets
and help develop and extend the
vibrant inner core conurbation of
NewcastleGateshead outwards,
building attractive communities in
which people will choose to live.
Together with partners we will
achieve this through a combination
of clearance of unwanted abandoned
housing, developing new high quality
housing in sustainable communities,
improving and refurbishing
properties and supporting
neighbourhoods through periods of
great change.

The importance of the development
of the core conurbation to the region
is critical.  As the regional capital
NewcastleGateshead has a crucial
role in driving the growth of the
regional economy, research and
education, and creating cultural
assets of international significance,
so the success of the Pathfinder will
impact on the success of the region
as a whole.

This document and the Area
Development Frameworks for the 
4 areas covered by the
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder;
Gateshead, North Central, Outer East
and Inner West Newcastle, detail how
this will happen over the coming years. 

Issues related to asylum seekers and
refugees living in Pathfinder areas
will be given specific consideration
within the proposals over the
programme lifetime. Where
consistent with Housing Market
Renewal, appropriate interventions
will be developed.

On 10 April 2002, the then Secretary
of State for Transport, Local
Government and the Regions
announced that NewcastleGateshead
would be one of 9 areas in Northern
England and the Midlands invited to
take part in the new Pathfinder
programme.  The areas chosen were
those most affected by low demand
and abandonment and included
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, East
Lancashire, Oldham and Rochdale,
South Yorkshire, Humberside,
NewcastleGateshead, North
Staffordshire and Birmingham and
Sandwell.

The need for Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder was realised in
the Government Report on

Unpopular Housing (1999) which
highlighted the scale of the problem4.
It found that low demand and
unpopular housing involved
approximately 377,000 homes in the
social rented sector and 375,000 in
the private sector, concentrated in
urban and industrial parts of the
North and Midlands. The evidence
suggested a general oversupply of
housing, often associated with
economic and demographic decline. 

Accelerated decline in demand over
the past 4-5 years has created costs
for local agencies, weakened local
services and communities, and could
undermine regeneration efforts. 

Purpose 

The Government’s Sustainable
Communities Plan, which announced
funding for Housing Market Renewal
has six themes:

• Decent Houses, Decent Places

• Low demand & abandonment

• Step change in housing supply

• Land, countryside & rural
communities

• Sustainable growth

• Reforming for delivery

The NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder is the
means of ensuring these themes are
addressed in our part of the world as
well the unique causes of housing
market failure in the most deprived
areas of Newcastle & Gateshead.

We will help local authorities and
their partners, including the private
sector, to work with the Government
to develop innovative solutions to
the problems of low demand.  With
the freedom to work across local
authorities we will create
opportunities to intervene in housing
markets, including reducing the
number of unwanted properties,
redevelopment, area improvement
and neighbourhood management to
build confidence in an area.

In a 15 year timeframe we intend to
achieve long term restructuring and
meet changing demand, taking a
truly integrated sub-regional
approach that effectively links
housing, planning and economic
policy.  By providing lasting solutions
for communities and ensuring that

housing, job creation, education and
employment, transport, crime and
better public services are improved
within an overall strategy we will
create vibrant, sustainable
neighbourhoods.

Funding 

This submission covers the vision,
principles, objectives, and outcomes
for the full 15 years of the
programme and gives details of
priorities for funding in the first
three.

Housing Market Renewal Pathfinders
were a result of a detailed case
submitted by Northern Cities,
Regional Housing Forums and the
National Housing Federation, making
the case for £8 billion needed over
10 years to tackle the problem of
failing housing markets.

The Government awarded £25
million nationally to kick start
Pathfinder programmes in nine areas
of the UK, divided equally so that
each Pathfinder received £2.66m.
The launch of the Sustainable
Communities Plan in February 2003
made £500 million available for the
nine Pathfinders over the next three
years.  Further funding will depend
upon future Comprehensive
Spending Reviews.

For the NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder, this
funding will complement resources
from other agencies, such as English
Partnerships, the Housing
Corporation, and "arms length"
management organisations.  At the
same time we will continue to work
closely with private sector
companies to ensure they are able to
maximise their investment in
deprived areas. 
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Migration and aspirations

The whole North East and
particularly the Pathfinder area has
consistently lost population since the
early 1970s14. Nationally, Gateshead
ranks 367th and Newcastle 369th of
a possible 376 for out-migration15.
The trend shown by ten-yearly
Census data is confirmed on an
annual basis by sensitive indicators
such as GP practice lists and Council
Tax records.  "Housing choice"16 is
the major reason for migrating to the
surrounding region and "employment"
for leaving the region.  In Gateshead,
crime/poor environment, quality and
choice of local housing and public
services17 are drivers. 

The most distinctive trend is
decentralisation to peripheral areas
along the Tyne Valley, North and
South Tyneside, South
Northumberland and North Durham
identified by the DTZ Pieda study.
Evidence from local Housing Needs18

and Migration Studies19 suggests
local migration of new and existing
households is strongly influenced by
the perception and availability of
housing which fulfil lifestyle
preferences, generally the more
traditional type under-represented
within the area. 

Of existing households considering
moving in Gateshead, 38% require
semi-detached accommodation
against the 12% wanting flats and
maisonettes. Of the concealed
households considering moving, 39%
prefer semi-detached houses to flats
(19%).  There is therefore a need to
satisfy them with a greater range of
house types and sizes. 

The specialist needs of the Black and
Minority Ethnic and Jewish
households and the growth in single-
person households also have to be
catered for within current and future
stock.  A growing elderly population
needs supported and adapted
accommodation.  

Lack of high-quality affordable
homes deters many new and
concealed households from entering
the market within the Pathfinder
area. A variety of options for low-
income households have to be
provided in order to help them to
meet their housing aspirations.  

Socio-demographics

NewcastleGateshead Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder area covers
3854.3 hectares in which there are
77,474 properties where 140,180
people live . 

Deprivation

Deprivation is measured by six
themes (employment, income, health,
education, housing and access)
combined to give an overall
deprivation level. Nineteen of the 
24 wards covered fully or partially by
the Pathfinder are in the top 10%
deprived wards in the country21 out
of a total of 8,841 nationally. These
can be broken down into:

• 8 of 10 of the Gateshead wards

• 5 of 7 of the Newcastle Inner 
West wards

• 3 of 4 of the Newcastle Outer 
East wards

• all 3 of the Newcastle North
Central wards

Thus a high level of social and
economic problems are concentrated
within a relatively small area of
Gateshead and Newcastle. 

Age structure

The ages of residents in the
Gateshead Pathfinder area are
broadly representative of the whole
of the Gateshead area. The largest
proportions of residents fall into age
groups 25-44 years (23.9%), 45-59
(19.8%) and 60-74 (21%)22.

Other parts of Pathfinder have
different characteristics. Compared
to the City average, the Inner West of
Newcastle has high proportions of
pensionable age people, children, 16-
24 year olds, a very high proportion
of children in lone parent families
and a large Asian population. The
Outer East has high proportions of
lone parents (except for one of the

four wards) and higher proportions
of older residents and children.
North Central has a high proportion
of children; high proportions of
retired residents and less adults of
working age23 when compared with
the rest of Newcastle.

Economic characteristics

In the Pathfinder area economic
performance is poor compared to
other parts of the country.
Unemployment is higher than
average.  Although it has fallen in
Gateshead by 0.5% since November
2001, approximately one third of
Gateshead’s officially registered
unemployed residents live within the
Pathfinder boundary. Half the amount
of people who leave Gateshead do so
to find jobs. The main employers are
the traditional manufacturing
industries and retail/wholesale
sectors which have seen major
reductions over the last 5 years. Out-
migration continues to reduce the
core economically active group (aged
25-44). Most of all. The projected
decline in the numbers of young
people is counterbalanced by a
significant rise projected in the
number of elderly residents. 

The Inner West of Newcastle has
higher proportions of women in part-
time employment, high proportions in
manual occupations, high proportions
of men working part-time,
economically inactive women, high
youth unemployment, fewer males in
full time work, and above average use
of bus or coach to travel to work. 

Parts of the Outer East have high
economic inactivity and
unemployment, above average
proportions of female part-time
workers, high male youth
unemployment, high proportions of
manual workers and of residents who
walk or use the bus or coach to travel
to work and very low proportions of
professional and intermediate workers. 
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Characteristics 

The NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
area comprises 77,474 dwellings set
within a complex urban market that
forms the core of the main
conurbation in the North East.  

Housing in the Pathfinder area
reflects its industrial heritage, the
changing housing philosophies of the
19th and 20th century public
authorities and private developers.
The result is a stock dominated by
high levels of social housing, often of
non-traditional construction, and
ageing terraced housing in the
private sector.

The area contains the largest
concentration of low demand
problems in the region and most of
NewcastleGateshead’s5 57,000
properties "at-risk" of low and
changing demand, marked by the
predominance of rented housing and
low quality, low value owner-occupied
housing; the prevalence of
‘obsolescent’ housing types; economic
inactivity and an ageing population6. 

Social rented housing   

The Pathfinder area has high levels
of social housing, 48% of the total
stock being social rented (of which
83% is Council stock7), compared
with a regional level of 28.7% and a
national average of 20%.  This
proportion of social housing is
particularly high in Outer East at
over 60%. Within the other Area
Development Framework areas the
level is still high: 43% in the Inner
West, 52% in North Central and
44.5% in Gateshead. 

Demand for social housing depends
on both the quality of the stock and
the local environment.  The design of
much of the current stock no longer
attracts many prospective tenants
and the layout of neighbourhoods
inhibits movement and safety.  Multi-
storey and deck-access flats and
maisonettes dominate areas of the
Pathfinder. In Gateshead for example
maisonettes or flat-type
accommodation make up 49% of all
Council stock.

Changing demand for the current
social housing stock in
NewcastleGateshead is revealed by
the percentage change between
1995 and 2000 of a series of
indicators shown in table 1 which
broadly illustrate the effect of
changing demand within the sector
across NewcastleGateshead. 

The majority of estates suffering
from low and changing demand are
concentrated within the Pathfinder
area. Vacancy rates are higher than
local averages with the current
aggregated rate of 7% in LA stock
and 10% in RSL stock in Newcastle
and 3.5% and 3.2% respectively in
Gateshead. 

Private sector housing 

Owner-occupation accounts for 26%
of housing in the Gateshead
Pathfinder area and 40.4% in the
Newcastle Pathfinder area9. Although
rising in line with regional figures,
these levels remain low. Levels of
private renting are high in comparison
to regional averages - an estimated
14% of all stock in Gateshead10 and
19% in the Inner West11. 

The private sector is dominated by
pre-1919 terraced housing, often in
the form of Tyneside Flats. There are
over 6300 Tyneside Flats (40% of all
private stock) in Gateshead12. Many
are in areas of low demand or at-risk
of changing demand and require
significant investment to bring them
up to decent standards.  

Vacancy rates in the private sector
vary street by street, reflecting the
localised failure of the housing
market. In some neighbourhoods
wide-scale abandonment of property
has occurred. Across the area the
average vacancy rate is higher than
local averages: in Gateshead 4.6%
and in Newcastle 8.1%.  

Property prices across the
Pathfinder area are lower than
regional averages. The average
house price in the Newcastle
Pathfinder areas is £57,957
compared to the city average of
£81,007 and the regional average of
£78,107. In the Gateshead ADF area
the average house price is £77,048
compared to the Gateshead average
of £77,319, with areas where prices
are particularly low.

Because the Gateshead figures
include many high-value
developments on the Quays they
mask localised pockets of low
demand where median prices are
often below £20,000.  In fact, 57%
of flats sold fall within the region’s
bottom quartile . A number of major
current developments in Gateshead
will add over 2500 units, providing a
range of house types in high-quality
environments, although often at a
price that excludes local residents.
This is offset by increasing provision
of new affordable housing within the
Gateshead Pathfinder area - an
anticipated 20% of all new build in
future years. 

PART B

The housing market

Indicator Newcastle Gateshead

Households on the waiting list and in need (LA) 27% 32%

Average time to re-let (LA) 27% 74%

Average time to re-let (RSL) 48% 91%

Vacancy Rates (LA)* 0.8% 0.6%

Vacancy Rates (RSL)* 2.4% 1.5%

Difficult to let (LA) 6% 17%

Difficult to let (RSL) 16% 12%

Table 1 - Taken from CURS Changing Housing Market Study 2002 95-00 (*95-01)

Area No. of hectares No. of properties No. of residents

Gateshead 1215 25000 49783

Inner West 1287.3 25694 54048

Outer East 921.6 17381 34336

North Central 430.4 9200 2013

5 Regional Housing Board, 2003
6 North East England: Changing Housing

Markets and Urban Regeneration -
Final Report, Philip Leather, Peter Lee,

Alan Murie, June 2002, CURS,
University of Birmingham

7 Newcastle City Council LLPG
Gazetteers

8 Gateshead Council & Newcastle City
Council Tax Data

9 ONS, 2001
10DAP Consultancy, 2002

11 Newcastle City Council, 2003, 
Inner West ADF

12 DAP Consultancy, 2002

13 Land Registry Apr 2002 - March 2003
14 One NorthEast, 2001
15 ONS, 2001

16 Champion & Ford, 2002
17 Couttie D, 2002
18 Couttie D, 2002

19 Champion A and Ford T, 2001
20 ONS, 2001
21 DETR, 2001

22 Couttie D, 2002
23 Newcastle City Council 1997
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North Central’s employment profile is
similar to the city picture but has a
high proportion of male manual
workers. Kenton ward has a high level
of professional/managerial workers
and Fawdon has a higher proportion
of semi and unskilled workers24.  This
information relates to the three wards
in North Central of which only parts
are within the Pathfinder boundary.
The major employers, Sanofi Winthrop
and Nestle, attract significant
numbers travelling into the area. 

Educational attainment

In Gateshead, the Index of Multiple
Deprivation (2000) shows that
Pathfinder area wards are performing
worse than the national average. Six
are in the worst 20% nationally, and
two are in the worst 5%.

Within the Newcastle Pathfinder area
32% of pupils gained 5 or more
GCSEs, compared with 43% for the
rest of the city.  For Key Stage 2, the
average point score is 25.9 and for
Key Stage 3 is 30.1 compared with
27.6 and 33.9 respectively for the rest
of the city25. (NB pupils do not
necessarily attend the school nearest
to where they live).

Crime and disorder

Within Gateshead many types of
crime are significantly higher than
the national average, particularly
both domestic and non-domestic
burglary, car crime, criminal damage
and drug offences. However, crimes
of violence are substantially below
the national average26.

Within the Newcastle Pathfinder area,
282.7 crimes were recorded per 1000
households compared to 279.2 in the
rest of the city. This varies widely
between areas: Inner West, 340.3;
Outer East, 235; North Central, 212.1.
The Pathfinder area number of
recorded violent offences is also
higher at 35.3 compared to 26.2
citywide. The numbers of burglaries
and thefts of and from vehicles (per
1000 households) in the Pathfinder
area are 29.5 and 38.5 compared to
20.4 and 32.6 for the rest of the city.27

De-industrialisation

Historically the majority of people in

the area worked in marine /
manufacturing industries28 which
have seen large scale job losses as
production has moved overseas. The
area’s manufacturing employment
almost halved between 1979 and
199729.  For the period 1991-1998 the
local economy grew at only a quarter
of the UK rate with business and
financial services in particular
recording zero growth30.  The area
overall has shown the highest levels
of unemployment in the UK for over 
a decade. The impact of loss of
industry is clustered nearest the
banks of the Tyne, all wards in the
Pathfinder bordering the Tyne being
in the 10% most deprived31. 

Age and health of local
population

Newcastle currently has a population
of 259,000 and Gateshead 191,15132.
The way it is made up affects the
housing market and its dynamics.
One in five in Gateshead and nearly
one in four in Newcastle is over 65
years old and less likely to move than
average. Newcastle’s two universities
mean that one in five is a student33,
contributing to the local economy for
the term of their course, but then
mostly leaving the area often due to
the housing choice available. The
affect is to increase polarisation in
the city, creating both housing
hotspots contrasting with low
demand. 

The links between housing and health
are documented34. The area overall
performs relatively well in general
health terms. However areas of low
demand housing have some of the
country’s poorest health indicators
for life expectancy, smoking, diet and
teenage pregnancy. The 2001 Census
shows Gateshead to have 23.9% of
residents with long term limiting
illness compared with the 18.2%
national average. 

Change in household
composition

The trend within the area for smaller
households does not fit with the
majority of the area’s stock (three
bedroom semi-detached properties)35

or with the changing tastes of
residents. The Tyneside flat built pre

1919 was appropriate to a riverside
manufacturing area, but may not
meet decency and aspiration levels
of current residents or attract new
ones. Residents becoming unwanted
landlords through inheriting of a pair
of Tyneside flats also contributes to
slowing the market. This again
highlights issues of community
structure, ability to invest in
refurbishment and market fashion.  

Income levels

The decline in the marine and
manufacturing industries allied to
growth in commuting and a
population with a preponderance of
over 65s and students affects
recorded weekly income levels - 15%
below the national average36. This
means that compared with the
national accessible mortgage figure
of £79,000, the NewcastleGateshead
figure would be £67,000 – less than
NewcastleGateshead’s current
average (all types) house price. This
gap is more evidence of polarisation:
areas of no demand, empty housing
and areas of high demand which are
prohibitively expensive. These
factors make purchasers perceive
that housing in areas outside
Newcastle and Gateshead Pathfinder
offers better value for money37.

Housing choice & market
polarity 

Most UK residents want to be owner
occupiers. The economic and
political changes of the last twenty
years have decreased the demand
for social housing. Newcastle’s
housing stock is split between
owner occupation and social
housing 66%/34% whilst the
national average is 80%/20%38.
Although this masks hotspots, in
real terms 60% of the stock is not
available to the market, and may
not be proving attractive as the
popularity of council housing
continues to fall. Lack of choice
contributes to growth in commuter
traffic, indicating that surrounding
areas benefit from workers
choosing to live out of and work in
the city39. The lack of quality,
affordable housing choice has been
identified and documented in
Gateshead40, where 40% of the new
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households forming in the next year
will have incomes below £10,000.

Conclusion 

Three factors are clear from the
above: out-migration continues; low
demand housing exists; and the
drivers have been identified and
documented. 

Houses on average in the Pathfinder
area currently sell for less than half

that of the rest of
NewcastleGateshead. The lack of
choice within the city further
increases this polarity. Demand for
attractive areas pushes out of reach
of increasing numbers of residents
who then look within the wider sub
region for bigger homes with better
value for money / resale potential.
This process further reinforces the
spiral of decline in the low demand
areas.  As house prices continue to

fall, residents are trapped either by
negative equity or unable to afford
entry to the housing market.  Radical
and large scale intervention is required
to bridge the gap.

PART C

Strategic responses to these drivers

The Housing Market Renewal
Pathfinder is an ambitious
programme of national and regional
significance and a key component of
the Government’s Communities Plan.
Tackling the legacy of urban flight
that has contributed to changing
demand in the core of the City-
Region41 will require political and
financial commitment in the face of
many competing priorities and will
be dependent upon continuing
support from a range of local,
regional and national partners.  

The Pathfinder programme is
recognised as a vital contributor to
the successful renaissance of
NewcastleGateshead. The social and
economic benefits of a thriving,
inclusive housing market will boost
the conurbation’s economic
competitiveness, sustaining a skilled
labour force for business growth and
delivering many of the internal
success factors that are seen as key
characteristics of successful
competitive cities42. 

Studies have emphasized the
economic driver role of cities in
creating prosperous regions – the
most competitive regions contain the
most competitive cities; there are no
examples of successful regions
containing unsuccessful ‘core cities’.
The relationship between cities and
their sub-regions emerges as an
increasingly important issue in
spatial economic strategy43.

Recognition of the interdependence
between NewcastleGateshead and
the wider region and the importance
of achieving the Pathfinder
objectives for the benefit of the
North East as a whole needs to be
reflected in appropriate regional
policy responses. 

Critical to the success of the
Pathfinder is the need to prioritise
investment and policies towards this
goal and to develop close working
with existing and future regeneration
initiatives to ensure alignment of
objectives and activities.  The case
for prioritising investment in support
of the needs of the Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder has been, and
will continue to be, strongly made at
regional level. 

Current position

A thorough review of the key
regional strategies and initiatives has
been undertaken. This work has been
carried out to ensure that:

• The vision and objectives of the
Pathfinder sit within the broader
regional strategic context with
common messages and purpose

• Implications of the current regional
strategies and regeneration
initiatives on the housing market
area are fully understood and
accounted for in the Prospectus
and Area Development
Frameworks. 

• The regional significance of the
Pathfinder as a contributor to the
success of the region has been
articulated clearly and key
dependencies are identified to
inform the review of the strategies
in support of housing market
renewal and the continuing
renaissance of the region  

• Recognition of the impact and
consequences of Housing Market
Renewal on the wider region is
communicated to stakeholders and
reflected in appropriate policy
responses  

The systematic examination of the
strategies is recorded in the Regional
Strategies Matrix in the Technical
Appendices.  The realisation of an
urban renaissance and addressing
the problems of housing market
failure feature prominently within
the key strategies, alongside
principles of sustainable
development and social inclusion.
The achievement of sustainable
communities is seen as the
foundation for economic success and
the future prosperity of the region.  

Further discussion on the headline
strategies is presented overleaf. 

24 Newcastle City Council, 1997
25 Newcastle City Council, Education &

Libraries Directorate, 2002
26 Gateshead Council, 2003
27 Tyne & Wear Research and Information

(using data from Northumbria Police
Authority Recorded Crime data sets)

1st April 2001 - 31st March, 2002
28 One NorthEast 2002
29 Tyne & Wear Research and

Information, 2001, Manufacturing in
Tyne & Wear

30 Tyne & Wear Research and
Information, 2001, Employment

Change in Tyne & Wear 1991-1998
31 DETR, 2000
32 ONS, 2001
33 Newcastle City Council Housing

Strategy, 2002
34 Tyne & Wear Research & Information,

2003, Health & Population Change in
Tyne & Wear

35 FDP Savills, 2003
36 New Earnings Survey ONS, 2003
37 Champion A, 2001
38 ONS, 2001

39 Mumford K & Power A, 2002
40 Housing Quality Network Services,

2003

41 Def: “a functionally inter-related
geographical area comprising a central,
or core, city as part of a network of
urban centres and rural hinterlands”.
Newcastle and the North East - A City
Region of the Future, 2003.

42 Cities, Regions and Competitiveness.
Core Cities Working Group Interim
Report, 2002

43 Cities, Regions and Competitiveness.
Core Cities Working Group Second
Report, 2003
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Regional Housing Strategy

The first Regional Housing Strategy
(RHS) for the North East identifies
the regional priorities for strategic
housing investment that will enable
the delivery of a North East offering
everyone a choice of good quality
housing in successful, secure and
sustainable neighbourhoods. It also
aims to coordinate policies with
other high-level strategies to ensure
that housing priorities accord with
economic and spatial objectives
contained within the Regional
Economic Strategy (RES) and
Regional Planning Guidance (RPG). 

The RHS has four main aims: 

1. Developing housing stock to meet
21st century demands and
replacing market failure with high
quality housing and sustainable
and cohesive communities. 

2. Meeting the requirements for new
housing that result from
household growth and aspirations
for better housing. 

3. Improving and maintaining
existing housing 

4. Addressing specific community
and specialist housing needs
including affordability in certain
rural locations, the needs of an
ageing population and the special
needs of other groups

The current, overriding priority for
the region is seen as the
restructuring of the housing stock in
areas of changing demand as this
impacts on the overall health of the
housing market, the vibrancy of the
regional economy and the success of
our urban and rural communities. 

The success of the NewcastleGateshead
Pathfinder is specifically considered
a regional priority (para 2.29)
because "the prospects for renewing
housing markets elsewhere in the
region will also depend on
perceptions of the Pathfinder in
NewcastleGateshead. The region as 
a whole should, therefore, focus
attention and effort to help the
Pathfinder to achieve success"
(para 2.31). 

It is also recognised that there are
competing priorities for investment
to tackle low demand in the Tees
Valley, the former coalfield

communities in County Durham and
areas of Sunderland, North and
South Tyneside and South East
Northumberland. 

A target range for new house
provision is given, with the lower rate
similar to the current Regional
Planning Guidance (RPG) rate. The
Strategy allows for the increase of
new building above RPG rates where
this can be justified on the basis of
increased employment and
population, and the achievement of
elevated demolition rates.

In respect of the location of new
housing, the RHS expects primary
guidance to be given by the
forthcoming Regional Spatial
Strategy (RSS). However, the strategy
emphasises the importance of further
concentrating development within
existing urban and rural areas where
it can strengthen existing
communities and help achieve the
Government’s targets for brownfield
development (para 3.19).

The impracticality of continuing both
peripheral housing development and
vibrant urban regeneration is
highlighted in para 3.20, and the
revision of existing guidance on
development rates is recommended
in order to reflect the need to
choose between these mutually
inconsistent policies. Such revisions
will reflect the achievement of higher
rates of demolition. 

Key Issues

• The Pathfinder will make a
significant contribution to the
delivery of national policy targets,
in particular Public Service
Agreements on regional disparity,
public and private Decent Home
standards, low demand,
development of brownfield sites
and neighbourhood renewal. The
RHS should demonstrate this more
explicitly to its audience in national
Government.  

• The theoretical basis for
prioritising the Pathfinder should
be made more strongly. In
particular the RHS should identify
housing market areas and their
interdependencies, ideally with
reference to sub regional
strategies, and state the
contribution of the housing market
in the core urban area to the
regional economy.  

• Whilst the Pathfinder is identified
as a priority within the RHS, it
does not set out the relative
position and sequencing of the
Pathfinder against the competing
priorities in the region. The RHS
should affirm the importance of
the Pathfinder in the region and
reinforce this with explicit
recognition in the Single Housing
Investment Programme (SHIP) bid
assessment process, in order to
maximise the success of the
initiative through complementary
resources. Further to this, SHIP
bids should be co-ordinated within
the region under an agreed policy
framework for housing to promote
a sustainable regional urban core.

• The RHS should confirm the key
issues and interventions identified
in the Pathfinder submission.

• In addition to the proposed
research programme, the impact of
employment change and locational
strategies on urban housing
markets needs to be better
understood in order to inform the
regional provision of housing
aligned to employment needs. The
potential role of employers in the
provision of housing also needs to
be explored further. 

• The dissemination of good practice
in relation to the development and
delivery of housing market renewal
programmes will be carried
forward through regional bodies,
related professional bodies and
conferences.

Regional Spatial Strategy 

In November 2002 the Office of the
Deputy Prime Minister published
RPG1 Regional Planning Guidance for
the North East.  RPG1 is the
framework for local authority
development plans and local
transport plans and other strategies
within the region.  It sets out an
overall spatial strategy that focuses
development in the region’s main
towns and cities, makes best use of
previously-developed land, and
reduces the need to travel.

A ‘plan, monitor and manage’
approach to providing land for
housing is proposed so that a
sustainable balance between supply
and demand can be achieved, giving
preference to previously developed
land in sustainable locations in urban

areas.  A target of providing 65% of
new houses on brownfield land and
through conversions is set.  RPG1
gives an 'allocation' of net new
housebuilding figures to sub regions
and individually to Tyne and Wear
unitary authorities, with a proviso
that there can be no automatic
replacement of housing empty
through low demand or
abandonment.  However, this is
issued as interim guidance pending
the early review of RPG1.

In issuing RPG1 the Deputy Prime
Minister indicated that an early
review of the document was
envisaged, and indeed this has
already started.  The review will lead
to the preparation of a Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS) subject to
enactment of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Bill.  

The full list of issues for review is
contained in Annex 2 to RPG1. For
housing the tasks are:

• Assess the provision of
replacement dwellings for cleared
stock

• Assess the indicative annual
average rates of housing provision
post-2006

• Distribute the "unallocated" annual
rates between the Tyne, Wear and
Tees conurbations

• Identify sub-regional targets for
the re-use of previously developed
land and buildings for new housing

• Completion of Urban Housing
Capacity Studies

In practice the review of RPG and
preparation of RSS will involve a
more wide-ranging and
comprehensive review than Annex 2
suggests. It would appear that some
degree of policy formulation at sub
regional level would be necessary
within RSS. 

Key Issues

• There is a need to recognise fully
the problems of low demand and
abandonment and to decide to
what extent these can be tackled
through the planning system as
opposed to more direct market
interventions

• The long-term realisation of
successful housing market renewal
is inextricably linked to strategic
and local land use planning both in

terms of setting allocations for
new housing and the sustainable
release of land supply. Developing
positive working arrangements
with neighbouring authorities and
building recognition of the merits
of locational strategies that
maximize the success of the
Pathfinder will be critical to
success.  The Pathfinder will
continue to make the case at
regional level and will support this
by ongoing research and
development   

• The RSS should give explicit policy
commitment to reduce new house
building in the wider market area
in favour of vibrant regeneration of
the existing urban core. Such
restrictions in housebuilding
applied to neighbouring authorities
will support the priority given to
the revitalisation of low demand
neighbourhoods in urban
NewcastleGateshead  

• Planning policies in Newcastle and
Gateshead will themselves support
the achievement of Pathfinder
objectives. In reviewing UDPs the
principle of prioritising
development on brownfield sites
will be reinforced taking account of
Urban Housing Capacity Studies.
Continuing investment patterns in
urban infrastructure projects will
be maintained, including
transportation investment. 

• New house building allocations in
the Pathfinder should be
consistent with the Area
Development Frameworks (ADFs).
Restrictive allocations, as
currently exist with the interim
RPG allocation, will inhibit the
delivery of successful market
renewal. Whilst short-term
proposals are set within existing
planning permissions there is a
need to consider future
allocations with regard to the
needs of the Pathfinder, which are
identified in more detail in the
ADFs. It is anticipated that future
allocations will be higher than
those currently set. 

• The RSS should be flexible enough
to enable greenfield sites to come
forward through the release of
under-utilised open space within
the built-up urban area. 

• There must be a recognition of the
need to relax PPG on density in

circumstances where this is
supported by a robust planning
case, for example where the
proposed range, size and type of
dwellings necessary to deliver
sustainable communities justifies it.  

Regional Economic
Strategy

In October 2002 One NorthEast, the
Regional Development Agency for
the North East region, produced its
updated Regional Economic Strategy
(RES) entitled Realising Our Potential.
The primary objectives of the RES
are:

1 Creating wealth by raising the
productivity of all businesses

2 Establishing a new entrepreneurial
culture

3 Creating a healthy labour market
supported by a skilled workforce

4 Recognising our universities and
colleges lie at the heart of the
region’s economy

5 Meeting 21st century transport,
communication and property
needs

6 Realising the renaissance of our
rural and urban communities

The RES throughout stresses the
importance of the links between
urban renaissance and economic
success for the region.  In particular
it recognises the importance of
housing market restructuring as part
of that renaissance.  

The Strategy explicitly recognises
the strategic importance of urban
renaissance as a necessary
prerequisite of achieving all of the
other objectives contained within the
strategy:

"It is vital for the delivery of the
Regional Economic Strategy that all
the Region's communities thrive,
because successful communities
underpin economic development.
Thriving communities:

• Retain and attract workers to the
region and provide them with a
good quality of life

• Are good places to set up business
because customers are enticed into
them

• Contain healthy workers, boosting
productivity

12
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• Empower their members to
improve their knowledge and skills"

Within that objective, the Strategy
recognises the specific importance of
addressing failure in the region's
housing markets, and One NorthEast
have pledged, as part of their Policy
Implementation Framework that
supports the Regional Economic
Strategy, that they will:

"Promote the opportunities that the
Region gives to the Government to
locate its functions in areas that
provide excellent value for money
and quality of life, as well as
assisting with its housing policy. One
NorthEast can also investigate other
ways in which private sector and
other government activity can be
attracted.

The other main housing market
renewal issue is to raise the quality
of the Region's housing stock,
particularly social housing.
Investment in the Region's housing
stock to raise it to the Government's
Decency Standard is a priority for
the Regional Housing Strategy."

The section in RES on its objective 6
Realising the renaissance of our rural
and urban communities gives some
more detail, but under sub objectives
6.1 and 6.3 the RES states that One
NorthEast will look to local
authorities and other stakeholders to
bring forward Local Regeneration
Frameworks to assist in the process
of prioritising resources. These
frameworks will guide One
NorthEast's investments in
communities where needs have been
demonstrated, and where community
led strategies are in place. The RES
indicates that key players in co-
ordinating action at a sub regional
level will be the Local Strategic
Partnerships.

The links between the various
regional strategies are emphasised,
notably with RHS and RSS.  Further
work is underway to clarify how the
RES can work with other regional
strategies so as to maximise their
joint effect.  For example, there are
discussions ongoing about how best
to integrate creation of new jobs and
the location of new housing, taking
into account the transportation
considerations.

The RES clearly supports the need to
concentrate new development on

previously developed land and One
NorthEast is exploring how the
proportion of new housing developed
on brownfield sites could be
increased further by more
investment in land reclamation.

Key Issues

• The RES needs to assert the role
of the urban core within a
competitive region and the role of
a vibrant, successful housing
market as critical to this success.  

• The alignment of local regeneration
strategies requires careful
consideration in the Sub-Regional
Action Plans. Housing investment
should support the economic
regeneration of areas – similarly
housing regeneration will create
new opportunities for other
investment. The potential impact of
such strategies on housing
migration also needs to be
understood.  

• Developing capacity to deliver
large-scale investment programmes
needs to be a strategic priority. In
particular, there is a need to
increase construction industry skills
to underwrite the delivery of
housing renovation and
redevelopment and to recognise the
potential role of off-site
manufacturing in delivering planned
developments and the opportunities
thereby provided for competitive
business clustering. The plans
should encourage access to these
opportunities by people in the
poorest communities – often those
where investment is taking place.

Regional Transport
Strategy

A Regional Transportation Strategy
is under preparation and will be
incorporated within RSS.

Transport improvements in the region
are critical if we are to seriously
address the social and economic
challenges facing the region. For the
North East to improve its competitive
position in attracting jobs, inward
investment and tourism we need to
have a better, more accessible and
inclusive transport infrastructure.
Integrated and sustainable transport
networks enable people and goods to
move around conveniently and
efficiently, creating a more socially

inclusive society and encouraging
businesses to thrive. 

Although recent Government
announcements have committed
resources to upgrading parts of the
region’s strategic network, this is a
fraction of what has been invested in
other regions.  Much more
investment is needed if we are to
improve the region’s competitive
advantage and deliver an integrated
transport network.

The North East Regional Transport
Strategy (RTS) sets out the transport
improvements and priorities needed
to deliver renaissance that the
region vitally needs and help tackle
the disparities that affect the North
East - to deliver the integrated
strategies of both the Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS) and the
Regional Economic Strategy (RES).

The whole transport strategy is
underpinned by:

• Reducing the need to travel

• Promoting public transport

• Increasing demand management
measures

• Making the best use of existing
infrastructure

If the regional renaissance is to be
fully realised, it is essential that
commitment be made to the next
generation of projects.  To this end
an agreed package of infrastructure
schemes that are integral to the
regional Transport Strategy and
consequently the delivery of the RSS
and RES has been put forward. 

Key Issues

• On a regional level, transport and
in particular accessibility are key
drivers of housing demand. The
relative ease of commuting has
been a contributing factor in out-
migration from the Pathfinder
area, as evidenced by the large
travel to work areas experienced in
NewcastleGateshead. The RTS
supports the RPG locational
strategy by prioritising
accessibility to and within key
locations including Tyne and Wear.
The Pathfinder supports this
approach, but a balance needs to
be met between improving
accessibility to the core cities in
support of economic growth, which
needs to be balanced with
appropriate housing choice which

reduces the need to travel i.e.
prevents further urban drift. 

• The Pathfinder endorses the need
to provide more sustainable modes
of travel. On a local level such
transportation systems can
improve our communities and
neighbourhoods by enhancing
public health and safety, promoting
social equity and a better quality
of life, sustaining economic
prosperity, and saving energy while
protecting the environment.
Transportation investments can do
far more than provide mobility:
they contain the potential to make
our communities thrive.  

• Regard should be given of the
need for transportation
enhancements to be of the highest
quality design, enhancing the
aesthetic and environmental
aspects of the region’s transport
system, particularly on gateway
corridors. 

Regional Image Strategy

Currently under consultation, the
Regional Image Strategy (RIS) aims
to change images and perceptions
through better communication in
order to accelerate wealth and job
creation in the region. The RIS is not
‘image for image’s sake’, nor is it
about spin or gloss. It is about
creating the conditions to accelerate
delivery of the Regional Economic
Strategy. The work on image,
therefore, will be very firmly
anchored in the substance and
achievements of the region.

Key Issues

• The Pathfinder aims to influence
the image and perception of the
area as a residential destination.
The Pathfinder will seek to engage
fully with the proposed Regional
Marketing Team to reinforce the
impact of housing market renewal
on the NewcastleGateshead brand. 

Integrated Regional
Framework

In 2000 the then DETR asked all
regions to produce a Regional
Sustainable Development Framework
(RSDF).  The RSDF was to be a high
level document that set out a vision
for sustainable development in the
region, and the region's contribution

to sustainable development at
national level. In doing so
frameworks should take a wide
overview of regional activity,
balancing environmental, social and
economic considerations.

In 2002 the Regional Assembly,
together with the Government Office
for the North East and One North-
East, produced a RSDF for the region.
The framework outlines objectives for
progressing towards a vision and
emphasises the need for everyone to
work together to improve the quality
of life for those that live in the
region, enable businesses to prosper,
generate more jobs and to protect
and improve our environment 

Since then, the process of developing
and integrating the Framework has
continued, resulting in a second
"Integrated Regional Framework"
(IRF). The vision contained in the
Framework is that the North East will
be a region where present and future
generations have a high quality of
life; where there is an integrated
approach to achieving social,
economic and environmental goals;
and where global responsibilities are
recognised.  The IRF provides:

• A high-level reference point for the
future development,
implementation, appraisal and
review of regional strategies

• The basis for monitoring and
measuring the region’s
performance in improving people’s
quality of life now and in the
future. 

Whilst the IRF is perhaps most
applicable to regional level
strategies, it does provide a useful
framework for lower level plans and
programmes, including development
plans and indeed the work of
Pathfinder.

Key Issues

• The Pathfinder fully endorses the
principles of sustainable
development and will continue to
appraise and review the developing
programme against these
standards. 

Regional Policy
Framework - key
dependencies

It is important that the regional

policy framework convincingly
demonstrates the Communities Plan
emphasis on joined-up approaches
between local authorities and
between different policies. The
region needs to:

• Build a shared vision, based on
strong evidence and the
development of a distinctively
regional policy framework. To be
sustainable, a new vision of the
economic, environmental and
social role each community will
play within a larger region should
be developed and pursued
collaboratively in the context of an
integrated regional investment /
development framework.

• Review and develop existing
governance arrangements,
including groups based on housing
market boundaries. 

• Develop effective delivery
arrangements through effective
stakeholder collaboration.

NewcastleGateshead
context

The NewcastleGateshead Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder is also
aligned to the key sub-regional
strategies and initiatives, in
particular Sub-Regional
Partnerships and Local Strategic
Partnerships (LSPs) 

Sub-Regional Partnerships including
the Tyne and Wear Partnership are now
rolling forward their delivery plans to
cover the period of 2003-2006.

Local Strategic Partnerships exist in
both Newcastle (the Newcastle
Partnership) and Gateshead (the
Gateshead Strategic Partnership).
Building on work already undertaken,
the LSPs will co-ordinate the
development and implementation of
community strategies, the joining up
of public service providers and the
delivery of local neighbourhood
renewal. 

Pathfinder will work closely with
these partnerships in order to
contribute to and be supported by
action at a sub-regional level. It will
ensure that the LSPs (both
represented on the Pathfinder
Steering Group) are fully involved in
Pathfinder work through regular
reporting to the LSPs, the area
structures and thematic groups
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(such as Housing Forums) that report
to the LSPs. 

Thus structures and strategies exist
to enable the NewcastleGateshead
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder
to fit strategically with regional, sub-
regional, local and thematic work
carried out by partners that will also
contribute to the regeneration of the
region.

District level context

This submission has been developed
in relation to processes for the
development and implementation of
a number of broader regeneration
strategies, including Community
Strategies, Local Neighbourhood
Renewal Strategies, Unitary
Development plans and Other
Regeneration Programmes.

Community strategies 
These have been developed for both
Gateshead and Newcastle and set
out how local authorities and partner
agencies intend to promote the
economic, social, and environmental
well-being of their areas.

Local neighbourhood
renewal strategies

These set out what partner agencies
will do to bridge the gap between the
most deprived areas and the rest of
the country concerning crime,
education, employment, health, and
housing. Adoption of local
neighbourhood renewal strategies
releases tens of millions of pounds of
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund
investment in Newcastle and
Gateshead.

Some of Pathfinder’s interventions
will contribute directly to these aims,
others more indirectly. All will be
delivered within an overarching
regeneration framework. Strong links
have been created with these
strategies, for example through
Pathfinder representation on
relevant working groups. There are
also marked overlaps between the
wards covered by local
neighbourhood renewal strategies
and those covered by the Pathfinder.
This will ensure not only that the
vision and objectives of Pathfinder
are rooted in implementing the
community strategies and local
neighbourhood renewal strategies,

but also that Pathfinder’s vision and
objectives are strongly reflected in
the planned revisions of the
community strategies in both
Newcastle and Gateshead.

Unitary development
plans

Newcastle and Gateshead are
currently reviewing their Unitary
Development Plans (UDPs), the
statutory planning documents for
the two Partners.  (For details see
Part B of 5. Thematic Proposals)/

Other regeneration
programmes

Gateshead and Newcastle have both
benefited from a number of
regeneration programmes funded
from sources including Government
departments and the EU. These have
previously involved the creation of a
number of SRB partnerships.  Both
Gateshead and Newcastle receive
Neighbourhood Renewal Fund, until
at least 2006, a change of emphasis
from area-based initiatives to a
wider, more strategic focus on
tackling deprivation. HMR Pathfinder
is consistent with this new approach,
and will work closely with other
regeneration programmes including
those area-based initiatives that may
evolve into partnerships. 

Both Gateshead and Newcastle
Councils have an enviable record of
delivery. 

Gateshead Borough is famous for
vision, innovation and achievement
in large-scale regeneration
programmes. The MetroCentre, the
Gateshead International Stadium, the
Angel of the North, the BALTIC
Centre for Contemporary Art, the
Sage Gateshead Music Centre and
the Gateshead Millennium Bridge are
examples which attract national and
international attention and accolades.

The Audit Commission, in their
Corporate Assessment in December
2002, noted that "The council is
making outstanding progress
towards its objective of creating an
environment that supports creativity
and innovation and encourages
investment. The council’s vision and
leadership has secured a level of
investment by private and public
organisations in Gateshead which

would have been inconceivable ten
years ago. Impressive new facilities
such as BALTIC, which opened in
July 2002, and The Sage Gateshead
are creating some one thousand new
jobs as well as providing cultural and
educational opportunities for the
people of Gateshead. Most
significantly, such investment has
changed mindsets about Gateshead
both inside and outside the borough
and is instrumental in attracting
further inward investment."

In Newcastle, the Grainger Town
Project illustrates the city’s world
class reputation in urban
regeneration. It has revitalised
Newcastle City Centre with 120,000
square metres of new or improved
commercial floor space, and 577 new
dwellings, improving the public
realm, creating hundreds of new jobs
and massively increasing retail
values.

Newcastle City Council is one of only
two local authorities in the country
who have, so far, fully utilised the
resources available in the first two
years of the Neighbourhood Renewal
Fund programme.

The main purpose of the submission 
is as follows:

• To set out the vision, objectives, and outcomes of the
programme across the full duration of the programme

• To establish the strategic and decision making
framework for the Pathfinder scheme and the four
areas within it.

• To propose a number of fully costed actions to be
delivered in the first three years of the programme.

• To propose a number of actions, together with
indicative costs, to be delivered in the 15 years of the
programme

• To describe the documents that will sit below the
scheme, such as operational and business plans to be
developed and reviewed annually.

PART D

purpose of submission
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The NewcastleGateshead vision
and values were developed 
in consultation with the
communities involved, along

with partners. They
transpose Government
guidelines into a local
context to meet
NewcastleGateshead’s
aspirations and needs. 
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Pathfinder objectives have been
developed in parallel with wider
regeneration plans to ensure the
maximum benefits and complement
other regeneration work in the wider
area of NewcastleGateshead, Tyne &
Wear, and the region44 (See Context
section).   

We have developed long and short
term HMR outcomes and targets so
that progress can be monitored and
measured.  Many targets (such as
residents’ perception of, and
satisfaction with, their areas) can only
be met within the Strategic Context.
This scheme will therefore be
delivered in close liaison with partner
agencies addressing issues such as
education, health, crime prevention,
safety, income, and image.

Community and stakeholder
involvement and engagement will be
vital to breed investor confidence
and realise our vision. Our
commitment to multi-agency
partnership working is clear from
both the composition of the Steering
Group and our extensive work with
local communities and partner
agencies to ensure that this scheme
enjoys widespread support from local
communities and all sectors. (See
below for details45).

The achievement of the following
vision, values, objectives, and targets
will represent a fundamental change
in the fortunes of the
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder area,
and the housing markets within them.

Vision statement

Our vision is that by 2018, the housing
market in NewcastleGateshead will be
revitalised, strong and stable, fully
integrated with the renaissance of 
the region.

The changing needs and aspirations
of local people will shape the
development of liveable communities,
where residents will benefit from
increased housing opportunity and

choice in lively, cohesive
neighbourhoods that provide the best
quality of life in a healthy, safe and
sustainable environment.

Values

• Fostering community liveability:
nurturing a sense of community and
place, shared values and common
enterprise; creating a safe area for
residents and visitors; enhancing the
public transport networks.

• Balanced land use: developing a
vibrant mix of residential and
business communities, fully
integrating tenures to create more
balance mixed-economy
communities. Promoting cohesive
physical, economic and social
development.

• Excellence in urban design:
ensuring the highest quality
contemporary design.

• Sharing prosperity: ensuring the
area is sought after for businesses;
promoting inclusive training and
learning opportunities.

• Building on the assets of the area:
preserving and enhancing the
environment and heritage.

A thriving 
European core city

The Pathfinder proposals are an
essential part of delivering our
overall vision for NewcastleGateshead
as a confident, thriving European
core city.  Economic growth will be
underpinned by our reputation as a
high quality, friendly and affordable
place to live.  We will reverse the
long-standing experience of out-
migration and promote the 

development of diverse, prosperous
and sustainable communities in the
heart of Newcastle and Gateshead.

Economic growth in the core city of
NewcastleGateshead is a key driver
for the prosperity of the North East
Region.  Recent research has
confirmed that all economically
successful European regions have a
competitive city at their heart.
Sustainable economic growth is
increasingly dependent upon
expansion in the knowledge based
and creative industries.  These grow
most rapidly in places where their
skilled, well-educated and mobile
workforce chooses to live and work.

We have established strong
foundations for growth of the core
city, which is already the major source
of employment in the region.  This
builds on the assets of the major
universities and its location as a hub
for road, rail, air and maritime
transport.  Major investment in the
City Centre and Riverside areas has
delivered new jobs and a new image.
Such developments include the
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art,
the Life Science Centre, regeneration
in Grainger Town, the Gateshead
Millennium Bridge and The Sage
Gateshead music centre.  Such
landmark projects have inspired those
who live here, re-injected regional
pride, enhanced the region’s image
and the perceptions of new investors.

Vision, objectives,
outcomes, targets

44 See Section 1
45 Section 4
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The approach in Gateshead is to
increase the pace of change based
on already successful redevelopment
along the riverside and at St. James’.
This has shown the strong potential
for introducing new, higher value
housing and we envisage progressive
redevelopment of the least popular
housing to create balanced and
prosperous residential communities
in the heart of Gateshead.  Over the
15 year programme the effect will be
dramatic with 7,800 new homes and
up to 3,900 homes cleared.

In the East of Newcastle, the
challenge is predominantly to
address the decline of demand for
large council estates.  Our aim is to
keep ahead of the changing market,
introducing much more home
ownership and diversity of house
types.  Success will be achieved by
stemming the outflow of the children
of existing residents, who cannot
meet their aspirations within this
area – and by attracting back some
of those who have already left but
retain family ties in the area.  We
have established a partnership to
deliver phased regeneration in
Walker Riverside which will continue
over at least 10 years.

Leadership and flexibility

In developing our vision we have
recognised that it is a long term
process to change housing markets.
During the life of the Pathfinder,
much will happen that cannot now be
anticipated.  We are therefore
developing a comprehensive system
of monitoring, review and evaluation.
This will provide a mechanism to
understand market changes and the
impact of interventions within and
beyond the Pathfinder area.  We are
particularly conscious that we need
to continue to work with regional
partners to minimise the risk of
excessive housing development in
the wider housing market, which
could undermine Pathfinder
neighbourhoods.

It is important that the Pathfinder
Strategy promotes visible, high
profile change across several areas
during our first years.  We want to build
confidence that NewcastleGateshead is
changing and to do this quickly.  This
will strengthen both the housing
market and help persuade investors

that NewcastleGateshead will be a
thriving location for business.

The Steering Group is a strong
partnership of the major stakeholders
in housing and economic regeneration.
It will be a driving force for change and
during the 15 year implementation
period, working to strengthen these
partnerships and to ensure the
NewcastleGateshead regeneration is
central to regional strategies.  We are
committed to reviewing our structure
and operations to ensure the effective
delivery of transformation in
NewcastleGateshead.

Performance measures
and targets 

This section includes a set of
outcome targets for the programme,
directly linked to the objectives
identified earlier. These critical
success factors for the HMR Vision
and Objectives have flexibility to take
into account what we learn as
Pathfinder proceeds.

Performance measures 

These have been selected to ensure
that they are, wherever possible:

• Aligned with the strategic vision
and objectives and relevant to
what we aim to achieve

• Attributable to actions undertaken
by the Pathfinder

• Easily verifiable through the
performance monitoring system 

• Well-defined, the majority
reflecting current public sector
indicators

• Scalable from local through to
national level 

• Set to avoid perverse incentives
which may undermine the quality
of the outcome

• Comparable with previous trends,
other programmes and regional
averages 

• Easy and economic to collect
through established mechanisms

• Reliable, transparent and
statistically valid

• Timely

The Vitality Index46 was
developed by the Newcastle
Neighbourhood Information Service
as part of their work to create local

understanding of urban change issues
and inform policy decisions.  The
Vitality Index replicates the function
of the Index of Multiple Deprivation
using a set of available indicators and
is being extended across the whole of
the Pathfinder area.  It ranks
neighbourhoods (approx. 1000
properties) across six domains from
those most in need to those least in
need.  The scores obtained for the
domains are combined to produce an
overall Vitality Index. 

This provides the NewcastleGateshead
Pathfinder with a bespoke
regeneration-monitoring tool. The
domains take into account the six
main areas that affect confidence in
the housing market, many of which
are indirect outcomes of the
Pathfinder. They may be viewed
singularly or as a combination to
identify the effects of intervention
on a particular area. This may be
scaled to a macro level to review an
ADF area or scaled to a micro level
to examine a neighbourhood (1000
properties). The data is collated on a
multi agency basis through local
LSP’s and updated annually. 

The Vitality index supports the work
of the Pathfinder by providing
customised, scaleable, GIS based
outputs which support decision-
making and monitor performance. 

The proposed model is built upon 
a balance of best practice and local
expertise which will reflect
Government floor targets in due
course. It is designed to reflect the
spirit and ethos of the Pathfinder
whilst providing a robust set of
performance measures. 

Performance targets 

We developed the Pathfinder
performance information system to
facilitate the effective monitoring
and evaluation of progress towards
the strategic vision and objectives.
The effective delivery of the
outcomes will be important for the
allocation of resources and
demonstrating the impact of the
programme. The hierarchy of
performance monitoring indicators
comprises Headline Indicators,
Secondary Indicators and Activity
Indicators. 

We recognise, however, that the
regional centre has been held back
by the poor image and life prospects
in much of the urban heart of
Newcastle and Gateshead.  The
Pathfinder offers a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to reverse the decline
and provide attractive places to live
for existing and new residents –
especially the people who have been
leaving the area.  These well
educated and ambitious people are
vital for creative industries and the
knowledge economy; and they bring
the wealth necessary to support
quality local services and create
opportunities for all.

Transforming 
the urban heart

The depressing experience of the
concentration of deprivation in the
Pathfinder area results from a long
period of economic restructuring
and the loss of people from existing
neighbourhoods and communities.
One of the key lessons of past
decades is that regeneration has to
address the fundamental factors
which drive this loss of population
as well as helping to strengthen and
support existing communities.  Our
vision is therefore for a
transformation which will change
the population profile and prospects
for many neighbourhoods.

Another lesson is the renaissance of
the city benefits all the people of
NewcastleGateshead.  Recent
market research has demonstrated
the immense pride felt by local
people at the transformation of the
city, particularly the riverside.
However, we know that severe
concentrations of poverty and
exclusion persist.  The concept of
urban renewal through quality and
culture seems a distant premise for
many residents in the Pathfinder
area.  Pathfinder investment will
promote excellence and innovation
in design in all capital projects –
creating an enduring sense of place,
space and ownership which will
increase the economic cultural
wealth of local residents.

The housing market renewal
proposals, and the projected
investment of £2 billion from all
sources to achieve them, will deliver
major changes in the Pathfinder

market areas, by 2018, which will
show:

• A big increase in home ownership
from 36% towards the regional
average of 63% which is essential
to meet the aspirations of future
residents.

• A smaller but stronger social
housing sector providing decent
homes in sustainable estates to
meet the needs of those who
cannot afford – or do not want –
home-ownership, harnessing
significant ‘ALMO’ investment.

• A private rented sector providing a
good range of housing choice for
the mobile households, with good
standards of management.

• A change in the mix of dwelling
stock through redevelopment and
conversion to provide more
modern, larger and spacious
homes.  

• Improved quality across the
housing stock so that the
Pathfinder area no longer has a
concentration of the region’s
poorer-quality homes.

• A growing and distinctive
reputation for quality urban living
through a consistent emphasis on
attractive and innovative urban
design, green technology, cultural
participation and liveable
neighbourhoods.

• A consequent strength of demand
which will resolve the problems of
vacant properties, low prices and
abandonment.

• Perhaps above all, a diversity of
tenures co-existing in local
communities so encouraging social
cohesion and sustainability in
critical local infrastructure such as
schools and shops.

Housing, neighbourhood and
urban renewal

It is a crucial part of our vision that
the HMR programme is integrated
with other neighbourhood renewal
and service improvement
programmes, which also have a vital
influence on where people choose to
live.  Our strategy has been
developed to be part of the
Community Plans in both local
authorities.  It has been recognised,
within the Local Strategic
Partnerships, that

• A choice of good schools must be
available to attract mobile
households, as well as to improve
opportunities for the children of
existing residents.  New schools
are proposed through PFI and
"Building Schools for the Future"
in others parts of the Pathfinder
area to complement regeneration
programmes.

• Incidence of high crime rates, fear
of crime, and anti-social behaviour
has to be tackled as a pre-
condition for creating confidence
in a neighbourhood.  We aim that
the Pathfinder area will not, in the
future, be associated with above
average crime rates and we plan a
major effort to support
communities in achieving this
essential improvement.  This will
be delivered through
neighbourhood management and
partnerships with the police,
working with landlords, youth
services, and other service
providers, and with developers for
security through good design.

• Improved services and facilities are
an integral part of the
regeneration plans.  A new district
centre will be part of the West End
redevelopment and new local
centres, often with LIFT
investment, are planned in East
and North Newcastle and
Gateshead.

• Quality transport links and
employment opportunities are
being planned as part of Project
Orpheus so that inner city housing
markets are readily accessible, and
are perceived to be well-connected
to the regional centre.

Tailored approaches 
for different areas

Major interventions are needed in
many parts of the Pathfinder area,
but our approach is tailored to
respond to the particular
circumstances of each locality.  This
is based on a detailed understanding
of the issues which are driving
change in different communities,
which has been developed through
working closely with local
communities in identifying
neighbourhood solutions.  This will
be monitored and reviewed so that
our interventions remain appropriate
to changing conditions.

46 Newcastle Neighbourhood Information Service Vitality
Index Technical Report, 2002
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Outcome Indicator Baseline Targets Existing Targets

2003-6 2007-18

Objective 1 Table - Outcome TargetsHeadline Indicators will monitor
progress against Pathfinder
outcomes in two groups: 

a) Direct outcomes will form the
basis of the delivery agreement
between the Government and
Pathfinder, measuring the direct
housing market impact of
interventions under the
programme and a suite of
headline indicators. SMART
targets at Pathfinder-wide level
and for each Area Development
Framework have been set for the
first three-year business
planning period and the end-
point of the initiative.

b) Indirect outcomes measure the
impact of changes within the
wider regeneration agenda. Such
measures are seen as critical to
the successful delivery of the
Pathfinder. They will be
monitored as part of the overall
package of headline indicators,
but will not form part of the
delivery agreement and no
accountable targets will be set.  

Secondary Indicators will provide a
range of data and information
relating to the performance of the

housing market at a more
operational level. They will be more
numerous and variable than the
headline indicators and will add value
to the local implementation of the
programme.  

Activity Indicators will measure the
delivery of component parts of the
overall programme. Output targets
appropriate to local level action will
be set annually and will serve as a
management tool. 

The table below summarises the
outcome targets signifying
successful programme delivery. They
are directly linked to the objectives
identified earlier and have currently
been set for the first three-year
business planning period and the
end-point of the initiative. The
information for some indicators is
not yet available so mechanisms
have been put in place to collect it as
soon as possible. 

The proposed model is built upon a
balance of best practice, ODPM
guidance and local expertise. It is
designed to reflect the spirit and
ethos of the Pathfinder whilst
providing a robust set of
performance measures. 

The outcome targets reflect current
assumptions on economic and
housing trends derived from regional
and local strategies and expertise.
They will be subject to detailed
review to test their relevance against
actual performance and will be
dynamically driven through a ‘plan,
monitor and manage’ process. It is
highly likely that the detail of the
targets will change over time, but the
direction of travel will stay the same. 

NOTE: Commentary is given on the
expected achievement towards the
outcome where this has been
determined. Additional outcomes will
be subject to further consideration.
Where data will be available prior to
submission, detailed target figures,
with interim milestones, will be
developed.

1.5 Reduction in the number of
vacant properties

Number of vacant
properties

5035 Maintain the
baseline

Match or improve
upon the Regional
Housing Strategy
target of 3% by
2018

BVPI 64 (only
concerned with
properties brought
back into use as a
result of LA
activity)

1.6 Reduction in the number of
properties in low demand

Number of low demand
properties in the private
sector

Number of low demand
properties in the social
sector

10,799

24,051

10% reduction in
the number of low
demand properties

Eradicate low
demand

1.7 House prices rising in line
with the regional average

House prices relative to
regional average

G: £36800

N: £45845

Stabilise Maintain prices
relative to regional
average in 2003

BVPI 64 (only
concerned with
properties brought
back into use as a
result of LA
activity)

Outcome Indicator Baseline Targets Existing Targets

2003-6 2007-18

Objective 2 Table - Outcome Targets

2.6 Increase in home ownership Number of full or part
owner-occupier dwellings
(as a % of occupied stock)

27,970
(39.7%)

Annual increase of owner-occupied
properties to the current regional 
average (63.6%)

BVPI 64 (only
concerned with
properties brought
back into use as a
result of LA
activity)

2.7 Increase in the quality of
private sector housing

Number of non-decent
homes

Number of unfit homes

16,245

4,865

Annual 2-3% reduction in non-decent
homes

Annual 2-3% reduction in unfit homes

PSA 7

BVPI 62

Outcome Indicator Baseline Targets Existing Targets

2003-6 2007-18

Objective 3 Table - Outcome Targets

3.3 Increase in neighbourhood
satisfaction

Percentage of residents
satisfied with their area as
a place to live

G: 70%

N: 66%

Maintain baseline Reach the
Newcastle
Gateshead average
by 2018

3.4 Improved confidence about
personal safety

Residents who feel "fairly
safe" after dark while
outside

G: 44%

N: 21%

Maintain baseline Reach the regional
average by 2018

BVPI 189
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The NewcastleGateshead scheme
prospectus and Area Development
Frameworks provide clear and robust
evidence of the problems facing the
Pathfinder area:-

• Outward migration and declining
population

• Lack of housing choice

• Industrial decline

• Change in household composition
and structure

• Low income levels

• The impact of crime and disorder
on neighbourhoods

• Over provision of housing that does
not meet current needs

• High levels of social exclusion and
poor quality of life

These drivers inter-relate to reduce
attractiveness and confidence in
neighbourhoods, ultimately leading
to failing and collapsed housing
markets.  These drivers emerge from
the evidence detailed later in the
prospectus.

The four Area Development
Frameworks for the
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
clearly demonstrate the evidence of
over supply, of often social housing,
in certain areas combined with lack
of quality and choice of housing. 

Additional research is underway to
give a better understanding of the
aspirations and requirements of
home buyers and would-be home
buyers in the Pathfinder area and
building on that which already

illustrates the need to provide quality
and choice in housing.

The complexity of the drivers and
their inter-relationship is explored
further later in the prospectus.
However, key to the collapse in
housing markets is the decline in
population in the urban core.  The
prospectus shows that this has been
brought about through lack of
housing choice and employment.
The continued out migration by
those that can move exacerbates the
problem of sustaining
neighbourhoods.  As population falls,
so does the base for service
provision, stretching the
infrastructure underpinning and
sustaining communities to breaking
point. Poor quality service provision
lessens the attractiveness of
neighbourhoods and provides
opportunities for increases in crime
and disorder.  This vicious circle can
then further polarise
neighbourhoods, adding to high
levels of social exclusion and an
imbalance in the economic mix of
neighbourhoods.  Housing in such
areas, often of poor quality, then
declines further in demand, resulting
in abandoned and collapsed housing
markets.

The NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
will address these problems within a
broad strategic framework
concentrating on providing the
quality and choice of housing that is
necessary to attract population back
to the urban core of Newcastle and
Gateshead, and this is set within a

framework that places physical
renewal with economic, social,
environmental and cultural
improvement.

The NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
has the opportunity to achieve
success, to build, develop and
support sustainable, attractive
communities, through radical long
term solutions that address the
complexities of the causes of failing
and collapsed housing markets
through a broad, multi-faceted
approach based on comprehensive
evidence and ongoing research,
evaluation and review.

The Area Development Frameworks
for each of the four areas within the
Pathfinder: Gateshead, Newcastle –
North Central, Outer East and Inner
West, identify the specific problems
of failing and collapsed housing
markets using the comprehensive
bespoke tool of the vitality index.
They propose specific interventions
designed to address the problems
identified.  These are summarised
overleaf, and illustrate the
relationship between the Pathfinder –
objectives, the required outcomes
and strategic priorities to address
the drivers of housing market failure
and the interventions necessary to
restructure housing markets.

The NewcastleGateshead Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder provides the
opportunity to revitalise the
Housing Market in areas of low
demand and abandoned housing
and to build sustainable
communities where people
choose to live.

Strategic approach
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Gateshead

To strengthen and
stabilise the housing
market 

• Reduction in vacancies

• Reduction in low demand

• Reduction in the disparity
between local house prices
and the regional average

• House prices rising in line
with the regional average

• Removal of low
demand stock from
all sectors

• Building market
confidence and
competitiveness

• Strategic Vision

• Selective stock
clearance

• Remodelling and
improvement 

• Private Sector
Landlord initiative

• Environmental
improvements

• Neighbourhood
Management 

• Image Management

• Neighbourhood
Assessment and
appraisal 

• Sunderland Road Area
Strategy including selective
clearance, housing and
environmental improvements
and site assembly

• Teams Area Strategy including
new development and
environmental improvements 

• Neighbourhood Planning and
Investment Appraisals 

• Neighbourhood Management
proposals

• Gateway improvements 

• Private Landlord Initiative

• Whitehall Road conversions 

To promote and
provide a wider
choice of quality
housing for all

• Increase in home
ownership

• Increase in the number of
new homes built

• Increase in the number of
new affordable homes

• Increase in the number of
accessible homes

• Increase in the quality of
social housing

• Increase in the quality of
private sector housing

• New housing
development
incorporating
affordable and
lifetime homes

• Building investor
confidence

• Removal of low
demand housing 

• Improvement of
social housing to
decency standard

• Improvement of
private sector
housing

• Strategic vision

• Planning Policy
instruments

• Site assembly and
development

• Financial Support

• ALMO Business Plan

• Private Sector
Renewal Policy

• Gateway Improvements

• Private Sector renewal fund

• Home Improvement Agency
support

• Construction Capacity Initiative

• Strategic site acquisition at
former Freightliner depot and
Fox Street

• New Housing development 

• Lobley Hill Road and Felling
North masterplanning

• Dunston and Bill Quay
feasibility study

To foster distinctive,
attractive
neighbourhoods

• Increase in neighbourhood
satisfaction

• Increase in community
cohesion

• Improved confidence
amongst residents

• Increased population

• Articulation of vision

• Creation of
sustainable
communities 

• Tackling
environmental blight

• Increased attachment
within the social
sector

• Investment in Public
Services

• Reduction in the fear
of crime

• Building confidence

• Strategic vision

• Image Management

• Neighbourhood
Management

• Environmental
Improvements

• Crime reduction
initiatives 

• Clearance of ‘bad-
neighbour’
properties

• Neighbourhood Improvements
in sustainable council stock

• Retail sustainability project 

• Neighbourhood Management
proposals

• Teams Neighbourhood Centre
and accessibility improvements

• Felling Metro Improvements

To manage, enhance
and improve the
assets of the
neighbourhood

• Facilitate development on
brownfield land

• Increase in urban green
spaces

• Improved cleanliness

• Reduction in the amount of
crime

• Improved educational
attainment 

• Increase in local
employment

• Improved life expectancy

• Holistic regeneration

• Investment in Public
Services

• Planning Policy
instruments

• Local labour into
work initiatives

• Lobley Hill Road and Felling
North masterplanning

• Dunston and Bill Quay
feasibility study 

• Construction Capacity
Initiative 

Objective Outcome Strategic
Priorities

HMR Policy
Instrument

Gateshead 
Interventions

Inner West

To strengthen and
stabilise the housing
market

• Reduction in vacancies

• Reduction in properties in
low demand

• Reduction in disparity
between local and regional
house prices

• Removal of Low
Demand Stock in all
sectors

• Improving the
competitiveness of
the area

• Confidence building

• Site assembly and
preparation

• Stock Clearance

• Planning Guidance

• Investment in Public
Services

• Articulation of
strategic vision 

• Production of
Development Briefs

• Clearance of properties in
Scotswood, West Benwell and
Birchvale Avenue

• Manage and invest in
sustainable properties in
Scotswood and Benwell

• CCTV schemes in Benwell to
increase Community
Confidence

• Security measures and target
hardening in Benwell

• Acquisition of eyesores

To promote and provide
a wider choice of
quality housing for all

• Increase in home ownership

• Increase in number of new
completions

• Increase in number of
accessible homes

• Increase in quality of social
housing

• Increase in quality of
private rented housing

• Increase in quality of owner
occupied housing

• Extensive
development of new
private housing 
for sale

• High quality Private
Rented development

• Selective investment
in new social housing 

• Housing "Guarantee"
to existing households

• Clearance/
Redevelopment of
sub-standard stock,
subject to Option
Appraisal

• Strategic vision

• Planning guidance

• Site assembly

• Development Briefs

• Investment in Public
Services

• Financial Support

• Housing
Management

• Homeswaps to enable site
assembly

• Redevelopment of Birchvale
Avenue

• Options appraisals on multi-
storey and declining Social
Housing Estates

• Re-design of New Mills and 
Gill Street estates

• Gap funding for redevelopment 

• Neighbourhood Renewal
Assessments in private sector
areas in Scotswood, Benwell
and New Deal.

• Private Landlord Initiative and
accreditation scheme

To foster distinctive,
attractive
neighbourhoods

• Increase in neighbourhood
satisfaction

• Increase in community
cohesion

• Improved neighbourhood
perception

• Improved resident
confidence

• Population increase

• Articulation of vision

• Creation of
neighbourhoods by
development

• Increased
attachment/stability
in Social Housing
Sector

• Net growth in
effective housing
stock

• Investment in
"Flagship" schools

• Reduced crime/anti-
social behaviour

• Strategic vision

• Image Management

• Neighbourhood
Management

• Environmental
Improvements

• Crime reduction
initiatives 

• Clearance of ‘bad-
neighbour’
properties

• Ensure all options for Scotswood
and Benwell regeneration area
are fully explored

• Development brief for
Highgrove, Somerset Place,
Elswick, Loadman, Northbourne
and Buddle areas

• Consultation with residents
over future of private sector
housing in Wingrove, Arthur’s
Hill and Elswick Triangle

• More police on patrol around
Benwell and Scotswood

To manage, enhance
and improve the
assets of the
neighbourhood

• Increased housing and
economic development

• Increase in urban green
spaces

• Improved cleanliness

• Reduced crime

• Improved educational
attainment

• Increase in local
employment

• Increase in number of
businesses

• Reduction in child poverty

• Improved life expectancy

• Improved access to services

• These objectives will
be served by the
Strategic Priorities
detailed above.

• Improvements to Open Space
in private sector areas

• Work in partnership with New
Deal to help deliver their
Environmental Objectives

• Work in partnership with
Northumbria Police to reduce
crime in identified ‘hot spots’
in Benwell, 

• Neighbourhood Management
scheme in North Benwell

Objective Outcome Strategic
Priorities

HMR Policy
Instrument

Newcastle Inner West 
Interventions

Proposals for the 15 Year Programme26
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East

To strengthen and
stabilise the housing
market

• Reduction in vacancies

• Reduction in properties in
low demand

• Reduction in disparity
between local and regional
house prices

• Removal of Low
Demand Stock in all
sectors

• Improving the
competitiveness of
the area

• Confidence building

• Site assembly and
preparation

• Planning Guidance

• Investment in Public
Services

• Articulation of
strategic vision 

• Production of
Development Briefs

• Selective acquisition, clearance
and demolition to assemble
Byker competition sites

• Dunn Terrace improvement
plan

• Acquisition of Walker Rd
Tyneside flats

• Investment in stable private
estates such as The Oval

• Home improvement loans

To promote and
provide a wider
choice of quality
housing for all

• Increase in home
ownership

• Increase in number of new
completions

• Increase in number of
accessible homes

• Increase in quality of social
housing

• Increase in quality of
private rented housing

• Increase in quality of owner
occupied housing

• Extensive
development of 
new private housing
for sale

• High quality Private
Rented development

• Selective investment
in new social housing 

• Housing "Guarantee"
to existing households

• Clearance/
Redevelopment of
sub-standard stock,
subject to Option
Appraisal

• Strategic vision

• Planning guidance

• Site assembly

• Development Briefs

• Investment in Public
Services

• Financial Support

• Housing
Management

• Options appraisal of multi-
story, single persons and
sheltered accommodation

• Phased redevelopment of
Pottery Bank South, the
Cambrian, Community Focus
and Western Gateway of
Walker Riverside

• Homeswaps and improvements
for sale schemes to enable
redevelopment sites

To foster distinctive,
attractive
neighbourhoods

• Increase in neighbourhood
satisfaction

• Increase in community
cohesion

• Improved neighbourhood
perception

• Improved resident
confidence

• Population increase

• Articulation of vision

• Creation of
neighbourhoods by
development

• Increased
attachment/stability
in Social Housing
Sector

• Net growth in
effective housing
stock

• Investment in
"Flagship" schools

• Reduced crime/anti-
social behaviour

• Strategic vision

• Development briefs

• Housing
management

• Site assembly 

• Planning guidance

• Public investment

• Byker design competition

• Detailed masterplanning of
Walker Riverside

• HMR funding to enable new
standards of lifetime home and
eco standards to be realised

• Churchwalk area improvement
plan produced

• Improvements to sustainable
Council estates including Sandy
Crescent, Pottery Bank East,
Daisy Hill 

• Improvements to mixed tenure
estates including Byker Old
Town, that may be subject to a
Renewal area declaration, and
‘boulevarding’ of key
north/south routes

To manage, enhance
and improve the
assets of the
neighbourhood

• Increased housing and
economic development

• Increase in urban green
spaces

• Improved cleanliness

• Reduced crime

• Improved educational
attainment

• Increase in local
employment

• Increase in number of
businesses

• Reduction in child poverty

• Improved life expectancy

• Improved access to services

• These objectives will
be served by the
Strategic Priorities
detailed above.

• Improvements to the
environment of Byker transfer
station

• Community Police Station
established 

Objective Outcome Strategic
Priorities

HMR Policy
Instrument

Newcastle Outer East 
Interventions

North Central

To strengthen and
stabilise the housing
market

• Reduction in vacancies

• Reduction in properties in
low demand

• Reduction in disparity
between local and regional
house prices

• Removal of Low
Demand Stock in all
sectors

• Improving the
competitiveness of
the area

• Confidence building

• Site assembly and
preparation

• Stock Clearance

• Planning Guidance

• Investment in Public
Services

• Articulation of
strategic vision 

• Production of
Development Briefs

• Review Deck access flats in
Blakelaw

• Option appraisal for Cowgate

• Housing choices/demand
appraisal in North
Kenton/Fawdon

• Investment in stable areas

• Investment in neighbourhoods
to create safe corridors and
place-making

To promote and
provide a wider 
choice of quality
housing for all

• Increase in home
ownership

• Increase in number of new
completions

• Increase in number of
accessible homes

• Increase in quality of social
housing

• Increase in quality of
private rented housing

• Increase in quality of owner
occupied housing

• Development of 
new private housing
for sale

• High quality Private
Rented development

• Selective investment
in new social housing 

• Housing "Guarantee"
to existing households

• Clearance/
Redevelopment of
sub-standard stock,
subject to Option
Appraisal

• Strategic vision

• Planning guidance

• Site assembly

• Development Briefs

• Investment in Public
Services

• Financial Support

• Housing
Management

• Area based plans to
encompass land use and
tenure outcomes

• Neighbourhood centre
development for Blakelaw

• Open dialogue with Housing
Corporation to develop
partnerships and risk sharing

• Creation of development
partnerships and delivery
vehicles with private sector.

To foster distinctive,
attractive
neighbourhoods

• Increase in neighbourhood
satisfaction

• Increase in community
cohesion

• Improved neighbourhood
perception

• Improved resident
confidence

• Population increase

• Articulation of vision

• Creation of
neighbourhoods by
development

• Increased
attachment/stability
in Social Housing
Sector

• Net growth in
effective housing
stock

• Investment in
"Flagship" schools

• Reduced crime/anti-
social behaviour

• Strategic vision

• Development briefs

• Housing
management

• Site assembly
(reduction in social
sector)

• Planning guidance

• Public investment

• Support for community
networks to enable
participation.

• Invest in defensible space
objective.

To manage, enhance
and improve the
assets of the
neighbourhood

• Increased housing and
economic development

• Increase in urban green
spaces

• Improved cleanliness

• Reduced crime

• Improved educational
attainment

• Increase in local
employment

• Increase in number of
businesses

• Reduction in child poverty

• Improved life expectancy

• Improved access to services

• These objectives will
be served by the
Strategic Priorities
detailed above.

• Implement measures to access
employment & training
opportunities for local
residents.

• Investigate potential of local
enterprise from investment
and increased confidence.

• Tailor Neighbourhood Services
to local needs & priorities.

• Link actions and strategies to
Agencies working in area.

• Development of Customer
Service Centre facilities and
district wide PCT health
provision.

Objective Outcome Strategic
Priorities

HMR Policy
Instrument

Newcastle North Central 
Interventions
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The NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
will ensure that each intervention is
carefully monitored and evaluated to
demonstrate its effectiveness and
impact, and that best practice can be
developed and fully utilised.  It is
equally important that the reasons
for lack of success in any
intervention can be understood and
addressed.

The NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder
will also be regularly reviewed and
updated for the reasons above and
to ensure it is responsive to a
changing environment as housing
markets develop.  This will help
provide the ability to accommodate
innovation in the programme as a
greater understanding of how
housing markets develop and to
remain responsive to the key drivers
as they change in relation to the
proposed interventions.

The thematic work of the Pathfinder
has sought to address key issues
that underpin neighbourhood-based
interventions across the entire area.
Focussing on planning and design,
neighbourhood management,
private sector policy and social
housing, together they address the
key drivers of market failure and will
provide the quality and choice in
housing and its environment that is
needed to stem outward migration
and attract population to the
NewcastleGateshead urban core.

Working with the private sector the
Pathfinder will incentivise good
quality design and environmental
standards and facilitate affordable
housing, providing new homes in the
Pathfinder area and improving
thousands more.  Combined with
enhanced neighbourhood
management and service provision

including appropriate education
facilities, neighbourhoods in
transition will be supported and
developed to ensure the mix of
interventions provides attractive
sustainable communities in which
people want to live, learn and work.
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Why do we need to
consult and engage with
the community?

If the change which Pathfinder will
create in the NewcastleGateshead
housing markets is to have a lasting
and meaningful effect, community
support is vital.  People affected by
Pathfinder’s actions need to be able
to take ownership, feel involved, have
their say AND be heard.  That is why
effective consultation, communication
and engagement are key to success.
Stakeholders at all levels will have
the opportunity to be involved in the
Pathfinder process so that we
develop solutions that work for
current and future residents of the
area.

Newcastle

In the West and East of Newcastle
the results of previous consultations
have been collected to demonstrate
the levels of community support for
the proposed interventions.  In
addition Pathfinder proposals have
been formally presented to Area
Committees, which are public
meetings, and to both local authority
Cabinets for approval.

Newcastle North Central has just
produced its first Area Regeneration
Plan.  We have been working with the
Local Authority to integrate the
results of the area regeneration plan
community consultation with
Pathfinder.  Consultation to date has
involved the delivery of a newsletter
about the plan, including Pathfinder,
to every home in the area.  Several
community-based meetings have
also been held.

Gateshead

The Gateshead area has approached
consultation and involvement to reflect
previous experience and local needs.
The Council has adopted a Community
Involvement Strategy, ‘Ask,
Listen…Act’47, a way of asking for,
listening to and acting on the views and
opinions of local people to influence
the way the Council makes decisions.
Councillors have a representative role
within communities and ensure that
individual and community views on
specific issues help inform Council
decisions. This Strategy complements
and supports this role. 

This approach is a key part of the
Council’s main policy document –
‘Towards 2010’ - which clearly states
that all local people should "take an
active part in the democratic process
and are able to become involved in
decisions which affect them and
their communities."  

The vision for community
involvement in Gateshead is to be:

• Clear and open in the way
residents are involved

• Focussed and meaningful

• Inclusive – so everyone can have
their say

• Effective in the way views are
evaluated and provide feedback

This approach is integral to the
consultation and communication
process to inform and involve local
people about the positive benefits of
the Housing Market Renewal
Pathfinder.  To promote Pathfinder a
timetable of key actions was drawn
up to start engaging with the local
Gateshead community as well as
informing key stakeholders and
partner agencies. This included press
releases on the Council’s website and
publicity in Council News delivered to
every address in Gateshead.

The results of this more co-ordinated
and inclusive approach to
consultation will have a positive
impact on the Pathfinder, residents
and other stakeholders.  

A decision was taken to make
residents feel involved from the very
beginning of the process by stressing
the following points:

• Pathfinder is a new initiative 

• Presenting the facts 

• Asking what the issues are that
concern local communities

• Acknowledging that we don’t have
all the answers

• Promising to listen to what local
communities tell us 

• Making a commitment to work in
partnership with residents to take
the right action for
neighbourhoods.   

Newcastle and Gateshead have a history of successful
partnership working and share many similarities which
facilitate this joint approach. Pathfinder is cementing a
large amount of work already begun in each area 
to engage effectively with local communities. 

Consultation & community
engagement
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EVIDENCE OF
COMMUNITY SUPPORT

There is a wealth of evidence to
support the proposals in Newcastle
through the work of Newcastle City
Council.  Households across the city
were canvassed for their opinions on
the ambitious plans.  People
identified their housing priorities51 as:

1. Safer neighbourhoods and better
home security

2. Having a high quality environment
around the home

3. Reduced number of vacant and
derelict properties

4. Providing better quality housing
throughout the city

5. Creating greater housing choice in
every community

60% of respondents thought creating
a New West End would promote the
re-population of the area52. 

West End of Newcastle 

The greatest changes are being
experienced here, and there has
been intensive consultation with
residents in the Low Delaval and
West Benwell areas.53 New Deal for
Communities has already carried out
extensive consultation with people
living in the Elswick and the Cruddas
Park Multis where feasibility studies
are being carried out.54, 55

East of Newcastle

Proposals on the future of Walker
Riverside have been widely consulted
on.56 Community involvement has
been key to the development of the
initial masterplan for Walker
Riverside by Places for People.  From
the many events held so far there is
consensus and support around the
approach to Walker’s future:

• Broad support for analysis of the
need for action – things can’t go
on as they are

• Support and often enthusiasm for
the radical changes suggested for
at least some parts of Walker
Riverside

• A stress on the need for balanced
housing proposals

North Central

Newcastle City Council has recently
produced a plan for North Central.  
A newsletter, including Pathfinder
involvement, was sent to every home
in the area.  Residents are currently
being given the opportunity to
comment on plans.

Gateshead

In Gateshead, consultation has begun
around Pathfinder interventions.  In
the first round residents indicated
that they felt improvements could be
made by:

• Bringing properties up to the same
standards

• Demolition of selected properties

• Neighbourhood Watch Schemes
and more visible policing

• Attracting more businesses into
the area

• Street Wardens

• More activities and places for
children to go57

A questionnaire and newsletter are
now following-on in each area.
Responses are currently coming in
and early analysis shows one of the
main issues of concern is the
problem of irresponsible landlords.

FUTURE WORK

The Pathfinder is a 15-year
programme. To ensure that
consultation and engagement ,
already begun, continues to develop
we propose to:

• Continue to work through the
existing networks within both local
authorities.  This will involve
Councillors, LSPs, Housing Forums,
Community Groups and the wider
community

• Ongoing consultation at local level
will be integral to interventions. As
part of the appraisal process each
project officer is asked to detail
any consultation that has taken
place around the intervention and
to specify if further consultation
and community involvement will be
part of the scheme. This
information will be collated and
future consultations monitored by
the Communications Officer.

NewcastleGateshead Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder will need to add
value to these processes and ensure
that all stakeholders are involved.
Ways we can address this include:
Intensive Consultation with
Communities in Transition,
Communities of Identity and Interest,
Annual Conference, Voluntary Sector
Panel, Regional Engagement,
Registered Social Landlords and
Champions.

Intensive consultation
with communities in
transition

Pathfinder will give extra support to
the delivery of local consultation to
ensure that communities who may
be affected by upheaval and change
due to Pathfinder plans are fully
supported and kept informed and
involved in the process.

Communities of identity
and interest

The Pathfinder will enhance area
consultations by working directly with
communities of identity and interest,
specifically black and ethnic minority
groups, the disabled and other
marginalised groups.  Because
members can be put off taking part in
mainstream processes, Pathfinder
needs to work with community leaders
to ensure that their voices are heard.

Newcastle has a BME population of
6.9% and Gateshead 1.6%58 (Census
2001).  Pathfinder needs to be
sensitive to cultural differences and
ensure these communities have an
opportunity to take part in decision
making. Practices to be encouraged:

• Some single sex meetings

• Participatory appraisal techniques
to overcome language difficulties

• Time sensitive meetings avoiding
times of worship, etc

• Interpreters available

• Information available in first
languages

• Work with community groups
representing the myriad of
cultures e.g. Gateshead Interfaith
Forum, Gateshead Jewish
Community Council, The Iranian
Centre, North Benwell Black
Residents Association, Palestinian
Community Association, etc.

A dedicated newsletter for the
Pathfinder area was produced in
December 2002, with a decision
being taken to circulate to key
stakeholders in the Newcastle-
Gateshead area to inform and raise
awareness.  MORI has found council
newspapers/magazines are
consistently cited in residents' top
three preferred sources of council
information (along with local papers
and leaflets to door).  

In February 2003 all residents in
Gateshead received a copy of the
second scene-setting newsletter
giving facts and figures from the
area assessment for Gateshead,
outlining key issues and inviting local
residents to attend a public
information meeting with officers
from the Council.  In addition,
comments were welcomed from
residents unable to attend a meeting.

Meetings

The series of meetings were attended
by over 80 residents, most of whom
were keen to be involved, recognised
the need for change and welcomed the
opportunity to express their views and
concerns.  All of them were
subsequently sent a ‘Feedback’
document detailing all the comments
which had been received.  This was
considered to be a positive and
welcome approach. Residents felt that
their views had been listened to, and
this in turn prompted more feedback48.

A third newsletter has recently been
distributed to all households, focussing
on the various neighbourhoods giving
specific feedback to ALL residents. A
comment sheet was included and
generated well over 300 responses
from residents. 

This process is crucial to gaining the
support and confidence of local
residents.  It leads to a better
understanding of what the Council
does and a greater feeling of
involvement as they play their part in
the democratic process. It also
promotes a more transparent and
accountable leadership.

Involvement 

As the detailed planning for the
various neighbourhoods gets
underway, residents will be

encouraged to become actively
involved, a key objective of the
Community Involvement Strategy
being to make sure local people
inform local decisions.

By involvement we mean a variety of
activities including:

• the provision or exchange of
information on a particular issue 

• the engagement of individuals in
defining what the problem is 

• The active involvement of
communities in providing a
solution. 

The communications process has
been diverse and has included
presentations to the LSP, voluntary
organisations, the Tenants’ Forum
and the Housing Partnership Forum.
Officers have attended local festivals
to promote the Pathfinder to as wide
an audience as possible including
hard to reach groups. Ward
member’s briefings are held on a 
6 weekly basis.

A SWOT analysis has been carried
out and interviews have been held
with local estate agents, RSLs and
housing managers in an attempt to
understand the dynamics of the
housing market operating in
Gateshead, as well as highlighting
issues and concerns.  Officers have
established links with a well-
established network of residents
groups and community organisations
in Gateshead.  

Initiatives  

All sectors of the community need to
be involved, particularly the young
who will be the future householders.
For example, a pilot project at Tyne
View School in the Teams area
involved Year 5 and 6 schoolchildren
carrying out consultation with local
residents, produced a very positive
response49. This excellent example of
an innovative approach to
communications and consultation fits
with the National Curriculum as well
as engaging with young residents.   

Stakeholders

Networks of neighbourhood groups,
community organisations and local
bodies already exist.  Pathfinder
communications are tapping into

these established links, not only
avoiding duplication of effort, but
also helping to present a more
convincing argument and make
consultation more manageable and
meaningful.

Approaches in each area have
reflected local needs, but since its
establishment in 2002 as a Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder,
NewcastleGateshead has been
working with all its stakeholders at a
local, regional and national level.
Our stakeholders, identified in our
Communications Strategy, are50: 

• Local and potential residents

• Councillors and MPs

• Community Partnerships and local
organisations

• Staff within both councils

• Public Services e.g. health

• Potential private developers,
investors and housing associations 

• Professional services i.e. banks,
building societies, estate agents

• Opinion Formers i.e. One
NorthEast, North East Assembly 

• Media

With a strong partnership
established between Newcastle and
Gateshead Councils, the existing
networks and structures have been
utilised to ensure engagement at all
levels.  This has involved the
Cabinets of both Councils, Area &
Ward Committees, Housing Forums
and LSP meetings and linking into
the many community networks
established on both sides of the
rivers.

In addition there has been regular
involvement with both Housing
Forums whose membership includes
council officers, housing
associations, Voluntary Sector
representatives, estate agents,
housebuilders, mortgage providers
and tenants’ federations.  

Stakeholders have also been kept
informed about Pathfinder through
newsletters, monthly updates,
www.newcastlegatesheadpathfinder.co.uk
and regular articles in the local
media and community newsletters.

48 NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder
Feedback from Gateshead
Consultation, 2003

49 “Working in Partnership to Shape the
Future of the Teams”, Tyne View
Community Primary School

50 NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder
Communications Strategy, 2003

51 Newcastle City Council - What you
have told us, 2000 

52 Newcastle City Council - What you
have told us, 2000

53 Newcastle City Council, 2002
Residents’ Views of Low Delaval and
West Benwell Terraces

54 Newcastle Westgate New Deal for
Communities, 2001, Housing

Management Options Phase II
55 Newcastle Westgate New Deal for

Communities, 2002
56 Places for People, 2003

57 NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder,
2003, Feedback from Gateshead
Consultation

58 www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/
areaprofileframes.asp
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People who consider themselves to
be permanently sick or disabled in
Newcastle constitute 8.5% of the
population and 9.8% in Gateshead59

(Census 2001).  Again these figures
encompass the entire local authority
areas.  Within this grouping are
people who are old and infirm,
housebound, physically disabled (e.g.
those who are blind and deaf) or
have mental health issues. 

A key emphasis for
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder is
to build good quality lifetime homes.
Although this applies to all sectors
of society the disabled need to have
a definite input.  

As with BME communities Pathfinder
will need to 

• Use participatory appraisal
techniques to overcome
communication difficulties

• Ensure information is available in
appropriate formats

• Work with existing community
groups such as Disability Forum to
develop further ways of involving
members of the community.

For funding for additional community
development work for other groups
Pathfinder will encourage and
support groups to access the
Community Empowerment Fund.  

Annual Conference

The proposed Annual Conference
would update a wide variety of
stakeholders on Pathfinder progress
and consult on the annual business
plan.  This will also be a platform to
share good practice and should be
innovative in its approach to
presenting and disseminating
information. 

Regional engagement

NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder
will continue to meet with
neighbouring authorities facilitated by
GO-NE, and is engaging with One
NorthEast and GO-NE around their
key priorities, for example design and
sustainable environments.

Work will continue around the
Regional Spatial Strategy and the
Regional Housing Strategy via existing
representatives in both authorities
who will keep relevant partners
updated on Pathfinder developments
through attending regular meetings.

As activity gets underway we will
organise project visits to share
learning and good practice.

Registered social
landlords

The Pathfinder will work with
housing associations across the area
to determine the potential to access

the Community Training and
Enabling Grant (CTEG) Pathfinder-
wide.  Utilising the grant will ensure
tenants have a say in the future of
their areas and ensure that a social
housing perspective is built into the
process.  

Champions

In key stakeholder organisations
NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder
aims to nurture champions who
would flag up Pathfinder with their
organisation and ensure colleagues
are up to date with Pathfinder
developments. In turn they will
feedback to Pathfinder any concerns
or information from their
organisation.

There already exists champions
within organisations such as GO-NE
on key issues i.e. design.  We need to
identify these people and ensure
their involvement with our work. 

Community Engagement Theme Group

Aim

To ensure that the community is effectively engaged with the Pathfinder
and to monitor community engagement that is taking place.

Objectives

• To agree guidelines for community engagement which can be given to
each project

• To monitor the community engagement taking place within the Pathfinder

• To determine if there are any gaps in community engagement

• To consider applications to community engagement funding and to
monitor their progress

• To provide a route/signpost for groups and organisations to become
involved in Pathfinder

Membership

This should be a Pathfinder wide group and have equal representation from
Newcastle and Gateshead.  This could include:

• Representatives who oversee project delivery in Newcastle and
Gateshead

• Representatives from voluntary and community sector

• Representatives from tenant sector 

• Representative from Community Empowerment Fund

• Representative from Pathfinder

Frequency of meetings

The group should meet on a quarterly basis.  This corresponds with
Pathfinder monitoring arrangements and means the group will be able to
access project progress reports and see what engagement is planned in the
upcoming quarter.

59 http://www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/areaprofileframes.asp
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Neighbourhood Management is
central to the Government’s strategy
for reinvigorating deprived
communities ‘A New Commitment to
Neighbourhood Renewal’ which
focuses on co-ordinating services
around the needs of individual
neighbourhoods. The neighbourhood
management model provides a
practical tool for delivering the
necessary changes.  
It is, in fact, a systematic approach to
tackling local problems:

- The interventions will operate
within the context of wider
emerging Neighbourhood Services
strategies.

- Be supported by enhanced
neighbourhood intelligence.

- Be fully integrated into wider
strategic planning.  

The following statement regarding key
characteristics for neighbourhood
management in Newcastle-Gateshead
was agreed in July 2002: "We hope to
achieve successful development and
implementation of work on
Neighbourhood Management that:
Improves services at neighbourhood
level; means decision making can be
devolved; is properly timetabled and

allowed to develop at a pace consistent
with community concerns as well as
agency and government demands; and
brings real benefits for local
communities."

Neighbourhood management
interventions will provide a link
between governance, strategy and
delivery to develop sustainability.  It
will also make an important
contribution to housing market
interventions through a clear focus on
services and people, and is a key
element in the Private Sector Strategy.
The Pathfinder programme will only
succeed in developing sustainable
improvements in market confidence
by providing an appropriate level of
support to communities.  A strategic
approach will be taken, linked directly
to delivery mechanisms to ensure
that solutions can be identified and
delivered to problems identified in
the local neighbourhood.  Within
the toolkit of interventions for
tackling low demand and
developing sustainable
communities,
neighbourhood
management can
deliver the following:  

• An approach to deal with a wider
range of issues than bricks and
mortar and can be applied across
tenures, particularly important in
areas facing a concentration of inter
related social issues.

• Steps involved in developing
neighbourhood management 
can also build confidence within 
local communities, symbolising 
a commitment to tackle local 
issues and therefore to the
community itself.

• There are potential quick wins,
addressing some specific issues
affecting an area and giving a boost
to local market and community
confidence.  Both internal and
external poor perceptions can be
effectively challenged as people’s
experience of the area improves.

• An opportunity to gain and share
accurate local knowledge drawing on
neighbourhood intelligence
gathering systems, sharing
information between partner
agencies and accessing the
knowledge held by members of the
local community - vital evidence to
shape positive interventions.

Certain themes common to the whole NewcastleGateshead
area need to be understood at a strategic level to ensure
any necessary interventions are taken across the whole of
the Pathfinder area. 

Thematic proposals
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KEY THEME. A

Neighbourhood Management

The strong partnership between Newcastle and Gateshead ensures that proposals
will be delivered across boundaries, enhancing effectiveness and ensuring success.
For example: a single accreditation scheme to help prevent unscrupulous landlords
utilising property outside accreditation areas, combined with Gateshead’s landlord
licensing pilot scheme, will be a strong incentive for better standards in the private
rented sector.

This section outlines five key themes: 

A. Neighbourhood Management to
reflect local needs and help to
support and sustain fragile
neighbourhoods throughout the
Pathfinder area

B. Planning Framework and Design
Quality in order that high standards
will be promoted in all Pathfinder
developments

C. Private Sector Policy to encourage
improvements within the private
sector

D. Social Housing - linking Pathfinder
to plans for investment 

E. Other Critical Pathfinder-wide
factors.
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linkage with key service providers.
Benefits of this approach for
Pathfinder are that community
confidence will be retained during
transition, providing a strong basis
for market recovery, and
improvements will be sustainable.

Neighbourhood Services will bring
together many of the core Council
services within a localised delivery
structure at ward level.  Key services
within Cityworks will link up with
other key partners, including the
Police, Health Service, housing
providers (ALMO and RSLs)
Councillors and the local community
to develop:

• A clearer focus on delivery of
services at local level

• A joined-up approach

• Ownership of issues within
agencies

• Accountability structures that will
deliver community priorities

As well as more localised
governance, the delivery of services
will become more flexible through
better co-ordination, empowerment
of front line staff to vary jobs in line
with customer requirements, and
developing a problem solving
approach.

Neighbourhood Services will be
implemented city-wide, speeded up
within the Pathfinder area, on the
foundations of the ‘flat structure’
adopted across Newcastle.  Within
the Pathfinder area the model will be
enhanced to enable Neighbourhood
Services to contribute to market
renewal objectives.  The following
additional elements will be
developed with the support of
Pathfinder resources:

• Improved information management
through technical developments,
better use of performance
information and existing
intelligence. 

• A variety of community
engagement models will be tested
appropriate to the specific issues
around communities in the
Pathfinder area.

• Accelerated implementation of
Neighbourhood Services within the
Pathfinder area will allow for
identifying specific issues affecting
Pathfinder communities.
Pathfinder resources will be used to

develop the solutions required.

• Approaches developed to amplify
the impact of Neighbourhood
Services in particular wards or
neighbourhoods where NNIS
information has identified issues
that a neighbourhood
management approach is likely to
help to resolve, and where
Neighbourhood Services is an
essential early element, for
example: Cowgate, North Benwell,
Walkergate, Byker, Walker 
Riverside

• Work to take place alongside the
New Deal for Communities
neighbourhood management pilot
area

• The continuation of existing
neighbourhood management pilot
project in North Benwell and
development of links to the new
arrangements

• Links to wider interventions, for
example: employment and training
through the Cityworks Intermediate
Labour Market project

• Provision of solutions which do not
come within the immediate remit
of Neighbourhood Services or the
mainstream provision of other
partners

• Community Safety initiatives
related to the specific issues that
affect the Pathfinder communities

No single model will provide the
solution for all circumstances. The
packages for each area need to be
customised to provide distinctive
solutions to local issues.

We are committed to a rigorous
external evaluation process for
neighbourhood management and
services to ensure lessons are being
learned and shared through the
piloting process.  A model will be
developed and rolled out as further
areas for neighbourhood
management and services
intervention are identified.  Initiatives
will be evaluated against the set of
common Pathfinder objectives.  There
will be successes and failures. The
challenge is to identify ‘what works’
at an early stage so that successes
can be built upon.

Based on the ward structure of
Neighbourhood Services, Area
Committees have a key role in
monitoring the strategic impact and
effectiveness of neighbourhood
management issues and in
considering any implications for wider
service provision throughout the City.  

The diagram below shows the Area
Committee Boundaries, Newcastle
Pathfinder area and the two existing
neighbourhood management pilot
areas.

• Through the effective pooling of
resources and information and
improved co-operation between
service providers, service
improvements can be brought about
within the best value framework

• Putting local initiatives in the
mainstream will have a long-term
impact on local services in a variety
of areas, including those not defined
as deprived

• The engagement of local
communities is central to
neighbourhood management, and
this process in itself is part of
developing sustainable and
confident communities

Neighbourhood
Management and
Pathfinder objectives

The process of neighbourhood
management will support all
Pathfinder objectives by directly
contributing towards: 

• Increased community cohesion

• Improved confidence amongst
residents

• A more stable population

• Provision of responsive service
delivery within neighbourhoods

• Creating safer neighbourhoods

• Providing a more attractive
environment.

Linkages

Neighbourhood management is not
being developed in isolation, and it is
vitally important that it works
alongside other elements of the HMR
toolkit and wider strategies.
Linkages to other interventions will
be ensured through:

• Effective information strategies to
make certain the appropriate
interventions are identified,
implemented and monitored for
each area.

• The development of coherent City
and Borough strategies (Newcastle
Plan and Gateshead Community
Strategy) and Strategic
Partnerships.

• Appropriate area and
neighbourhood strategies
congruent with the wider
strategies.

• The neighbourhood management

as a method of engagement with
residents to gain feedback about a
range of initiatives.

• Monitoring and evaluation of
neighbourhood management in the
context of other initiatives.

Partnership between
NewcastleGateshead

The context for the development of
neighbourhood management in
Newcastle and Gateshead is the
increased level of awareness and
communication between the
authorities.  Newcastle and
Gateshead now have an impressive
track record of working together on
a series of policies.  Many of the
issues contributing to market decline
are shared across the river, and an
integrated approach is essential in
developing solutions.  The Pathfinder
has added a set of common
objectives to which neighbourhood
management can contribute.

Common aims for neighbourhood
management between the two
authorities have been jointly
developed which include the
following common features:

• Use of neighbourhood information
systems to develop an evidence
base and vitality index that is
robust, focussed and accurate.

• Consistent analysis of this
information.

• A commitment to community
engagement.

• Creation of bespoke solutions for
each area.

• A joined up approach with other
elements of the toolkit.

• A framework for learning from
pilots through external evaluation.

Unified objectives and a common
broad framework have enabled
approaches to be taken which reflect
variations between the local
structures and initiatives in different
areas, allowing for a healthy element
of experimentation and learning. 

Newcastle is implementing a
Neighbourhood Services delivery
framework across the city.  Local
activities are taking place within the
Pathfinder area involving the council
and other partners to trial a number
of different approaches. The
development of Area Regeneration

Plans based on seven community
planning areas provides a strategic
framework. New Deal for
Communities is also piloting
neighbourhood management within
the city.

Gateshead Council is implementing a
neighbourhood management
approach borough-wide. In five areas
neighbourhood management will
focus on developing a series of local
action plans.  Three of the five areas
cover the Pathfinder Area
Development (ADF) Framework
within which are nine smaller
consultation areas. The area
structure will provide an opportunity
for all sectors of the community to
get involved - local people,
community partnerships, the
voluntary sector, statutory agencies
and the business community.

The picture in Newcastle

In Newcastle the interventions have
been developed within the overall
neighbourhoods management theme
on a patch by patch basis, ensuring
best fit with other local regeneration
strategies including:

- The Newcastle Plan, including the
Local Neighbourhood Renewal
Strategies for each area

- The Crime and Disorder Reduction
Strategy

- Area policing plans

- Newcastle City Council housing
service plans

- Area based regeneration plans

- Neighbourhood Service ward plans

- The Private Sector Housing
Strategy  

A critical element of Newcastle City
Council’s approach to neighbourhood
management is the introduction of a
Neighbourhood Services Directorate
to build on the functions of
Cityworks.

The Pathfinder interventions are part
of a city wide neighbourhood
management approach which is
being developed between the former
Community and Housing Directorate,
ALMO and Neighbourhood Services.

The emerging programme of
Neighbourhood Services in
Newcastle will be enhanced in the
Pathfinder area.  This will ensure a
close and consistent operational
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Priorities for intervention
across the
NewcastleGateshead
Pathfinder area

Using the results of local
consultation and existing knowledge
of the Pathfinder Area, priorities for
early intervention have been
established.  These form the basis
for developing specific
neighbourhood management
interventions to support market
renewal, detailed within the ADFs.
The themes are:

• Delivery structures across the
renewal area: To create
sustainable communities across
the Pathfinder Area will mean
developing, supporting and
maintaining delivery and
governance structures that engage
at both strategic and
neighbourhood level and place
renewal at the heart of the
process.  This will include
appointing Neighbourhood
Managers where appropriate.

• Community Consultation: To make
sure new interventions
acknowledge local priorities and
are owned by local people requires
developing and maintaining
effective consultation processes at
both service provider and
neighbourhood levels.  These will
build on what is in place wherever
possible.

• Community Capacity Building:
Putting measures in place to
enable all sections of the
Pathfinder communities to engage
effectively in the sustainable
renewal of their neighbourhoods
will mean developing links with
existing community provision
wherever possible. Additional
resources will be dependent on
clear linkage to Pathfinder
objectives and outcomes.

• Safer Communities: To support
the sustainable development and
regeneration of communities
within the Pathfinder area, levels
of crime, fear of crime disorder
and anti-social behaviour will be
addressed. This will be carried out
through three related measures:
intelligence and information
development and exchange;
preventative initiatives; targeted
operations in ‘hot spot’ areas

• Neighbourhood Information: This
will be crucial to the Pathfinder
scheme to identify the worst
affected neighbourhoods, inform
the interventions chosen to
address the problems and
continuously monitor their impact.

• Environmental Actions: Measures
will be needed to improve the
quality of life for people through
upgrading the character of
neighbourhood facilities,
infrastructure, open space and the
appearance of housing and
streetscape.

• Responsive service delivery
within neighbourhoods: These will
be needed to encourage service
providers to offer new or improved
services within community
locations where gaps in current
provision have been identified.

• Evaluation: Independent
evaluation will be bought in to
assess the process of
neighbourhood management,
compare the effects of different
approaches and evaluate the
contribution to the regeneration of
communities across the Pathfinder
Area.  

The themes will provide a useful
framework for comparison between
initiatives both within the
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder area
and in relation to best practice
examples from across the country.
They will also help to develop a
project plan across the Pathfinder
Area appropriate to different
situations.  

Future development

Gateshead and Newcastle’s
approaches to neighbourhood
management are converging, as the
changes in the structure of service
delivery take effect.  The way
strategic links are made and how
services are brought together will
differ, as will the specific solutions
developed in the context of different
communities.  

External evaluation will help identify
the most effective approaches to
securing sustainable renewal across
the diverse communities of the
Pathfinder Area.

We will continue to work together
across the two local authority
boundaries, and with our partners, in

developing a strategic
neighbourhood management group.
This group will oversee the different
approaches as they develop, ensure
effective dissemination of
information, and adoption of best
practice.

City-wide audit

In addition to the early initiatives
being developed across the city, a
detailed audit is being undertaken to
provide the following outcomes:

• Clear guidance on where
neighbourhood management could
be part of the required package of
measures and why these locations
are suggested

• A ‘map’ of current neighbourhood
management activity at the point
when the audit ends, including
information about: which partners
are involved; the level of
community activity; and the range
and level of service provision

The audit will provide an
understanding of:

• what added value it is realistic to
expect from neighbourhood
management, in what timescales,
and any necessary pre-conditions
that apply

• what unintended consequences,
both positive and negative, have
ensued from current neighbourhood
management activity

• what resources neighbourhood
management and services
initiatives need to function

This will contribute to the future
direction of neighbourhood
management and services, building
on learning from the early initiatives,
and the results will be shared
through the Neighbourhood
Management Project Group.

The picture in Gateshead

The vision for neighbourhood
management in Gateshead is part of a
long-term plan to ensure local services
meet local needs and expectations, and
are accountable to local people. This will
bring local service providers together
with each other and with local people;
changing or realigning local services as
appropriate; creating structures to
shape and fund future service delivery.

At an early stage in the development
of neighbourhood management it was
agreed that a comprehensive process
covering the whole of Gateshead was
required.  This is a key objective
within the Council’s Comprehensive
Performance Assessment Action Plan,
which is endorsed by Gateshead
Strategic Partnership.

The concept is strategic ownership
and buy-in, with community
infrastructure currently being

developed. Gateshead Strategic
Partnership, with Gateshead Council
as host partner, has set up a
Neighbourhood Management Team
within Community Based Services to
drive the process and support
delivery of the borough’s
Neighbourhood Renewal Strategy.
Gateshead has been divided into 5
Neighbourhood Management Areas
of roughly similar population, each
supported by a dedicated Area Co-
ordinator backed by 6 Community
Partnership Officers. 

Three of the areas are within the
Pathfinder area in whole or in part. 
A range of partnerships, community
groups and organisations are active
across the Management Areas. They
will be marshalled into an evolving
Area Executive structure over the
coming months, coupled with an
emerging Neighbourhood Planning
Framework, to enable communities
to tell service providers about their
needs. By recognising and
supporting issues arising from this
process HMR has the best chance of
establishing stability within the
communities, providing the
foundations upon which to create
secure, sustainable communities. 

With local support and participation,
balanced, integrated communities
will be created which will include
owner-occupiers, households on
modest incomes, and households in
RSL housing. New concentrations of
mixed tenure housing will be
developed in consultation with
existing communities. Shared
ownership housing will be provided

so those on modest incomes can
afford to live in the area. Tenures will
be integrated at a street level.

Gateshead’s ideal is for all sectors of
society to share and work towards
improving common interests
including the environment, local
services, employment opportunities
and education.  For it to become a
reality requires careful planning,
consultation and transition
management, supporting residents
with advice and information,
referring concerns and local issues to
relevant officers of the Council or
other agencies.  This will become a
crucial communication link whilst
ensuring that residents still receive
quality services in areas experiencing
significant change.

This process of establishing a strong
community foundation will be
pursued by:

• Embellishing and enhancing the
Borough’s partnership
infrastructure and its associated
support and development
processes

• Establishing safer and more
confident neighbourhoods

• Investing in long-term education
and communication processes
relevant to all sectors and age
groups

• Rolling out a cutting-edge
Neighbourhood Information
System to support quality decision-
making by all sectors of the
community and economy

• Brokering joined-up service
delivery within and across
neighbourhoods

Gateshead Neighbourhood
Management Areas
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Both Newcastle and Gateshead
Councils are considering whether the
Pathfinder ADFs will lead directly (in
terms of boundary) to formal area
action plans with LDD status, or
whether more limited geographical
areas should be treated in this way.
Further guidance is being sought
from Government Office. 

Urban design &
sustainability

This Pathfinder submission offers a
unique opportunity to tackle pressing
problems undermining the viability of
some of our local communities
currently facing low demand and
abandonment. To stimulate
regeneration of the four Pathfinder
areas a coherent and convincing
strategy has been put together in
order to make the best use of available
resources and to ensure success.

Together, CABE, the Environment
Agency, the Commission for
Integrated Transport, English
Heritage and the Sustainable
Development Commission have
published "Building Sustainable
Communities: Actions for Housing
Market Renewal".  The document
sets out seven key actions for
successful housing market renewal,
which underpin this submission:

1. Realise the scale of the
opportunity and the task by
developing an understanding of
the causes of, and potential
solutions to market failure from
the macro level (the sub-region)
to the micro level (the local
community);

2. Positively address heritage as an
asset by evaluating the existing
physical assets of an area and,
where possible, enhancing them;

3. Develop proposals that will create
places of distinction that make
sense as a network of settlements;

4. Recognise the value of good
design and its role in regeneration
by placing it at the centre of the
decision-making process from the
outset, including the initial
strategies;

5. Adopt a set of tools and strategies
that will help design and deliver
high quality urban environments
on the ground;

6. Place sustainable development at
the heart of thinking and action
on the urban environment by
designing communities with
resource-efficient homes and that
encourage sustainable lifestyles;

7. Get ready for the challenge by
enhancing capacity and skills
within the organisations charged
with delivery, providing
appropriate support and
resources and targeting some
early projects to provide a quality
benchmark.

Sustainable regeneration lies at the
heart of the Pathfinder submission. It
is the intention that new
development will lay the foundation
for establishing new communities
with direct access to jobs, services
and leisure facilities, a high quality
living environment and incorporating
Transport Development Areas60

principles. This is to be achieved by:-

• The integration of sustainable
regeneration into policies and
practice on land use and urban
form, transportation and
movement, energy, buildings,
natural resources, ecology and
community engagement. These
policies are clearly set out in the
Newcastle and Gateshead UDPs
and interim Regional Planning
Guidance;

• Supporting local employment and
community reinvestment
opportunities and strengthening
community cohesion

• Recognising the real costs and
benefits of decisions, for example,
avoiding unnecessary clearance
policies and examining the relative
costs of demolition verses renewal;

• Using resources wisely and
considering the environmental
impact of development, such as
recycling land, tackling
contaminated land and promoting
the multiple use of open space;

• Utilising design solutions that
encourage sustainable lifestyles by
providing compact mixed-use
neighbourhoods, close to shops,
services and sustainable transport
solutions. 

• Promoting policies and practices in
building design and construction to
encourage prudent use of
resources, affecting: choice of

construction materials, energy
efficiency of building development,
local sourcing of materials and
labour, and potentially using
community energy generation
schemes;

• The integration of planning and
housing and strengthening public
transport hubs and transport
corridors. Public realm should give
precedence to people rather than
cars, and new development will be
expected to comply with home
zone principles of design.

SUSTaINE (sustainability North East)
a regional partnership has published
a comprehensive guide to
sustainable construction and
development in the North East.
Developers in the Pathfinder area
should complete their checklist in
order to demonstrate that key
factors are planned into the
development at the outset, rather
than being considered as an add-on.

Transport

Project Orpheus is the centrepiece of
the PTA’s public transport strategy
"Towards 2016". It was originally
concerned with the extension of the
light rail network in Tyne and Wear
along transport corridors which
currently do not have quality public
transport links to the main urban
centres.

Endorsed through the draft Regional
Transport Strategy, and Tyneside
Area Multi Modal Study (TAMMS), the
project is a key measure to improve
public transport penetration
throughout Tyne and Wear, and
deliver a long term vision for
sustainable, accessible transport
meeting regional and local
objectives. Orpheus is consistent
with the public transport objectives
of the current Tyne and Wear Local
Transport Plan. It will also deliver a
revitalisation of existing assets (the
existing Metro Network).

External advisors using a two-stage
appraisal methodology have
assessed a number of potential LRT
public transport corridors and
identified eight which potentially
meet DfT Appraisal Guidance criteria
taking into account risk, costs and
demand forecasting, as well as
examining supporting transport and

A land-use and transportation
planning framework for Pathfinder is
a crucial backdrop for direct
interventions. Pathfinder is resourcing
some of the spatial planning work
referred to in this overview, but most
of the work is being done within the
mainstream planning functions of the
two local authorities. 

Regional

The earlier section on Context
detailed the regional context and the
interplay of a number of regional
strategies.  RPG1 Regional Planning
Guidance for the North East,
published by the ODPM via the
Government Office for the North
East in November 2002, was an
interim document without full
treatment of key issues such as
housing, economic development and
transport.  An immediate review co-
ordinated by the NorthEast Assembly
has already started.

The Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Bill will soon replace RPG
with Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS).
The Assembly intends to publish a
consultation first draft of RSS in
2004, based on the review of RPG.
A revised draft would then be
prepared for formal submission to
the Government Office in late 2004.
A public examination would follow in
2005 and final publication is
anticipated in 2005.

Dialogue between the Assembly and
Pathfinder together with Newcastle
and Gateshead Councils has
continued on how to reflect issues of
low demand and their solutions in
RSS.  Strengthened joint working at
sub-regional level is just as
important as ensuring specific
provisions are made by RSS.  The
wide spread of housing markets
north and south will mean more than
just a Tyne and Wear view.

RSS will incorporate the new
Regional Transport Strategy (RTS)
which will address broad issues and
the relative priority of major
schemes within the region.  RSS will
also cover integrating decision
making on transportation

infrastructure, regeneration and
location of new development.  Again
the interests of Pathfinder will need
to be represented as the RTS and the
RSS move forward.

The introduction of the Regional
Housing Strategy and the Regional
Housing Board to oversee it are also
improvements.  The Strategy and the
process behind it are key
connections between the planning
and housing functions at every level.
The publication of the Strategy will
assist greatly in aligning the various
initiatives.

Newcastle and Gateshead

The Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Bill sets out a new
structure for development plans at
district level.  Both Newcastle and
Gateshead are reviewing their
Unitary Development Plans (UDPs)
and moving towards new Local
Development Frameworks (LADs),
which themselves will be a collection
of Local Development Documents
(LADDs).  

Newcastle currently intends to
launch its UDP review in autumn
2003 with publication of issue
papers for consultation.  The paper
for population and housing is likely
to be the most specific and detailed,
because in many ways the
assumptions and policies on these
subjects underlie much else that will
appear in LADDs.  There is a need to
ensure that emerging area plans,
including the Pathfinder ADFs,
complement each other and that
there is a clear position to input into
the regional processes.

The Council will also consider the
need for more detailed
Supplementary Planning Guidance to
cover such issues as affordable
housing, tenure balance, supported
housing and lifetime homes.  The
results of the consultation on the
issues papers will be reviewed in late
2003 and a first draft of the city’s
core LDD is due to be published in
mid 2004.

In Gateshead, review of the UDP
started with consultation on

Strategic Issues and Options in
spring of 2003.  During autumn
2003 the development strategy
proposed for the new core LDD will
be written. A detailed review
document, possibly in the new LDD
format, is due for consultation during
early 2004.

The two Councils are awaiting
clarification of the process by which
they move from UDP’s to LAD’s and
LADD’s and are working on realistic
timetables for the process as a
whole.  However, they both fully
intend to move to adoption of their
core LADD’s well within the three
year target from 2004 likely to be
set by ODPM.

Both Councils actively participate in
ongoing transport work, principally
within the Tyne and Wear Local
Transport Plan structure.  The
allocation of funds for specific
schemes through the current LTP will
be important for the Pathfinder
areas, particularly in the short term.
A full review of the LTP commences
in 2004, which will fully reflect
issues relating to Pathfinder.  More
immediately, Tyne and Wear
Passenger Transport Authority is
developing its public transport
strategy, Project Orpheus.  Although
only one part of the larger picture,
the Project Orpheus proposals for
light rail schemes through both the
eastern and western inner areas of
Newcastle are of especial relevance
to Pathfinder.

Area strategies

The Pathfinder submissions include
four Area Development Frameworks,
three in Newcastle and one in
Gateshead and these are described
in more detail elsewhere.  These
Frameworks cover the broad range of
issues that have a bearing on
housing market renewal, including
land use and transportation.  The
Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Bill and related interim guidance on
LADs does allow for preparation of
area action area plans as formal
LADDs to site alongside the core
strategy and city-wide policies and
proposals.

KEY THEME. B

Planning framework & urban design

60 RICS, 2000, Well designed, higher density, mixed-use areas situated
around good public transport access points in urban areas.
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Current provisions

PRIVATE SECTOR RENEWAL
WORKSTREAM  

Impact of Private Sector Renewal
Interventions on Market
Restructuring - Thematic Proposals

Private sector housing plays a
significant and expanding role in the
local housing market, providing the
tenure of choice for the majority of
households in the North East. The
sector is diverse and complex,
straddling the owner-occupied,
shared ownership and private rented
markets, supplying housing options
for a wide variety of people, from
highly-paid professionals to low-
income households. Regionally, the
owner-occupied market has exhibited
steady growth over many years; in
the private rented sector the market
has remained stable although in
recent years there is evidence of a
marked increase in supply in some
areas. The overall pattern of growth
varies by area and, in the private
rented sector, by function but can be
seen as a direct consequence of a
variety of societal, economic and
legal changes coupled with strong
supply-side responses. 

Within the Pathfinder area, it can be
argued that supply-side intervention
in the private sector has failed to
respond effectively to emerging
trends, evidenced by the under-
provision of good quality owner-
occupied housing and an imbalance
in the provision of private rented
accommodation in some mixed-
tenure areas.   

The outcome of this process for the
Pathfinder is the presence of high
numbers of marginal owner-
occupiers as a result of the
differential migration of economically
active households, and localised
concentrations of private rented
accommodation, often occupied by
vulnerable low-income households.
The impact of these outcomes can
include physical disrepair and
neglect, increased problems of crime
and anti-social behaviour and rising
void periods. The deteriorating
physical, environmental and social

quality of an area attributable to
poorly maintained housing and
poorly managed tenancies can
destabilise ‘at-risk’ areas and
accelerate decline in areas
experiencing low demand,

An appropriate and balanced
response to these impacts can serve
to stabilise, sustain and revitalise
neighbourhoods characterised by
poor quality ageing stock and high
levels of private renting. The twin
aims of such an approach would be to:

• Reduce the number of properties
adversely impacting on the
amenity of neighbourhoods,
thereby improving the overall
condition and appearance of
housing and the contribution
private sector housing makes to
improved neighbourhood quality
and desirability. 

• To improve the quality of
accommodation available for
private renting together with
promoting and supporting high
standards of management within
the sector

The response to these issues
emerges from the Private Sector
Renewal Policies adopted by the
respective Councils in 2003 and the
private landlord initiatives adopted
across the Pathfinder area. 

Private Sector Renewal
Policies 

Both Newcastle and Gateshead have
strong policies in place aimed at
improving standards within the
private sector. As partners in the
Housing Market Renewal Pathfinder
a close working relationship has
developed to ensure uniform and
streamlined approaches. 

The Regulatory Reform Order,
introduced in July 2002, had
important implications for local
housing authorities.  It repealed
much of the existing prescriptive
legislation governing the provision of
renewal grants to homeowners and
replaced it with a new wide-ranging
power to provide assistance for
housing renewal.

The Order gave authorities greater
flexibility to deal with poor private
sector housing in terms of new policy
tools and their ability to work in
partnership with others. It also
provided a major opportunity for
authorities to develop policies to
contribute further towards overall
strategies for tackling poverty and
social inclusion, health inequalities
and neighbourhood decline.

In light of the changes, both
Newcastle and Gateshead have been
working together to establish
existing common ground and further
develop future initiatives in private
sector housing.

Extensive data has been collated
relating to both the stock condition
and the housing needs across the
Newcastle and Gateshead area. In
addition a joint workshop was held
with stakeholders in March 2003 to
ensure resources were effectively
targeted where required.

Renewal Policy provisions

The Renewal Policies have been
developed to reflect the needs of the
people living in NewcastleGateshead,
with an overall objective of
improving housing conditions. 
The policies allow for tailored
solutions in the Pathfinder area. 
The following priorities have been
set for direct financial assistance:

• Reducing the number of
unsatisfactory dwellings by
providing financial assistance to
eligible property owners for repairs
and improvements 

• Assistance will be available to help
the most vulnerable residents
within communities, in particular
the elderly, disabled and victims of
crime

• Both Councils recognise the
serious problems which void
dwellings can pose and both are
committed to bringing vacant
properties back into use where
market demand exists.  Assistance
will be offered in certain
circumstances to make these
dwellings habitable again.

planning policies on each corridor,
including social inclusion and
regeneration potential. 

Routes 

Three routes have been identified as
part of the first phase of the
submission to Government for
funding in the first quarter of 2004
(the remaining routes will be
submitted in 2005) two of which
traverse the Pathfinder areas of East
and West Newcastle, linking with the
current Metro system. These are:-

Route 21 – Newcastle – Denton with
extensions to Walbottle and
MetroCentre; and

Route 28 – Newcastle – Walker

Working Groups are currently being
established to make detailed
technical and economic appraisal of
the routes to define the precise
alignment.

The proposal to serve the West End
of Newcastle with new tram
technology is based on the existing
Metro system running through St.
James’ Station, currently the
eastern Metro terminus. It builds on
work previously commissioned by
Nexus and Newcastle City Council
for an improved West End Public
Transport System. A key issue is
how it gets from St. James’ Station
to ground level, and, once there,
whether it will run on-street or on
segregated routes through the West
End. The routes currently being
defined will be consistent with the
Pathfinder Regeneration Plans and
a catalyst for regeneration,
investment and business
confidence.

Plans for the Metro extension or loop
through the East End are also well
advanced. 

Work is currently underway to provide
all the detailed information necessary
to compile a business case and an
initial view on procurement options by
early 2004. This will include some
assessment of the phasing of the
investment. Factors which will
influence the decision on which is the
best option to procure include:-

• The government’s willingness to
invest in the existing system and
fund the new extensions;

• The technology chosen for the new

routes – street running trams
potentially using both existing
Metro and Network Rail tracks will
affect both the timing and scale of
investment required;

• The market’s interest/capacity to
deliver

• The efficiency of the current
operation and likely future revenue
generation;

• The ability to deliver significant
local contributions towards the
scheme.

The timescales envisaged on putting
the business case together for
Project Orpheus is set out below.

The next stage

Routes will be identified and
protected through the statutory
planning process and included within
the Regional Spatial Strategy (RTS)
Development Plan (Area Action
Plans), Pathfinder Regeneration
Plans and the Local Transport Plan.
When the routes are proven in terms
of cost benefit analysis and receive
Government approval and funding,
the necessary processes can
commence to deliver the network. 
It is anticipated that the first trams
could be running by 2009.

Task Date

Metro business plan September 2003

Market consultation October 2003

Determination of revenue streams November 2003

Completion of technical appraisals October 2003

Assessment of procurement options December 2003

Completion of business case January 2004

Submission to Department for Transport March 2004

KEY THEME. C

Private sector renewal workstream
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The schemes are integrated with
local neighbourhood management
processes, ensuring a cohesive and
genuine partnership approach to
problem solving; involving the
private rented sector in local issues
and developing joint solutions that
address everyone’s needs.

Landlord accreditation 

Both Authorities believe that good
landlords should be recognised and
enforcement targeted where
landlords fail to maintain good
housing standards. Within Gateshead
a Private Landlords Association was
established in 1995 and in Newcastle
a Landlords Forum was launched in
2002. Links between these
organisations and the two Councils
encourages improvements within the
private rented sector and good
management practice amongst
Private Landlords. 

Accreditation schemes in both
authorities aim to secure minimum
standards in privately rented
properties. Funding through the
Pathfinder will enable the further
development of accreditation across
the area. The scheme in Gateshead
was established in 2002, the scheme
in Newcastle will be launched in July
2004. Landlords will be encouraged
to participate as a precursor to the
licensing of landlords, likely to be
introduced in areas of low demand
within the next two years and
supported by both Councils. 

Gateshead is also participating in the
ODPM's pilot scheme to tackle poor
management and property
conditions in areas of low demand,
prior to the implementation of the
licensing proposals. The work carried
out will highlight the best practice
already established in Gateshead and
will also involve developing landlord
and tenant initiatives further to
benefit both the local
neighbourhoods and other Councils
looking to take positive action in the
private rented sector. The work will
seek to evaluate the effectiveness of
current and proposed initiatives and
the impact on the quality of
provision of private rented housing in
low demand areas. On completion a
toolkit of resources will be available
to help other Councils tackle the
problems associated with private
rented housing. 

Addressing the problems of low
demand within the private sector will
require a response through a range
of interventions that will need to be
sustained during and beyond the
Pathfinder’s life.  Supporting the
development of an educated, well-
managed and monitored private
rented sector will greatly support
this aim.

The next steps

Continued development of
assistance available as detailed in
housing policies.
Newcastle and Gateshead will
continue to work together to build
foundations already laid and to
ensure that a consistent and
innovative approach to housing
renewal is adopted whenever
possible.

Continue to work with partners to
maximise assistance 
Newcastle and Gateshead work in
partnership with the Anchor Staying
Put Housing Organisation who
administer grants for the elderly.
Following a merger within Anchor,
the Councils propose to develop joint
schemes to give a wider range of
practical and financial assistance to
their client group.

The introduction of a single
accreditation scheme in relation to
all private rented property within
the Pathfinder area. 
Both authorities are committed
introducing a single accreditation
scheme and will develop this across
the Pathfinder area. This will result in
improved conditions within the
housing stock.

The further development of landlord
and tenant services. 
Both Authorities already have good
foundations in place in relation to
these services. They will continue to
develop the support given to both
landlords and tenants in the private
rented sector.

Complementary private sector
housing market research and
monitoring. 
The two Councils will work together
in a consistent manner to ensure the
appropriate information is available
to improve the understanding of the
dynamics of the sector and sub-
sectors and its relationship with
other tenures and to inform policy

and programme decisions at a
Council and Pathfinder level.  

Promote and disseminate best
practice relating to Private Sector
Renewal.
Both Authorities will use their best
endeavours to share best practice
and learning derived from the
development and implementation of
the Pathfinder programme to
regional partners. 

• For areas in low demand both
Councils are committed to
implementing comprehensive area-
based strategies, informed by
neighbourhood renewal
assessments where appropriate, to
restore confidence and halt
decline

• To assist households in accessing
affordable housing

• In areas where clearance and
redevelopment have been
identified as the best course of
action, both Councils will give
enhanced assistance to make it
easier for people having to
relocate

Further types of
assistance and action 

Although the Government has
indicated that local authorities must
make some provision for assistance,
it has also stated "it is the
responsibility of homeowners to
maintain their own property".
Newcastle and Gateshead are
committed to offering a wide range
of assistance to improve housing
conditions in addition to the financial
assistance outlined above: 

• Advice Both authorities agree that
providing advice to homeowners,
landlords and tenants is important
and appropriate information
packages are to be developed.

• Loans Joint development of other
financial products is being planned
which may include equity release
products and loans, although such
products would not be suitable in
some low property value parts of
the Pathfinder area.

• Enforcement Both authorities will
continue to work together for a
consistent approach in using
existing enforcement powers to
secure improvements in housing
conditions. Enforcement may
result in the service of notices,
carrying out works in default,
recovering the costs and ultimately
prosecution. Properties in the
worst condition will be targeted
where owners are reluctant to
carry out works and properties
drag down the surrounding
neighbourhood. 

• Empty Properties Abandonment is
one of the clearest and most
recognisable trademarks of areas

suffering from changing demand.
The presence of empty properties
is not only symptomatic of decline
but also serves to accelerate the
problem in vulnerable areas,
adding to the decay and
dilapidation of an area. Boarded up
properties also act as magnets for
vandalism, arson, fly-tipping and
criminal activity, further blighting
the area and increasing local
residents’ fear of crime. 

Action to tackle empty property, as
part of a broader strategy for an
area or to address individual eyesore
properties is a priority for both
Councils. In recognition of this, the
Empty Property Officer in Gateshead
has been instrumental in setting up a
North East Empty Properties Forum
of which Newcastle is a committed
member. This is a platform for
sharing best practice and the
discussion of ideas to tackle the
problem.  

Private landlords
initiatives

The private rented sector provides
flexible easy-access accommodation
for a range of people and is an
important option for many
households at some stage in their
housing career. Maintaining a supply
of good quality, well-managed
accommodation is essential to the
health of the housing market. 

However, the actions of a small
number of irresponsible landlords
and their tenants have been
identified as a key driver of decline
in some neighbourhoods in the
Pathfinder area. Anecdotal evidence
from local residents and Council
Officers suggests that such landlords
investing in areas can have a
destabilising effect. They often fail to
maintain their property, which serves
to increase the physical deterioration
of the area and the general feeling of
decline. There is little vetting of
tenants and subsequent anti-social
and criminal behaviour of tenants
goes uncontrolled, causing distress
for original residents and increasing
the social tension in the
neighbourhood. The area, which can
often be a single terrace, rapidly
becomes stigmatised which further
drives out original residents, often to
the benefit of speculative landlords

who continue to buy up vacated
stock.  

Turnover is characteristically high in
these dwellings and landlords who
find it increasing difficult to let their
properties often resort to tenants
who have been excluded from Social
Housing or other private
accommodation, thereby increasing
problems of disorder. 

In many of these areas speculative
landlords actively maintain demand.
The tenure mix shifts from owner-
occupation to private rented without
any overt evidence of housing
market dysfunction. Indeed, property
prices often rise in such a
competitive market and the void rate
is often low. However, the long-term
consequences of a sustained shift to
private renting can lead to localised
oversupply in the market,
compounded by falling demand from
tenants for areas with poor
reputations. Landlords having
difficulty letting property often have
no option but to abandon their
properties, at which point the
neighbourhood may be in a process
of irreversible decline. 

Early intervention is imperative in
addressing some of the
consequences of investment from
bad landlords in areas of low
demand. Appropriate mechanisms
need to be in place to gain
intelligence about the functioning of
the sector, to respond to emerging
problems and provide the support
services to landlords and tenants in
order to promote and encourage
good practice.  

Newcastle and Gateshead have
gained national recognition for their
work in supporting good landlords,
whilst continuing to tackle the
problems caused by irresponsible
landlords. The Private Rented Project
in the Arthurs Hill area of Newcastle
and the Private Landlord Initiatives
in Gateshead (including the work of
the Gateshead Private Landlords
Association) have had a significant
impact on improving conditions
within the private rented sector. Both
schemes support good housing
management and have been
recognised and cited as good
practice in this field by a variety of
sources including Government Office
North East and the ODPM in their
Communities Plan. 
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ALMOs in NewcastleGateshead
recognise their role within the wider
context of the housing market in the
Pathfinder area and will contribute
through:-

• Excellent service provision for
their own homes including major
investment in improvements to
meet the Decent Homes Standard.

• Tackling unwanted homes through
a combination of: demolition to

create viable sites, improve
environments and economic
development opportunities;
schemes to convert or improve
void properties for sale; effective
neighbourhood management to
improve the image.

• Providing solutions to market
segments which are emerging or
causing concerns in other tenures
and housing sectors (e.g. student
housing).

Local authorities and ALMOs will
need to monitor the effects of their
policies, programmes and delivery
mechanisms to ensure: the maximum
beneficial housing market impact to
meet Pathfinder objectives; and
through the Social Housing work
stream play a key role in ensuring
the Pathfinder success.The social housing work stream is

newly emerging and will reflect the
Government’s recent announcement
of conditional ALMO funding for both
Gateshead and Newcastle. The work
will ensure HMR investment is
strategically linked to investment
plans for both proposed ALMOs and
Registered Social Landlords who all
have a key role in developing and
sustaining local communities.

To understand the housing market it
helps to analyse the three main
sectors: owner-occupier, social, and
private rented. The overall trend
Pathfinder-wide will continue to shift
to owner occupation and closer to
the national level of 70%. However,
without intervention even greater
polarities will emerge. At the district
level there are contrasts in tenure
splits across the NewcastleGateshead
HMR areas. For example in Newcastle,
higher levels of private rented and
social rented exist in the West End,
and there are higher levels of social
rented in the East End.

In the Pathfinder areas to meet the
demand for owner occupation means
bringing more houses of the right
quality and type to this market. This
can be achieved by new build, tenure
diversification in the social rented
sector and encouraging greater
owner occupation in areas with over-
supply of private rented properties.

In weak housing market areas this
will demand innovative solutions to
re-position existing good condition
stock of all tenures to compete in
different and emerging markets.    

The challenge will be to satisfy
demand for quality owner occupation
housing whilst continuing to meet the
requirements for modern social
housing. 

We need to understand how each
sector is currently segmented, and
how the balance might change. For
example, price and type can segment
owner occupation; student
accommodation is an important
segment of the private rented sector;

in the social sector stock, higher
levels of shared equity and RTBs
demonstrate market confidence.

To address the different market
characteristics within each ADF area
we have developed a range of tools
for Pathfinder interventions. These
will be tested in the first three years
of the programme, refined and
extended.

Arms Length Management
Organisations (ALMOS)

Because the Pathfinder area covers a
mixture of tenures the alignment of
the Pathfinder and the ALMOs are an
essential prerequisite to the renewal
of housing markets.

The successful bid for extra resources
through ALMO could not have come
at a better time.  The potential of
ALMO ensures securing funding to
achieve the Decent Home Standard in
Newcastle and Gateshead by 2010,
subject to achieving 2 stars on
Housing Management Services.

The extra ALMO investment to bring
Council homes up to modern
standards, together with the
potential investment by HMR
Pathfinder in sustainability,
infrastructure improvements and
market restructuring brings the
possibility of a transformation of
housing in Newcastle and Gateshead.
These two large injections of
resources, coupled with a strategic
approach, will ensure that today‘s
decisions deliver long term,
sustainable improvements to the
quality of life.

The contribution that the Social
Housing Sector can make to the
success of the Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder is reflected in the
Mission Statement of ALMOs in
Gateshead and Newcastle.  In going
Arms Length, the ALMOs aim to
deliver excellent services in modern
homes that people will want to live in.

Key drivers for the local authorities in
moving to an ALMO will directly

contribute to the Pathfinder and the
wider Government’s sustainable
communities plan by:

• Contributing to the creation of
decent houses and decent places.

• Tackling low demand and
abandonment.

• Intervening in housing market to
achieve longer term restructuring
and meeting changes of demand
and modern requirements.

• Contributing to lasting sustainable
solutions for communities.

• Working in partnership to play its
role in an integrated sub regional
approach to housing planning and
economic policy.

• Delivering excellent services to cut
the number of unwanted
properties, neighbourhood and
area improvement, and improved
neighbourhood services resulting in
a better image for social housing
neighbourhoods.

The Social Housing Sector is a
dynamic contributor to the housing
market on Tyneside. The Council
housing moving to ALMO puts
further implementation of housing
services on a business planning
footing.

Moves to Choice Base Lettings in
NewcastleGateshead involves the RSL
Sector which is already showing
results contributing to a re-evaluation
of demand and supply.

The ALMOs will aim to energise their
services to ensure:-

• The best possible use of its existing
housing stock to serve existing and
emerging demands.

• Contribution to the restructuring of
local neighbourhood housing
markets to ensure neighbourhood
sustainability.

• Making ALMOs sustainable housing
businesses, which are attractive to
households wishing to live on
Tyneside and play a key role in the
regeneration of Newcastle and
Gateshead.

KEY THEME. D

Linking HMR to plans for investment 
in social housing  

KEY THEME. E

Other critical Pathfinder-wide factors 

Addressing crime and
anti-social behaviour 

This will be closely linked to
community safety partnership’s work
in Newcastle and Gateshead that will
have a significant impact on the
housing market or on places covered
by Pathfinder.   

There are Community safety
strategies for both Newcastle and
Gateshead to cover 2002-2005.
Pathfinder will complement this
activity and support achievement of
their objectives through many of the
interventions outlined in the ADFs
and outlined elsewhere in this
section such as neighbourhood
management. 

We consider that the housing market
is most affected by community
safety issues at a very local level.
Instances of anti-social behaviour
may affect the housing market
within a single street. Therefore the
proposals for interventions which will
have an impact on community safety
are contained in the appropriate ADF
or theme rather than in a specific
theme in this section.

Improving educational
achievement and the
reputation of local schools 

There is a clear link between the
renewal of housing markets and
educational achievement. The
reputation of local schools is a

deciding factor for families choosing
where they want to live.  Housing
market failure/collapse will
significantly affect the educational
achievement of local schools.

In both Newcastle and Gateshead
education representatives are
involved in the working groups that
have been established to oversee the
delivery of HMR Pathfinder within
each Council.  There are also a
number of specific initiatives taking
place in NewcastleGateshead to
boost education achievement in
areas where Pathfinder is
intervening to boost the housing
market. 

These initiatives will contribute to
achieving targets in the Education
Development Plan on raising
attainment, attendance etc., as well
as targets contained within
strategies such as the Newcastle
Plan and Gateshead’s Community
Strategy.

Developing training and
job opportunities linked to
Pathfinder investment 
At a strategic level, membership of
One NorthEast on the Pathfinder
Steering Group gives the Pathfinder
the opportunity to align its targets
with those of the Agency, helping to
ensure Pathfinder plays a key role in
the Regional Economic Strategy
objectives and vice versa. Pathfinder
will also work with agencies such as
LSCs, Job Centre Plus, and local

colleges to take the work forward.
Around 30,000 new jobs are forecast
in the NewcastleGateshead area.
The Pathfinder itself will inevitably
generate employment and will work
with partners to assist skill
development and income generation,
a key issue in relation to the ability
to increase home ownership and to
recycle wealth in the Pathfinder.

At a micro level, Building Newcastle
was established to help to open up
and co-ordinate training and
employment opportunities within the
construction industry for the benefit
of local people.  This has led to the
development and operation of the
construction initiative ‘Building Tyne
& Wear’ whose main objectives are
to:

• Assess skill shortages and future
demand for construction skills

• Map current training provision and
capacity of training deliverers

• Initiate projects to attract both
adults and youth to the
construction sector.

• Identify approaches for promoting
training and upskilling between
potential construction employees
and contractors to meet new
industry CSCS standards

• Outline methods for engaging with
developers in encouraging local
recruitment of contractors and
employees.

This led to the development and
implementation of Newcastle City
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graphically with assessments of
market confidence and action to
improve community safety.  

Northumbria Police have been
involved in working with the
Pathfinder to understand how crime
affects housing markets and what
interventions can be designed to
help communities deal with crime,
the fear of crime and its impact.  For
example, good environments can
play a key part in reducing the fear
of crime and the neighbourhood
service interventions are designed to
maintain good environments.
Specific interventions with
Northumbria Police are also being
piloted where crime has had a
demonstrable effect on the housing
market, e.g. projects to provide extra
police in certain priority areas are
beginning to show success.

Balanced communities

Each ADF has taken a radical
approach to problems underlying
market collapse and abandonment
and in so doing have been able to
utilise both research and a robust
comprehensive evidence base – the
Neighbourhood Information Service.
The approach has been sensitive to
local needs and has been able to
address the issue of changing
aspirations from large scale housing
of one tenure and type.  Plans for
each ADF show an approach which
will shift tenure to support growth in
NewcastleGateshead of owner
occupation – by providing choice,
committing to affordable, lifetime
homes and devising financial
packages to help people into
sustainable owner occupation.

These plans lead to a vibrant and
creative culture reflected in
NewcastleGateshead cultural plans
for the next ten years – culture10.
They also take account of and
celebrate diversity.  As an early
action housing has been improved
and remodelled to meet the needs of
the Jewish Community in Gateshead.
Additional plans are developing to
work with refugees and the BME
communities to incorporate their
particular housing needs and
aspirations within the Pathfinder.

To provide a balance of mixed
communities, account must be taken
of the condition of housing and this
is being done in the Pathfinder

through alignment with social
housing investment and through
working with the private sector,
through licensing accreditation,
assistance etc. to ensure
communities have homes fit for the
21st century located in attractive and
sustainable communities.

Any new workstreams
that are identified and
agreed by the Pathfinder 

As part of the process of continuous
monitoring, evaluation and review
built into Pathfinder from the start
(see Section 10 for more details), new
opportunities or needs for thematic
work across the whole of the
Pathfinder may arise.

Where this is the case, proposals will
be brought forward within the
context of the monitoring and review
framework set out in Section 10, and
the annual business plan set out in
that section.

Council’s Construction Code of
Practice, which engages developers
and contractors in investment in
training and recruitment to the
benefit of the local population and
skills base, working towards the
following key objectives:

• Giving local residents the
opportunity to secure employment
through jobs created by the
extensive construction work in
progress within the City across a
wide range of regeneration
projects including Pathfinder

• Effectively tackling identified skills
shortages within the City

• Assisting the Industry to
implement the Construction Skills
Certificate Scheme (C.S.C.S.) Card
and equivalent card schemes

Current workings and
suggested links with
Pathfinder

All developers and contractors are
invited to agree in principle to work
within the Construction Code of
Practice, a voluntary agreement to
promote the scheme through a
partnership approach which leads to
the following support mechanisms:

• Create networks to develop and
deliver training and employment
for the benefits of the residents
and industry;

• Liaise with the contractor in the
early stages of any construction
project to identify employment
projects which may arise during
the project‘s life;

• Maintain a skills match database in
conjunction with Workfinder;

• Liaise and co-ordinate training
opportunities between employers
and training providers;

• Link with any construction training
initiative being undertaken within
the City Council’s remit in order to
offer, when available, construction
opportunities within the private
sector.

• Offer advice on grants available.

Pathfinder will work with and
support the Construction initiative
Building Tyne & Wear under the
current direction of the Building
Newcastle Officer in employment and
training opportunities for local
residents on Pathfinder projects.

City Centre

The role of the City Centre as the
driving force for change extends
beyond its boundaries. Our claim to
be regional and cultural capital of
the north is based on strong
foundations. The City Centre:

• Is a major centre for employment

• Offers excellent retail and leisure
facilities

• Is an important historical and
cultural centre

• Has a growing residential
population

• Is a centre for education

• Is the hub of major transport
networks

Newcastle City Council has
commissioned research into the role
and relevance of the city centre to
the regeneration of the whole of the
city. Pathfinder will use this and
other research to ensure that the
transformation of the city centre
contributes to the transformation of
the city’s housing markets.

REGENERATION OF
GATESHEAD TOWN
CENTRE

The Town Centre is the principal
centre for meeting the local needs of
residents in the Pathfinder area. It is
accessible by car, bus and Metro, and
access for cyclists and pedestrians is
being improved. Currently it provides
a poor standard of retail and
commercial facilities.

The multi-storey car park and the
associated Trinity Square retail area
create a drab shopping environment
and do not meet modern retailer
requirements. The centre is therefore
failing to attract the trade that could
be expected from its catchment area.

Outline planning permission was
granted in November 2000 for the
redevelopment of Trinity Square and
the adjoining Tesco supermarket for
a mix of retail, office and leisure
uses. This development has not
progressed and the Council is now in
discussion with English Cities Fund,
One NorthEast and English
Partnerships about a more
comprehensive approach to
regeneration in the Town Centre and
surrounding areas.

A Regeneration Framework and
Implementation Strategy has been
commissioned. This will combine
social, economic and physical
improvements. The initial six-week
stage has been completed and the
second stage report is programmed
for March 2003.

The thinking so far is that there is an
opportunity to:

- widen and intensify the range of
activities in the town centre

- make living in and around the
Town Centre more attractive

- create a new heart within the
centre to give it a clear focus

- improve access from
surrounding areas and better
integration with the Gateshead
Quays area

- reflect recent developments in
the catchment area

All these measures are aligned to
housing market renewal as the
Regeneration Framework is designed
to transform this part of Gateshead
into an attractive and vibrant
neighbourhood where people choose
to live work and invest. The Council
is also commissioning research into
supporting other local centres within
the Pathfinder area, so that the
standards of all centres can be
improved.

Despite delays in redeveloping the
retail core of the Town Centre,
significant improvements are
progressing, including the bus and
Metro interchange, the International
Business and Creative Centre and
extensive public realm works.

Good quality public
services

The comprehensive nature of the
neighbourhood management
programme for the Pathfinder
ensures good public services will
support and enhance communities. 

Feeling safe in your community is a
key issue for sustaining communities.
This has been analysed throughout
the Pathfinder area using the
Neighbourhood Information Service,
which is well developed in Newcastle
and now underway in Gateshead.
This illustrates how each area is
performing in terms of incidences of
crime and this can be linked
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This section sets out the proposals for area/
neighbourhood intervention, including
proposals from the Area Development

Frameworks.  It demonstrates how
they will together achieve the

overall Vision and Targets. 

Proposals by area
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Gateshead Area 
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SUMMARY

This summary provides greater detail
than the individual Newcastle ADFs,
reflecting the range of different
issues within the Gateshead ADF.

Main characteristics /
profile of the area

Gateshead's recorded history goes
back at least to Roman times when a
bridge and gatehouse were built
across the Tyne. Later the borough
played an important role in the
Industrial Revolution with ironworks,
shipbuilding, pottery and
glassmaking. The provision of
housing in Gateshead reflects the
industrial heritage of the area and
the changing attitudes of public
authorities and private developers in
the 19th and 20th centuries. 

The framework area covers the
central part of Gateshead, following
the river from Dunston through to

Pelaw and Heworth in the east. It
consists of housing stock of all
tenures, ranging from large numbers
of high-density pre-1919 terraced
housing to non-traditional 1960’s and
70’s multi-story flats and
maisonettes, many of which provide
the focus of activity for the Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder.

The area displays many typical
characteristics of inner city
neighbourhoods with high levels of
deprivation, poor environmental
quality and limited housing
opportunities.  Along with
contributing regional and national
factors, they have led to the
migration of households,
deteriorating housing conditions,
increasing turnover and vacancies
and falling house prices relative to
the regional average. 

The areas for which Area
Development Frameworks are being
developed are:

• Gateshead

• Newcastle East

• Newcastle North Central

• Newcastle West

For each of the areas, the
frameworks have been developed, to
date, so that they provide a basis for
considering, prioritising and defining
housing market interventions.  Each
framework:

• Shows the overall 15 year
planning/regeneration context for
the area and identifies the first 3
years’ priorities

• Sets out the scale/nature of
housing and related action with
costs and time scales for both the
3 year Action Plan and overall 15
year period

• Shows how investment strategies
(housing and other) are co-
ordinated

• Shows how economic strategies
are realised at an area level
through sector, site specific and
employability initiatives

• Identifies key links with other
strategies and the complementary
action and investment
required/agreed

• Shows programming of non-
housing activities e.g. schools,
transport, land use, local shopping,
to deliver regeneration

• Includes area management and
service development proposals as
well as physical action

• Details major interventions and how
local delivery vehicles would be
provided in supporting documents

• Is underpinned by baseline data,
SWOT analysis and critical success
targets

• Shows the sequence of anticipated
major intervention over the 15 year
plan

• Shows how local people and
communities will be involved in,
and benefit from, the proposals
contained

The Area Development Frameworks
are documents which, in their final
form, will integrate all the relevant
plans and proposals for a substantial
sector of the City/Borough.  They
bring the housing intervention
proposals together with the land use 

planning policy (Local Development
Framework), local neighbourhood
renewal strategies, specific
neighbourhood plans, and existing
regeneration programmes.  Spatial
plans with Project and Business
Planning will be a critical tool.
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housing (with less than 9%
preferring flat-type accommodation)
demonstrates the clear imbalance in
the nature of the housing stock
within the framework area. A better
match of supply with demand for
traditional housing is needed within
both sectors.  

The future vision -
What can be achieved?

The framework area is the symbolic
heart of Gateshead, the centre of
local government and the focus for a
diverse range of cultural, retail,
economic and employment activities.
The Housing Market Renewal
programme will seek to make central
Gateshead a more balanced and
prosperous residential community,
capitalising on successful cultural
regeneration by creating distinctive,
attractive neighbourhoods where
residents from all income groups will
have access to a choice of
aspirational, high quality housing in
welcoming, safe neighbourhoods,
serviced by excellent public and
private facilities.

Balanced, integrated neighbourhoods
will be created in close collaboration
with local communities and
stakeholders. Equitable development
will promote mixed-income
neighbourhoods, built to a human
scale and reflecting the highest
principles of design and
environmental sustainability.
Sustainable neighbourhoods will be
preserved and supported, providing
homes of character and choice
appropriate to the wishes of current
and future residents. 

The value of open space as an
essential component of urban life will
be recognised through enhanced
provision within the area. Open
space will break the visual monotony
of the urban streetscape and provide
the focal point for the community,
reinforcing local pride and well-being. 

The area's neighbourhood centres
will flourish as vibrant shopping
streets with enhanced pedestrian
environments, supporting community
needs and activities.  Diverse
opportunities for improving the
vitality of the evening economy will
be encouraged in consultation with
local residents.   

In order to realise the vision, walking
and cycling within the area will be
given greater priority. A safe and
comfortable pedestrian/cycling
environment will be promoted,
balancing the needs of the car user
with the rights of the individual.
Opportunities for improving parking
provision will be taken to manage the
impact of car ownership on the
urban environment. 

Housing renewal within the area will
support the economic development
of Gateshead. Residents will benefit
from greater employment
opportunities arising from the
regeneration of the area which assist
them in meeting their own housing
aspirations. New developments will
provide housing appropriate to the
needs of new employers and their
workforce, capturing and enhancing
the economic capital of the area and
stimulating interest in the area as a
residential destination.

The vision for Gateshead will be
taken forward by a partnership of
public and private interests. The
public sector partners will support
and encourage the private sector to
invest in, benefit from, and
contribute towards the successful
regeneration of Gateshead.

What can be delivered?

Significant progress has already
been made to attract new housing
development to Gateshead and
address problems of unpopular
housing within the framework area.
Pathfinder provides a significant
opportunity to build on this platform
by fulfilling residents’ aspirations
within a changing social and
economic environment. Over the 15-
year programme it will deliver the
strategic objectives through:  

• Implementing investment and
enforcement strategies that will
assist in the improvement and
repair of up to 6000 private sector
houses

• Providing up to 7800 new
dwellings in attractive, mixed-
income neighbourhoods
characterised by housing which is
diverse in type, size and value 

• Selective clearance that will reduce
the number of unpopular and low
demand dwellings within the

private and social sector by up to
3900 

• Ensuring that specialist housing
needs are met through new
provision or the remodelling of
inappropriate dwellings 

• Stimulating the more effective
management of transitional
neighbourhoods, benefiting over
8700 households

• Restoring social and economic
capital through equitable
development and community
involvement, providing up to 1500
affordable houses and involving
over 15000 residents and
stakeholders in the development of
plans for their areas

• Facilitating the delivery of non-
housing improvements critical to
success    

• Building confidence and improving
perceptions of the area as a place
to live, work and invest

These figures are approximations
based on the best available evidence
and will be reviewed throughout the
lifetime of the programme in line
with actual economic and population
change and updated information
derived from local assessments. 

The Housing Market Renewal
programme will stimulate significant
change and contribute to the
development of new ways to meet
the vision of the Community
Strategy and Towards 2010 policy
document: for local people to realise
their full potential and enjoy the best
quality of life in a healthy, equal,
safe, prosperous and sustainable
environment. 

The overall priority within the first 3-
year programme is to create the
threshold conditions that will
contribute to the successful delivery
of viable, sustainable communities.
These principal conditions are quality
of life, investor confidence and
community support - the foundation
upon which the future programme
will be based.  It is anticipated that
the real transforming impact of
housing market renewal will occur
beyond Year 3 and will be informed
by the detailed analysis and
assessment of housing conditions to
be undertaken early in the
programme. 

Why is market renewal
necessary?

The framework area covers a total of
1215 ha, with a resident population of
49,783, 26% of the Borough’s total
population61. In Gateshead, the
population has declined from 225,124
in 1971 to 191,151 in 2001. Of this
decline, 66% (22,600) has been
from the framework area, typifying
the trend in many industrial towns of
decentralisation.  This migration
continues to reduce the core of
economically active age group most
significantly.  The numbers of young
people are projected to decline, but
there is a significant rise projected in
the number of elderly residents
which has a significant impact on
future housing needs62.

In the next five years, 5,30061

households intend to leave
Gateshead. The main reasons people
give reflect some of the challenges
Housing Market Renewal faces: anti-
social behaviour/ fear of crime
(38%), employment (33%) and poor
quality neighbourhood (25%) The
lack of high quality housing was cited
by 13% and 11% would leave due to
lack of affordable housing in the
Borough.

The out-migration of economically
active residents has concentrated
deprivation in the framework area.
Six of the included wards are in the
worst 5% of the country63; all but
one are in the worst 20% in the
country.  There is also a high level of
benefit dependency and
unemployment. Wards in the
framework area average 6.2%
unemployment compared to the
Borough average of 4.1%64.   Annual
household income across the area is
therefore low – 62% earning less
than £15,000, reinforcing the need
for good quality affordable housing
within the area65. 

Gateshead also has a high incidence
of ill health with 23.9% of people
having a limiting long-term illness
compared to the England and Wales
average of 18.2%. There were also a
higher percentage of people whose
general health was 'not good' (13%
against 9.2%)66. Providing housing
appropriate to the needs of these
groups will be an important
component of the programme.

Housing issues

Gateshead’s housing history has left
a stock over-represented by poor
quality, ageing, private terraced
housing and non-traditional housing
in the social sector. This stock was
built primarily to fulfil past needs
and expectations and is becoming
socially and physically obsolete.
Whilst Gateshead has always been
proactive in replacing such housing,
the rate and scale of such clearance
has failed to keep pace with
changing demand. The result is an
oversupply of housing which fails to
meet the aspirations of many
modern households and increasingly
provides shelter only to those with
little choice in the marketplace. 

Housing tenure

Modern households have different
expectations than previous
generations. Social trends within the
North East demonstrate a marked
shift to owner-occupation, fuelled in
part by the availability of relatively
affordable new housing67. Findings
from the Housing Needs Survey
reinforce this view, with 61% of
concealed and new households
expressing a preference for owner
occupation compared to 26% for
council renting and 10% for private
renting. 

In the framework area, social
housing accounts for 44.5% of all
stock, significantly higher than the
Gateshead average (35%) and the
region (28%). The future demand
profile demonstrates the need to
rebalance the stock to create new
owner-occupied opportunities for
existing and emerging households.  

Such opportunities, provided through
new mixed-tenure developments, will
seek to create a more attractive,
diverse range of housing aimed at
preventing urban drift and capturing
new household growth. 

Housing type

In the private sector the housing
market is dominated by
concentrations of poor quality, high-
density pre-1919 terraced property
whose design and condition fails to
meet the current aspirations of many
households. In the framework area
over half of the available dwellings

are flats68, the majority being
Tyneside Flats. 

This contrasts starkly with the semi-
detached, detached and bungalow
housing which across the Borough
makes up 50.8% of the private
stock. Within the framework area this
figure falls dramatically to 23.1%,
highlighting the shortfall in the
provision of larger family
accommodation within the
framework area. 

Prices across all property types are
consistently lower in Gateshead than
the regional average, so that many
first-time buyers can now afford to
purchase housing more matched
with their aspirations, often
overlooking the Tyneside Flat that
was traditionally an entry onto the
housing market. Growth in peripheral
housebuilding has further
undermined the attractiveness of
housing within the framework area.
This change in demand is reflected in
the values of flats and maisonettes,
57% of those sold falling within the
region’s bottom quartile69 and
vacancy rates, which are double the
Gateshead average70.

Whilst the activity of investor
landlords is bolstering demand and
therefore prices in many areas, the
median value of Tyneside Flats in
localised areas of low demand such
as that north of Sunderland Road is
below £20,000. This leads to a
negative equity problem affecting a
high percentage of households in the
framework wards (an average of
13%)71.  

In the Council sector, 49% of all
stock is maisonettes or flats, less
popular than traditional housing and
requiring significant investment in
maintenance and improvement. One-
bedroomed accommodation of all
types, for which there is less
demand, makes up 11% of the
remaining stock. In some areas
within the social sector all this
means limited choice, particularly in
family-sized accommodation. This is
most evident in the Dunston and
Central areas where non-traditional
maisonettes are unpopular but
occupied because the supply of
traditional housing is too low to 
meet demand. 

The expressed preference in the
Housing Needs Survey for traditional

61 ONS, 2001
62 Couttie D, 2002
63 DETR, 2000

64 Dept. of Work and Pensions,
May 2002

65 Couttie D, 2002

66 ONS, 2001
67 DTZ Pieda, 2003
68 DAP Consultancy, 2002

69 Land Registry, 2002
70 DAP Consultancy, 2002
71 Couttie D, 2002
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Who will contribute?

Gateshead Strategic Partnership
recognises the importance of
involving the wider community in
development and delivery of
framework area plans, believing it
vital that all residents take an active
part in the democratic process and
can become involved in decisions
about matters affecting their
neighbourhoods and homes.
Effective community consultation
and public participation is key to
planning and developing solutions
that meet local needs. A
commitment to open and inclusive
engagement will be an underlying
principle of the Housing Market
Renewal programme. 

Existing community and housing
partnerships (below) are an
established mechanism for
involvement, used to inform,
influence and contribute to activities
within the framework area.  In
developing plans for particular
neighbourhoods, we will employ
wholly inclusive, innovative methods

of consultation so all sectors of the
community will have a voice. 

Residents’ and Community Groups   
At neighbourhood level, the
philosophy in Gateshead is one of
citizen ownership and buy-in, with a
supporting community infrastructure
currently being developed, as
described in Section 5 Thematic
Proposals, "Neighbourhood
Management" 

Housing Providers 
The Housing Partnership Forum is a
representative group comprising
Housing Associations, House
Builders, the Council and the
voluntary sector which promotes and
debates housing and policy issues.
The forum has a number of sub-
groups specialising in housing issues
such as shared equity schemes,
Lifetime Homes and access to
accommodation through choice-
based lettings.  

The Gateshead Private Landlords
Association is an established
partnership of over 200 landlords
aimed at improving the standards of

housing and management in the
private rented sector. The
association is also strongly
committed to improving the sector’s
image and addressing the undue
harm caused by irresponsible
landlords operating within the area.  

How will it be delivered?

The early programme will be
delivered by a consortium of public
and private partners. Gateshead
Council will lead in implementing the
programme with technical and
capacity support from external
agencies. Public and private sector
partners, including English
Partnerships and major
housebuilders, will also deliver a
significant level of investment to
support the programme - the private
sector leverage critical to success. 

The Council has considered using
special delivery mechanisms including
PPP, PFI and Regeneration
Companies.  For details see Section 10. 

Key actions to deliver these
conditions within the 3-year
programme will be:

• Implementing the Sunderland Road
Area Strategy including:

- Clearance of unwanted dwellings
followed by redevelopment with
housing for sale

- Environmental and housing
improvements to stabilise and
rejuvenate retained
neighbourhoods within the
strategy area. 

• Implementing the Teams Area
Strategy including:

- Redevelopment of a cleared
housing site to create an
attractive mixed-tenure
development

- Facilitating the provision of a
new neighbourhood centre

- Improving the environment
within the area

- Improving accessibility within
and between the Teams
community 

• Gateway Improvements to enhance
the main transportation corridors
into and through Gateshead,
signalling change in high-profile
areas

• Environmental improvements to
stabilise and sustain marginal
neighbourhoods across the area

• Developing a more responsive and
visible management presence in
transitional neighbourhoods 

• Securing the improvement,
modernisation and remodelling of
sustainable private sector housing
through implementing the Housing
Renewal Policy

• Managing the impact of
irresponsible landlords through
improved support mechanisms and
a more proactive enforcement
approach

• Securing land ownership of
strategic sites to enable the more
effective control and sequencing of
development aligned to
programme needs

• Developing the community and
partnership infrastructure to
enable communities to express
their needs and aspirations for the
future

Key actions to inform the future
programme will be to:  

• Undertake more detailed
assessment and appraisal in
neighbourhoods at-risk of low
demand, both to inform the nature
and scale of subsequent market
restructuring and involve
communities in early consideration
of plans for their area

• Analyse the need and
opportunities for displacement
arising from any proposed
clearance

• Develop financial incentive
packages to facilitate the
relocation of residents and assist
them into their preferred housing
option 

• Commission further work to inform
land use plans and assess the
opportunities for redesignation to
support the programme

Priorities and focus

Priority within the first three years is
to accelerate the implementation of
existing area strategies previously
developed to address problems of
low demand in two areas, Teams and
Sunderland Road. Teams is an area
of mostly social housing which has
been extensively cleared of
unpopular housing. Work is
progressing on rejuvenating the area
through new housing, which is
introducing owner-occupation into
the area, and improvements in the
residential environment. Sunderland
Road is a mainly private sector
neighbourhood that has suffered
critical market failure and is the
subject of compulsory purchase
action to remove stock for which
there is no demand.  Further
intervention to stabilise adjacent
housing will complement this activity.  

The second phase of the programme
will implement neighbourhood action
plans derived from the early
appraisal work. These at-risk areas
have too much less popular housing
and localised areas of low demand.
Within the social sector, seven areas
have been prioritised following the
findings of a housing option
appraisal72 and evidence of low
demand.  In the private sector, four
areas have been identified because
of high numbers of poor quality
terraced property, relatively low
property values and higher than
average levels of vacancy73. These
areas are geographically widespread

across the framework area and
comprise 7378 dwellings (29.8% of
the total housing stock). 

To complement these strategies and
provide opportunities for relocated
residents, new housing development
will be considered for appropriate
sites in Dunston Riverside, Lobley Hill
Road, along the main Felling by-pass
and at Bill Quay Riverside. The final
phase of intervention will focus on
two further areas of social housing
not currently a priority, but may be
susceptible to changing long-term
demand. 

Newcastle Outer East Area 
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SUMMARY

Main characteristics /
profile of area

The Outer East ADF area covers
921.6 ha which includes 17,453
properties74 (split 58% social
housing, 42% owner occupation).
These are divided between four
wards, with a population of 34,33675.

The area is bordered by the Tyne to
the south and displays sharp
contrasts in tenure balance and
housing market confidence. The
weakest areas are Walker Riverside,
Daisy Hill and Byker. Three of the
four wards are listed in the 10%
most deprived in the UK76.

The housing stock within the area
includes pre 1919 terraced housing,
1930s garden city estates, and the
1970s non traditional Byker Wall
Estate which forms the nucleus of
activity for the HMR Pathfinder in
Byker. There are also 11 multi-storey
blocks within the area and the
majority tenure throughout the area
is social housing.

72 Housing Quality Network Services, 2002
73 DAP Consultancy, 2002
74 Newcastle City Council LLPG

Gazetteers, 01-03-2003

75 ONS, 2001
76 DETR, 2000
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• A masterplan for the area has
been drawn up, and is scheduled to
be consulted on in the summer of
04, leading to implementation of
recommendations from autumn 04
onwards

• Your homes Newcastle, as part of
the ALMO structure, are finalising
investment plans for the Outer
East, to achieve the decent homes
standard

• The continued development and
support of the community network
to increase participation by local
people in decisions that affect the
future of their areas

• Identification of a new transport
route, to reduce the reliance on
private cars and provide increased
employment opportunities, via
Lower Byker and Walker Riverside
into the city centre

What will be delivered?  

The major areas for delivery will be: 

Walker Riverside - has been
identified as a key area of the city to
benefit from regeneration. The
Masterplan will present a strategic
route to a more balanced and
prosperous residential community
benefiting from its location next to
the River Tyne.

The Western Gateway - will form the
entry to the transport corridor
through the area. It will link wider
parts of the area together along with
purpose-built new housing.

Daisy Hill - provides an opportunity
to support an existing community
through improvements to both
housing and the wider environment
with the aim of diversifying the
dominant mono tenure

The Byker Area - a regeneration
strategy is starting to be developed
for the specific needs of the Byker
Wall Estate (non-traditional design,
district heating, and potential English
Heritage listing).  Initial schemes to
start the regeneration are identified
for implementation.

Arms Length Management
Organisation (ALMO) -The creation
of the ALMO will bring a radical new
structure and investment regime for
Social Housing. The alignment of the
Pathfinder with the ALMO is critical,
particularly in the Outer East with its
extensive local authority stock. 

Over the 15 year programme the
strategic objectives of Pathfinder will
be delivered through:

• Providing a total of 2230 new
dwellings across the Outer East
area in attractive mixed tenure
neighbourhoods with the emphasis
on owner occupation, but including
a provision of 10% affordable
housing

• Selective clearance focused in the
Walker Riverside area of obsolete
low demand housing
predominately within the social
sector

• Delivering an integrated area
regeneration underpinned by an
effective masterplan

• Developing appropriate measures
through remodelling or
environmental measures to
promote the sustainability of non-
traditional housing

• Improving the image and
perception of the area as a place
to live, work and invest through a
mixture of hard and soft
intervention

Who will contribute?

A broad range of stakeholders,
including public, private, voluntary
and community sectors, will
contribute to the Outer East
regeneration. There are over 70
voluntary and community
organisations operating in its four
wards.  

Allied to these are a variety of
networks which interact to ensure
inclusive involvement for all
interested parties. These include:

The East End Community &
Voluntary Sector Forum

The Walker Riverside Community
Network

The Newcastle Housing Forum

The East End Partnerships

Byker Residents Forum

How will it be delivered?

The area plans have been developed
in context with the Newcastle plan
and the area regeneration plan, and
under the auspices of the Outer East
area committee.  Following
consultation with the local
community, and stakeholders, the
City Council in partnership will take

forward proposals to address and
deliver sustainable solutions.  It is
envisaged that Places for People will
be the delivery vehicle to create the
new Walker Riverside area, while
working in conjunction with:

• Urban renewal team to implement
private sector housing strategy,
and co-ordinate and deliver a
programme of investment based
upon Neighbourhood Management.

• ALMO team to implement business
plan and investment programme
for local authority stock.

Proposals will be developed on the
basis of understanding the long term
needs of the area, taking out housing
unfit for purpose, and planning for
the future trends and demands.  

What will be the 
priorities & focus?

The priority is to make the Outer
East a place of choice, echoing
Newcastle’s vision "to be where
people want to live and work and
where everyone is helped to achieve
their full potential".  It will apply both
at area and via a bespoke client
approach.

An area level approach is part of the
fabric of market renewal for the East,
as each neighbourhood has
particular characteristics and needs
derived from its built form. Design
excellence will be applied through
the masterplanning process to create
new homes in safe, well-serviced
neighbourhoods appropriate to
people’s aspirations. The wider
environment will be attractive and
vibrant to improve the quality of life
for existing residents and to
stimulate interest in the area to
people who might think about going
to live there.

The bespoke client level approach is
designed to support residents in
making a managed transition. For
this they need to access information,
financial support and employment
opportunities arising from area
regeneration. Allied to an area-wide
strategy, the bespoke approach will
enable the Pathfinder to align the
market supply and demand to the
benefit of residents and the local
community.   

Outward migration of residents from
the area since 1971 is 18,000
residents or 35% compared with city
average out-migration of 16%77.

The area is characterised by high
levels of deprivation, a poor quality
environment and over-provision of
certain types of social housing.
Limited choices for owner
occupation are reflected in the
average price for houses in the area -
less than half the city average78.  This
trend is reflected in the number of
tenants taking up Right to Buys
across the ADF area, which currently
average 70 per annum (around 0.7%)79.

The area suffers from a range of
problems from the over provision of
social housing, poor transportation,
high levels of benefit dependencies,
pockets of poor educational
attainment and higher than average
levels of teenage pregnancies, all
which make areas such as Walker
and Byker places to which people
state they would not move. 

Why is market renewal
necessary?

The Housing stock in the Outer East
area is testament to the industrial
and marine economy it was built to
support. Garden City design and the
Byker Wall also illustrate changes in
the design of social housing. The
decline of manufacturing accelerated
out-migration from the area, leaving
a surplus of social housing which
does not meet 21st century market
needs. This obsolesence is
highlighted by new purpose-built
housing in authorities which border
the area. The pressing need is to
redress the balance of supply and
demand, to reduce social housing
provision, to close the gap on both
regional and national averages and
offer residents the opportunities for
owner occupation they want.

The tenure is 60 / 40 in favour of
social rented, compared with a
citywide ratio of 40 / 60 and a
national ratio of 20 / 8080. Although
demand for social housing has been
in decline since the 80s81 and has
affected all local authorities, it has a
disproportionate affect on the Outer
East because of the high levels of
social housing. The future demand

for this stock is predicted to decline,
with the exception of quality special
needs accommodation, further
creating the need to re-balance the
area through sensitive clearance of
obsolete stock and the creation of
attractive sites for new communities.

Hotspots of owner occupation and
the pepperpotting of Right to Buys
dominate the private sector housing
in the Outer East. The most dense
areas of owner occupation to the
North are a mixture of high density
terraced and some semi detached
properties. The Right to Buys are
located sporadically throughout the
Outer East, but the design and
condition of these properties do not
fit the current market. This is proven
by the low Right to Buy rate in the
Outer East of just 70 properties per
annum. 

The market imbalance is exacerbated
by lack of housing choice, poor
quality owner occupied stock and low
demand social housing stock. The
lack of choice is highlighted by the
fact that there has been no
significant new-build housing in the
area in last ten years compared with
over 25 new developments in a
neighbouring authority.

Types of activities and
interventions

Walker Riverside 

- Production of masterplan for
Walker Riverside area

- Assemble sites for new build
opportunities

- Carry out specific interventions
in the housing market to
change the tenure profile e.g.
increase levels of owner
occupation

- Neighbourhood management to
improve confidence in the area.

- Specific improvement works to
sustainable properties.

Daisy Hill

- Carry out environmental
inprovements to increase
resident confidence

- Target resources to combat
crime and the fear of crime

Byker

- Carry out a design competition
to generate appropriate ideas
for the regeneration of Byker

- Options appraisal to look at
design issues.

Walker

- Environmental improvements to
sustainable properties

- Gap fund properties to be
converted from flats to family
houses (improvements for sale)

- Options appraisal assessment
to 11 multi storey blocks.

What can be achieved?

The successful regeneration of the
Outer East through the development
of attractive mixed tenure estates is
already underway. The Places for
People Group has completed an initial
masterplan, with a full masterplan
due to be completed in Jan 04. This
will provide a road map for
regeneration built upon community
consultation. The aim in the Outer
East is to retain existing communities
whilst attracting new residents.

The early action sites identified
within Walker Riverside will see new
housing built on brownfield sites
along with investment in existing
stock and infrastructure. This
opportunity to access modern
purpose built housing is proven in
the Outer East with the success of
the Annville Estate.

The key factor will be the
contribution of residents both in
decision making and in developing
community identity. This process has
commenced with the appointment of
the Places for People group after a
year long community involvement
process.

What is already being
achieved?

There are a number of initiatives
currently achieving notable results in
the Outer East:

• Places for people have been
chosen by both the local
community and N.C.C as the
preferred developer for the Walker
Riverside area

77 ONS, 2001
78 Land Registry, 2002/2003
79 Newcastle City Council,

2002, Housing Strategy

80 ONS, 2001
81 Mumford K & Power A, Boom 

& Abandonment 2002
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Main characteristics /
profile

North Central comprises the
electoral wards of Blakelaw, Kenton
and Fawdon with a number of
distinct neighbourhoods and
communities. Parts of these three
wards are within the Housing Market
Renewal Pathfinder area.

Each of the three wards has unique
and distinct neighbourhoods. There
is no single natural centre to the
area as it is made up of
neighbourhoods relating to a district
centre. Therefore the vision is to
reinforce not only the
neighbourhood centres, but also
their links to a district centre and to
the city centre itself.

The area is close to services,
employment opportunities, the city
centre, and has easy access to the
countryside. Combined with
relatively good public transport, this
places North Central in a unique
position to build upon its assets and
strengths.

There has been a marked decline in
population from 36,930 (Census,
1971) to 20,313. At the same time, the
number of households in North
Central has risen from 11,539 to
14,100, a rise of over 22%. The rising
number of smaller households is a
reflection of an ageing population in
the area82.

The change has not been evenly
spread across the area; some
neighbourhoods have come under
pressure for further development
whilst others have seen empty
residential properties appearing.

Significant numbers travel into the
area from outside to jobs at major
employment sites (Sanofi Winthrop
and Nestle) located here.

Why is Market Renewal
Necessary?

There is a compelling case for
change. North Central may not have
been subject to the rapid and
considerable decline that other parts
of the city have experienced, but the
impacts are far reaching. 

Change in North Central over the
past 20 years is not evenly spread.
Some key areas reflect the pressure
for development, whilst other areas
have decreased in popularity.
Population has declined in North
Central, so there is not enough
support for services, shops and
public transport, yet the number of
households has increased.  It is only
by taking a holistic approach that
communities can access the
opportunities that exist and are
developing in the city and regionally.

Overall, quality of life is at or above
the city average for most indicators.
Within this are disparities, parts of
the area have indicators showing a
poorer quality of life e.g. higher
mortality rates and lower educational
achievement.  Because housing
demand continues to change and to
ensure that supply meets demand in
future the popular areas must be
sustained and investment
encouraged. Areas showing signs of
decline must be renewed before
there is irreparable damage.
Sustainable housing both in terms of
energy consumption and long term
viability needs to be developed.

Types of activities and
interventions

Blakelaw Centre Regeneration 
Phase 1

- Options appraisal of deck access
flats

- Removal of bunker, which is a
former Civil Defence
underground facility which is
overgrown and a major eyesore.

- The challenge is to make
Blakelaw centre work and not be
developed in isolation.

Blakelaw Centre Regeneration 
Phase 2

- Look at key design faults (e.g.
165 estate) in year 4

Newcastle North Central Area 
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SUMMARY

Cowgate renewal

- Seek to secure by purchase
properties which are void in the
area

- Development of neighbourhood
profile

- Develop options analysis on the
basis that the status quo is not a
viable option

- Potential community confidence
building

North Kenton & Fawdon

- Area based plan needed

- Potential sustainable housing
option

- Future of 3 and 5 storey blocks
to be assessed

What can be achieved?

• Strong communities who
participate in decision making at a
number of levels from
neighbourhood to city

• A general recognition of the need
for change and improvement

• Improving educational attainment
and the development of full service
schools

• Job creation within easy travelling

• Cultural and historical assets

• Investment in health and social
care provision

What is already being
achieved?

The road to success in the North
Central area has already begun with:

• The success of the North West
Partnership in driving forward
change and supporting
communities

• The creation of Sure Start areas
(e.g. Blakelaw, Cowgate) to support
young families within these areas

• A Primary Health Trust LIFT (Local
Improvement Finance Trust)
programme and Customer Service
Centre and Libraries PFI scheme to
provide and improve community
facilities in the area

• North Central’s excellent transport
routes - with the metro system,
buses and easy road access to the
A1 - provides access to existing and
new jobs throughout Newcastle
and further afield in Tyneside.

Targets

What will be delivered?

• Sustainable neighbourhoods linked
into existing employment
opportunities (including those at
Sanofi Winthrop and Nestle) and
emerging district opportunities

• Housing choice that is balanced
and meets the needs of today and
the future in terms of
sustainability (energy and lifetime
homes). The development of
sustainable housing options will
not be without change 

• Over years 2-15 of the Pathfinder
programme, we anticipate
removing approximately 1000
properties that are no longer fit
for purpose.  We will broaden the
range of houses by creating
approximately 2500 new homes

• The improved management of
neighbourhoods, which will be the
key to sustaining neighbourhoods
and managing transition 

Who will contribute?

Local groups and residents have
been involved in identifying the
neighbourhoods on which the plan
and the baseline information is
based. Consultation and participation
has been flexible and responsive to
local needs and priorities, ranging
from house to house questionnaires
(Community Audits), open meetings
and neighbourhood topic meetings
as well as newsletters

The policy has been to allow local
residents first to identify their own
issues and priorities.  Work with
partners follows in order to identify
solutions and opportunities for
change, and also to include their
strategies and plans 

How will it be delivered?

The area plans have been developed
under the auspices of the North
Central Area Committee.  Following
consideration by the Area Committee 

and consultation with communities
and stakeholders, the City Council in
partnership will take forward
proposals to address and deliver
sustainable solutions.

The Newcastle Partnership will play a
key role at city level in bringing
partners, communities and agencies
to work together to improve the city
for all and in the delivery of
Neighbourhood Renewal funding. We
intend to create innovative
partnerships with developers at an
early stage where we land-swap.

Proposals will be developed on the
basis of understanding the long term
needs of the area, taking out housing
unfit for purpose, and planning for
future trends and demands. Partners
who clearly meet the needs of the
area will then be identified.

What will be the priorities
and focus?

The priority will be to use Pathfinder
Housing Market Renewal
interventions as part of a toolkit to
reduce the major disparities within
the North Central area by improving
the quality of life and housing choice
and aspirations.

2003 2004 2006 2010 2020

Development of new homes for Housing options 200 450 1000 1500
North Central (cumulative) study complete

Net cumulative 0 400 900 2000 3500
population increase

82 ONS, 2001
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Profile of the West End

The West End of Newcastle is a
diverse area with many successful
neighbourhoods comprising a wide
range of social and ethnic groups,
including a high percentage of
Newcastle’s black and minority
ethnic population. The area is largely
residential and includes areas of
prosperity alongside areas of
deprivation. The area is located
between the city centre and the A1.
Bordering the city centre, It covers
an area of 1287.3ha, and has a
current population of around
54,00083.

For Community Planning purposes
there are two areas, Riverside West
and South Central which are
separated by a boundary that runs
east–west along the line of Hadrian’s
Wall. Generally the area has suffered
from economic, social and physical
deprivation. Problems are
concentrated in the Riverside areas
and in the communities northwest of
the city centre. Five of the seven
West End wards are in the top 10%
most deprived wards in the country,
out of a total of 8,841 nationally. The
remaining two, Fenham and
Wingrove, are in the next most
deprived band.

Why is market renewal
necessary?

An assessment of housing market
confidence on a neighbourhood basis
was conducted using a balanced
score card of data, from NNIS, Land
Registry and housing management
data. This assessment shows:

• The majority of Riverside West has
a weak housing market, in need of
investment

• Lower Scotswood and West
Benwell is the only neighbourhood
judged to have collapsed, and this
is shown by the large-scale
abandonment over the last 10
years

• South Central has only 2
neighbourhoods that have weak
housing markets and these are
local authority estates

What are the key
challenges in the West
End?

• To reverse a population decline of
around 20,000 people in the last
30 years, principally in the area
south of West Road84

• To narrow the gap between the
deprived West End
neighbourhoods and the rest of
the country

• To increase economic activity
through improved access to job
opportunities in both the West End
and nearby centres of employment

• To improve the delivery of services
within neighbourhoods and
develop an intelligence gathering
system that will provide more
effective co-ordination

• To improve radically the
perceptions of the West End as a
place to live and visit.

Government Urban Policy has been
consistently deployed in the Inner
West since the 1970s. Initiatives
include the Urban Programme, Single
Regeneration Budget Rounds 1-6,
City Challenge and currently, New
Deal for Communities - £500 million
in the last twenty years.
Nevertheless, those able to leave
have continued to do so in significant
numbers.

Population decline has resulted in
incremental and piecemeal clearance
at a significant scale that has
undermined the provision of services
such as retailing, health and
education, and left large areas of
infrastructure redundant or under
utilised. Previous initiatives persisted
in underpinning the existing urban
structure. Housing investment was
not targeted to create housing
market confidence and stimulate
private sector investment. This led to
investment in housing for which
there was no demand and
investment in some local centres
which undermined others. 

What type of activities
and interventions are
envisaged and what will
be delivered?

1. The linking of Scotswood and
West Benwell with the new District
Centre to create a core
development with a robust urban
structure will secure world class
regeneration. This is the key

Newcastle Inner West Area 
DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK SUMMARY

intervention to reverse decline
and deliver a buoyant Inner West
housing market. An options
analysis has been done for this85.
Key deliverables are:

• A masterplan providing a detailed
vision and a realistic programme
for delivery by December 2004

• Equitable relocation of existing
residents

• Major investment in the retained
stock across all tenures 

• A new district centre

• A major contribution to securing
the proposed West End Transit
system

• Declaration of the Scotswood
Renewal Area

2. The restructuring of older private
sector housing in the Benwell area
will build on investment in
Adelaide Terrace Shopping Centre
and increase confidence
stimulated by the district centre
proposals. Key deliverables are:

• Increased owner-occupation

• Void properties reduced to city
average

• Improvement of existing houses
and environment

• Development of new private homes
on vacant sites or from vacant
commercial buildings

• Improved community confidence

• Improved neighbourhood services
through neighbourhood
management pilots

• Reduced crime

• Revised Action Plan for the North
Benwell Renewal Area

• Declaration of the High Cross
Renewal Area

• Neighbourhood Management Pilot
in North Benwell

• Management of Public Space
underpinned by the creation of
Living Spaces by a street scene
audit process

• Major investment in retained stock
across all tenures

• Neighbourhood Renewal
Assessment and action plan for
Private Sector housing and the
implementation of targeted
interventions to the stock and its
environment to improve
confidence in the area

3. New Deal for Communities will
build housing market confidence
across all sectors in each of its
neighbourhoods. NDC is a 10 year
programme which puts residents
and their priorities at the heart of
planning and delivery processes.
Key deliverables are:

• Feasibility study and options
appraisal to transform Cruddas
Park Tower Blocks into a landmark
of distinction and confidence

• Neighbourhood Renewal
Assessments and action plans for
private sector housing areas and
implementation of targeted
interventions to the stock and its
environment in order to capitalise
on areas of improving confidence

• Neighbourhood Plans covering
environmental improvements and
improved local service delivery
through the work of the
Community Regeneration Team to
address "quality of life" issues and
the development of sustainable
neighbourhoods 

4. Aligning major investment
proposed in the social rented
sector through the Council’s
ALMO proposals with HMR
Pathfinder to drive forward
regeneration of the Inner West.
Key deliverables are:

• Relocation of tenants and
demolition of low demand housing
at Birchvale Avenue/Green Tree
Square and redevelopment of
mixed tenure housing;

• Feasibility and options appraisal
for estate remodelling and tenure
diversification to tackle low
demand at New Mills, Gill Street
and Rachel Maughan estate

6. Ensuring that the housing
requirements of black and
minority ethnic communities and
special needs groups are met. Key
deliverables are:

• Black and Minority Ethnic Housing
Needs Project which will enable
BME housing issues to be
integrated into housing strategies
and the specific plans and
strategies of social housing
providers 

• The Newcastle Housing
Requirements Study which will
enable housing strategies to

improve opportunities and access
for all

What can be achieved?

In the West End there are
opportunities for development
through vacant and underused land
below the West Road and the
proposed relocation of Newcastle
General Hospital. The opportunities to
deliver a radical and comprehensive
regeneration of the area have never
been greater. These have been
created by local people and a whole
range of agencies that recognise the
unique potential of the Inner West.

Broad outcomes in the housing
market will be to:

• improve housing choice, a headline
objective for the Pathfinder

• increase the proportion of owner-
occupation

• meet the decent homes standard

The above will strengthen and
stabilise the housing market through
better matching of supply to the
needs and aspirations of local
people.

Broad outcomes in terms of quality
of life will be to: 

• improve the environment

• make safer communities

• ensure sustainability

The above will help to foster
distinctive, attractive
neighbourhoods that people from
diverse backgrounds choose to live
in; and to manage, enhance and
improve the physical, economic,
environmental and social and
cultural assets of the neighbourhood.

Who will contribute?

• Local people through
HealthWORKS

• Parents on boards of the 2 Sure
Start programmes in the area

• Families through Children’s Fund
programme

• Community representatives
through New Deal for Communities

• Community involvement through
the Council’s Area and Ward
Committees

• Partners and voluntary, community
and private sector representatives
through the Newcastle Partnership

83 ONS, 2001
84 ONS, 2001

85 Price Waterhouse Coopers, 2003
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• New Deal for Communities

• Communities of interest and
identity through the Council’s
Community Participation Manager

• Young people though the Council’s
Play & Youth Service

How will it be delivered?

• Urban Renewal Team to implement
the private sector housing strategy
and co-ordinate and deliver a
programme of interventions based
upon Neighbourhood
Redevelopment, Neighbourhood
Improvement / Investment and
Neighbourhood Management.

• ALMO Team to implement the
ALMO Business Plan and
investment programme for Local
Authority stock to ensure a
balance between supply and
demand and to bring the housing
stock up to the decency standard.

• Neighbourhood Management –
Development of a co-ordinated
area-focused approach to the
delivery of neighbourhood services
with the capacity and flexibility to
respond to local issues.

What will be the priorities
and focus?

• Clearance and redevelopment

• Improvement through NRA and
Action Plans

• Neighbourhood Management

• Partnering and community
involvement
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The section sets out a summary of
the funding required for the first
three years, for which we have a fully
developed set of interventions.*

Also shown within this section are
our estimates for the funding that is
required for the full 15 years in order
to achieve the objectives set out in
earlier sections of this prospectus.

Further information is provided for
each area, detailing the specific
interventions (and funding profiles) for
each of the areas. Detailed breakdowns
are also contained in the costings
model that has been developed for
each area, using a common,
Pathfinder-wide methodology86. 

Resource implications

The resource plan for the Housing
Market Renewal Pathfinder has been
developed from the interventions
highlighted in the four Area
Development Frameworks. Each
intervention has been costed either
on the basis of historic information
relating to similar schemes carried
out in recent years by either
Newcastle City or Gateshead Council
or projected costs provided by
relevant professional officers. Where
appropriate a relevant inflation
factor has been applied to the raw
costing data.

The gross cost of each intervention has
been determined, together with the
amount of HMR funding that will be
required to deliver them. In addition,
indicative figures have been supplied
that suggest additional, matched,

funding sources from, for example, 

• English Partnerships 

• the private sector

• Neighbourhood Renewal Fund

• Newcastle City Council

• Gateshead Council

• New Deal for Communities

• Housing Corporation

• Etc.

Final costs and funding packages will
be confirmed as each intervention is
fully developed.

The first three years of the HMRP
programme have been prepared to
take account of a wide range of

specific interventions.  £73.0m is
now being sought from the Housing
Market Renewal fund.  This will be
complemented by a range of other
funding (including funding from
English Partnerships), which is
estimated at this stage at £374.9m.
This will bring the total housing
related investment in the Pathfinder
area to approximately £447.9m by
2006 (HMR requirement represents
16% of total resources).  Total
investment incorporating non-
housing investment will be
considerably more.  Further
discussions with the various funding
organisations over the coming
months will further clarify the
complementary funding.

This part of the prospectus sets out the overall
programme and business plan for which we

are seeking HMR funding from ODPM, and
what we will deliver using that funding.

Overall programme
and business plan
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The fifteen year programme is calculated on an indicative basis to show the
total resource requirement, rather than that from HMRF.

Summary: Years 1 – 3 Housing Market Renewal Funding Requirement

Area Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total
HMRF Requirement HMRF Requirement HMRF Requirement 

£m £m £m £m

Gateshead 2.7 7.9 9.1 19.7

Newcastle East 1.2 6.0 12.9 20.1

Newcastle North 0.5 0.9 2.9 4.3

Newcastle West 6.8 7.4 12.1 26.3

Other 0.1 1.2 1.3 2.6

Total 11.3 23.4 38.3 73.0

Total Indicative 2006 2009 2012 2015 2018 Grand
Funding £m £m £m £m £m Total £m

Gateshead 166.4 191.0 204.6 185.8 107.0 854.8

Newcastle East 141.6 37.0 36.3 30.3 15.1 260.3

Newcastle North 18.5 27.7 29.6 6.5 3.2 85.6

Newcastle West 86.4 195.7 208.2 200.5 100.3 791.1

Other 2.6 2.6

TOTAL 415.5 451.4 478.7 423.1 225.6 1994.3

15 Years Profile

* NB - ODPM funding awarded in February 2004 totalled £73.0m
(including £4m announced summer 2003) phased £7m in
2003/04, £27.7m in 2004/05 and £38.3m in 2005/06.

86 See Technical Appendices
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2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 Total
£000 £000 £000 £000

HMR Submission

Site Assembly 750 2,082 2,038 4,870 

Site Development 0 529 725 1,254 

Improvements (Private Housing) 200 1,363 1,994 3,557

Improvements (Private Rented) 0 195 187 382 

Improvements (Social Sector) 1,000 1,089 1,110 3,199 

Improvements (Non Housing) 0 100 150 250

Environmental Improvements 510 1,320 1,700 3,530 

Supporting Communities 250 1,130 1,124 2,504 

Innovation 0 70 70 140 

Total: Gateshead HMR Bid 2,710 7,878 9,098 19,686 

Other Funding 0 0 0 0

Private Sector - developers 17,425 55,380 39,665 112,470 

English Partnerships 1,612 8,167 9,779 

Housing Corporations/ Associations 8,726 6,415 15,141 

Gateshead Council

Mainline 244 775 840 1,859 

NRF 279 150 150 579 

SRB 100 100 100 300 

Other 266 230 385 881 

LTP (Transport) 90 25 25 140 

LTP ( Major Scheme) 1,900 1,900 

Early action/CMF 911 911 

Other 209 1,909 631 2,750 

Total: Gateshead other funding 21,424 68,907 56,378 146,709 

Total: Gateshead Programme 24,134 76,785 65,476 166,395

Summary: Years 1 – 3 (Gateshead)

2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 Total
£000 £000 £000 £000

HMR Submission

Site Assembly 597 2,724 7,225 10,546

Site Development 250 1,093 2,425 3,768

Improvements (Private Housing) 0 500 588 1,088

Improvements (Private Rented) 0 0 0 0

Improvements (Social Sector) 388 912 1,634 2,934

Improvements (Non Housing) 0 0 0 0

Environmental Improvements 0 0 27 27

Supporting Communities 0 805 928 1,733

Total: Newcastle East HMR Submission 1,235 6,034 12,827 20,096

Other Funding

Private Sector - developers 428 35,008 42,776 78,212

English Partnerships 370 1,460 3,183 5,013

Housing Corporation/Associations 3,157 2,369 3,564 9,090

Newcastle Council

Mainline 9,099 8,397 3,026 20,522

Almo 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

Children's Fund 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

NRF 0 664 684 1,348

Energy Efficiency Commitments 0 206 212 418

NDC 2,177 0 0 2,177

Single Programme 0 77 292 369

ERDF 0 1,355 971 2,326

SRB6 10 0 106 116

Liveability Fund 0 0 850 850

Northumbria Police 0 331 352 683

Registered Social Landlords 346 0 0 346

Total: Newcastle East other funding 15,587 49,867 56,016 121,470

Total: Newcastle East Programme 16,822 55,901 68,843 141,566

Summary: Years 1 – 3 (Newcastle East)
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2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 Total
£000 £000 £000 £000

HMR Submission

Site Assembly 372 16 1,927 2,315

Site Development 0 155 11 166

Improvements (Private Housing) 10 21 0 31

Improvements (Private Rented) 0 0 0 0

Improvements (Social Sector) 167 166 220 553

Improvements (Non Housing) 0 0 0 0

Environmental Improvements 0 206 212 418

Supporting Communities 0 311 473 784

Total: Newcastle North HMR Submission 549 875 2,843 4,267

Other Funding

Private Sector - developers 0 4,532 9,353 13,885

English Partnerships 0 0 0 0

Housing Corporation/Associations 0 0 0 0

Newcastle Council

Mainline 50 67 81 198

Almo 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

Children's Fund 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

NRF 0 0 0 0

Energy Efficiency Commitments 0 0 0 0

NDC 0 0 0 0

Single Programme 50 62 70 182

ERDF 0 0 0 0

SRB6 0 0 0 0

Liveability Fund 0 0 0 0

Northumbria Police 0 5 11 16

Total:Newcastle North other funding 100 4,666 9,515 14,281

Total: Newcastle North Programme 649 5,541 12,358 18,548

Summary: Years 1 – 3 (Newcastle North)

2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 Total
£000 £000 £000 £000

HMR Submission

Site Assembly 5,526 2,300 1,730 9,556

Site Development 126 341 1,366 1,830

Improvements (Private Housing) 80 1,669 5,549 7,298

Improvements (Private Rented) 85 383 373 841

Improvements (Social Sector) 580 541 500 1,621

Improvements (Non Housing) 0 0 0 0

Environmental Improvements 60 823 1,164 2,047

Supporting Communities 319 1,329 1,414 3,062

Total: Newcastle West HMR Submission 6,774 7,385 12,096 26,255

Other Funding

Private Sector - developers 0 0 13,114 13,114

English Partnerships 3,021 14,215 18,687 35,923

Housing Corporation/Associations 0 0 2,971 2,971

Newcastle Council

Mainline 500 721 743 1,964

Almo 0 0 0 0

Other 250 325 329 904

Children's Fund 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

NRF 0 0 0 0

Energy Efficiency Commitments 0 0 0 0

NDC 0 916 3,273 4,189

Single Programme 0 0 0 0

ERDF 0 206 318 524

SRB6 0 0 0 0

Liveability Fund 0 253 258 511

Northumbria Police 0 0 0 0

Total: Newcastle West other funding 3,771 16,636 39,683 60,100

Total: Newcastle West Programme 10,545 24,021 51,789 86,355

Summary: Years 1 – 3 (Newcastle West)
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Intervention Year 1 HMRF Year 2 HMRF Year 3 HMRF Total HMRF
Spend (£000s) Spend (£000s) Spend (£000s) Spend (£000s)

Core Team CMF 488 501 989

• 1 x Director

• 1 x Programme Manager

• 4 x Link Officers

• 1 x Communication Officer

• 1 x Monitoring & Information Officer

• 1 x Office Manager

• 1 x Administrative Assistant

• Office Accommodation

• IT

Planning & Development Posts – Gateshead CMF 155 160 315

Planning & Development Posts – Newcastle CMF 155 160 315

Research CMF 100 100 200

Accountancy Support CMF 100 100 200

Consultation & Community Engagement 53 193 273 519

Monitoring Evaluation Review 50 50

Total 53 1,191 1,344 2,588

Summary: Years 1 – 3 (Other Costs) (Pathfinder-wide)
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The Pathfinder must operate in a
way that can effectively enable both
local authorities to work in
partnership with stakeholders,
including the community, to confirm
ongoing support and to achieve the
alignment of associated
programmes.  The Steering Group
and associated officers share the
experience and knowledge to enable
the existing strong partnership to
develop and lead the Pathfinder
through the scale of change needed
to revitalise the core
NewcastleGateshead conurbation.

The Steering Group is led by Leo
Finn, former Chief Executive of
Northern Rock, one of the few
FTSE100 companies located in the
North East and the UK’s third largest
mortgage lender. Leo has also been
deeply involved in Housing issues for
a number of years.

Other members of the
Steering Group (Sep 2003)

The Steering Group continue to show
their commitment to the initiative.
They have been working with the core
team to develop a Prospectus that
benefits from their enormous depth
of experience in a wide range of areas
crucial to the Pathfinder’s success. 

The achievement of Pathfinder
status and the ability to acquire
initial Capital Modernisation Fund
was, in part, dependent on
satisfactory governance
arrangements being in place.  

Their agreed terms of reference are to

• Oversee the development of the
NewcastleGateshead market
renewal proposals;

• Promote proposals which engage
actively the full range of stakeholders
involved in the Local Strategic
Partnerships and are developed
through an appropriate involvement
and consultation process

• Promote a vision for
neighbourhoods in the Pathfinder
areas which will retain existing
residents and attract newcomers

• Approve proposals for a Housing
Market Renewal plan, or specific
parts of it, before submission to
government or to partners

• Be responsible for the deployment
of the Pathfinder budget and
monitoring the impact of early
interventions

• Review regularly the membership
of the Steering Group as the
proposals develop and, following
consultation with the two LSP's,
amend the membership if so
decided

• Propose a structure and remit for
a Partnership Body to implement
the strategic plan

Roles

The work of the Steering Group and
the development and implementation
of the scheme will be widely
considered and open to comment,
including comment via the
mechanisms of both local authorities
and Local Strategic Partnerships.

The Steering Group does not
constitute a legal entity.  Currently
Gateshead Council acts as the
accountable body for the Pathfinder
and both local authorities use their
powers through existing structures to
take forward the work of the
Pathfinder.

The Pathfinder core team and an
Executive Group of senior officers
from key stakeholders support the
Steering Group.  Gateshead and
Newcastle local authorities have
officer working groups, led by the
Directors who are in turn members of
the Steering Group.  This ensures
effective action and communication
in both authorities.

The NewcastleGateshead HMR Pathfinder initiative
will deliver urban transformation on a substantial
and significant scale which will inevitably have a
high public profile and require local, sub regional
and regional support. Governance arrangements
are therefore critical.

Governance, management,
and succession

Councillor Ruth Robson Cabinet Member
Newcastle City Council

Councillor Peter Mole Cabinet Member
Gateshead MBC

John Robinson Director Gateshead MBC

Steve Dunlop Director Newcastle CC

Dawn Cranswick Project North East Newcastle LSP

Pauline Nelson Gateshead Voluntary Organisations
Council Gateshead LSP

Malcolm Levi Chief Executive, Home Group

Mike Smith Director, Northern Rock

Donald Urquhart English Partnerships

Eric Morgan Partner, Sanderson Weatherall
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Both Gateshead and Newcastle local
authorities have wide and successful
experience of delivering large
multifaceted regeneration
programmes.  In Newcastle, the
Grainger Town Project has achieved
national and international
prominence. Gateshead has recently
been highly successful in working
with developers in the innovative
Staiths South Bank housing
development which harnesses the
design skills and experience of Wayne
Hemmingway.

Gateshead has recently received an
"Excellent" and Newcastle a "Good"
CPA rating – powerful indications of
effectiveness in delivery.

This partnership arrangement works
very well and fits with the scheme
development, in particular with the
focus on the financial dimension of
the relationship with the ODPM and
the accountable body.  The Steering
Group has considered the most
appropriate model to lead the
Pathfinder and found that the
strategic alliance which Steering
Group provides is currently the most
effective.  

As the Pathfinder moves to the stage
of securing delivery, it will be
necessary to explore appropriate and
effective relationships and delivery
mechanisms for particular areas.  The
existing delivery arrangements sit
with both local authorities who have
appropriate powers and expertise at
this stage.  Because a Pathfinder
initiative must be flexible enough to
respond to new and changing
environments and interventions, any

delivery systems will take account of
programme development.

Future development

To ensure the Pathfinder remains
effective as the scheme evolves, the
existing Steering Group will need to
develop and be subject to monitoring
and evaluation, especially when the
ODPM agrees the scheme submission
which may require a form of
agreement with the Steering Group
and both local authorities.  The
Steering Group will undergo regular
reviews to ensure it is "fit for
purpose" and able to take forward
the work of the Pathfinder.  The first
such review should be carried out
before the end of 2003 to fit with the
scheme agreement and include initial
scoping of succession arrangements.

In the meantime it is important that
the Steering Group continues to
develop its role. A suite of documents
will be agreed by the Steering Group
which will cover: conduct, probity,
obligations, confidentiality, dispute
resolution and Register of Interests.

Succession

The ultimate objective for the
Pathfinder is that by 2018 the
NewcastleGateshead housing market
will be revitalised, strong, stable and
fully integrated with the region’s
renaissance.

The duty of the initiative is to learn
from piecemeal, short term past
approaches and ensure radical, long-
term action that will permanently
tackle the problems of collapsed

housing markets using a holistic
approach.

This makes it imperative for the
Pathfinder’s work to be subject to
ongoing review and evaluation to
make certain it is delivering to target
and reaching objectives.  As the
process develops, a clearer picture will
emerge of the issues remaining to be
tackled towards the end of the
programme.

Ultimately the scale of the
programme carries sufficient force to
create radical change and sustainable
communities that will develop a
momentum for success and be self-
supporting in terms of housing
markets.  At the outset, however, it is
not possible to quantify all the risks
and consequences of the whole
programme. A mechanism is needed
to tackle any outstanding issues, for
example: claw-back funding and
successor bodies and arrangements
that may be appropriate to hold and
recycle funds.

It is therefore recommended that
succession arrangements are included
with the approach to Governance to
make sure they are in place early in
the programme and respond to
developments in the Steering Group
and the scheme programme.

The current Steering Group is the
appropriate body to oversee the
development of the Pathfinder.  To
continue to be effective as the
Pathfinder moves forward, it should
be subject to review and development
using the mechanisms set out above.

Steering Group

Executive Group

Core Team

Work Stream Groups Newcastle Working GroupGateshead Working Group

Link Officers Link Officers

Pathfinder Structure
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The overall objective in terms of risk
management is to identify the risk
critical to the success of the Pathfinder
and determine the most appropriate
action plans to mitigate them. 

Introduction

In making decisions for risk
management identification and action
it is crucial to understand the
requirement for action and early
progress and the greatest risk to the
initiative is that we delay. We believe
the Pathfinder and its partners have
sufficient knowledge and experience
of the risks inherent in its early
actions, plans to effectively mitigate
them and produce the desired
outputs. It is imperative that we
achieve our quick wins; in so doing we
enhance our ability to assess risk.
This is a classic entrepreneurial
approach and we wish to adopt it.

Our approach to risk
management

We have considered the major risk to
Pathfinder in the early years.  We
propose to re-visit our assessments
every six months and refine them in
the light of experience.  We would
expect within two years to have a very
robust risk management model at both
strategic and operational levels.

Initial assessment

Our initial assessment of key risks
produced the following results using
Likelihood (L) and impact (High,
Medium, and Low), (a high, medium
or low likelihood or occurrence).

Risk 1 – Lack of support for our
proposals by ODPM

Likelihood - L Impact - H

This far we have had huge support
from Central Government.  It is
unlikely that, given our evidence
base and our plans which are
consistent with government policy
that we will fail to be funded at an
appropriate level.  If we do fail at this
hurdle the impact would be seismic.  

Risk 2 – Failure of Support by
Local Authorities Because of
Policy Disagreements or Local
Political Change

Likelihood - L  Impact - H

Newcastle/Gateshead is a tested
partnership and the Pathfinder is
crucial to their strategic policies.

Risk 3 – Failure of support of key
stakeholders

Likelihood – L Impact - H

Key stakeholders include Government
Office North East, ONE NorthEast
(our Regional Development Agency).
The Audit Commission, Registered
Social Lenders and Private
Developers and LSP.

Our Steering Group contains
members who are key stakeholders
or representatives who observe our
activities and in the case of the Audit
Commission, act as critical friend.
We have no evidence that any key
stakeholder does not support our
submission.

Risk 4 – Lack of capability to drive
initiative forward at a Steering
Group / Pathfinder Team level

Likelihood - L Impact – H

Experience this far suggests that the
Steering Group and team are capable
of driving initiative forward.  However,
there is a recognition of the
complexity and breadth of the project
which means that this must be
reviewed on a six monthly basis, taking
account of skills and resource audits,
succession planning, performance
review and a knowledge management
system with reference to the ongoing
formal monitoring system.

Risk 5 – Poor communication by
Steering Group and Pathfinder
Team to stakeholders and public

Likelihood - L Impact - H

This deals with the Pathfinder’s
ability to meet external expectations
for stakeholders.  Setting and
managing stakeholders’ expectations
will help to address and ensure 
a comprehensive, reviewed and
updated communication strategy is
in place.  In addition, a management
plan is required that embeds the
communication and awareness of
Pathfinder aims and objectives into
the communication strategy of
appropriate stakeholders is required.

Risk 6 – Poor quality decision-
making at Steering Group and
Pathfinder Team level

Likelihood - L Impact - H

This risk highlights the need to ensure
the right information is available to
allow for measuring the success of
the Pathfinder and that the
measurements used are relevant and
remain so. An agreed performance
management process will be
necessary to ensure this happens.
Basic performance indicators have
already been agreed and will be
monitored, reviewed, evaluated and
reported.  However, it is important
that this system remains flexible
enough to allow for additional data
collection, analysis and reporting as
the project develops.

These risks represent those most
critical for the Pathfinder at this stage.
The risk management plan formulated
from the analysis of the risks mitigate
the risks to an acceptable level at this
stage.  However, as the strategy
evolves the risk management plan will
develop in tandem.

Risk management
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5. Initial critical risk
assessment

Our first assessment of critical risks
has produced the following results in
each of the above mentioned areas:

Finance

We have identified the need to
mitigate finance risk by introducing a
formal performance management
process which includes elements
that:

• Determine decision criteria

• Collate and disseminate
appropriate data

• Flex to allow development over
time

• Ensure appropriate user training

• Create performance indicators for
collective or individual use

• Monitor indicators for continued
relevance

The formal management process will
ensure a high level of transparency
across the Pathfinder thus enhancing
our culture.

Capacity

Pathfinder is new and untested.  It is
a new way of working.  It is complex.
It is hugely dependent on human
capital.  Thus we must have:

• Clear role and responsibility
definitions

• Identified skill sets

• Appropriate training and coaching

• Coherent succession plans

• An indicator led monitoring system

• An indicator led knowledge
management system

• An indicator led performance
review system

• An establishment review process

Our complexity must not hinder our
internal and external communication.
We need:

• Formal internal communication
channels

• Agreed reporting formats

• Prioritised, scheduled and effective
meetings

• Formal external communication
channels

• A public relations policy and
process

Culture

Developing a culture which works for
our Pathfinder is an essential
element in the job of the Pathfinder
Director, but in so far as
transparency is concerned we need
to develop a policy for meeting (and
exceeding) stakeholder expectations.
This involves at least:

• Identification of all stakeholders

• Identifying issues, which may
result in perceptual changes

• Create a plan to manage
stakeholder expectations with a
formal monitor and review
mechanism

Communication

This was dealt with when we
considered the issue of CAPACITY.

Information technology

We concluded that we were using
appropriate technology which was
tried and tested and that the issue
be reconsidered when operational
risk is examined.

Project management

We concluded that we had sufficient
skills at present and that our
capacity measures would ensure that
we met future needs.

6. Conclusion 

An over-arching issue which arose in
our early deliberations was the danger
to the Pathfinder of too much thinking,
planning, and communication with too
few outputs.  We concluded that we
were not at serious risk here.  The
effectiveness of Pathfinder lies in
doing things (interventions) which will
result in a more effective housing
market and the creation of more
stable communities. This is complex
and requires attention to detail, but
not at the expense of failing to deliver.
The role of the Steering Group is to
ensure an appropriate balance
between analysis and action.

We firmly believe that the risk
management of Pathfinder is very
much a matter for the Steering
Group and the Executive.  Here we
are merely copying the well known
entrepreneurial model albeit in a
more formal plan, review process,
given the nature of our role we
believe that model to be appropriate.

4. The next stage

We must develop a risk management
framework to satisfy strategic and
operational risk.

What we are attempting to do is to
identify the most critical risks using
a Likelihood and Impact map. We
then need to identify how we 

propose to mitigate these risks so
that the residual risk is acceptable.
Our mapping exercise at a strategic
level must involve all our partners
and the Steering Group collectively.
It must be clear that the failure of
any one partner to deliver to the
agreed standard may reduce the size 

or quality of expected outputs.  We
need to understand and agree our
expectations of each other.
Expectations analysis would be part
of Parts 3 and 4 of our methodology
and may result in formal expectation
agreements.

FINANCE The ability of the Pathfinder to manage effectively its
financial performance.

CAPACITY Our ability to plan and use effectively our human capital 
and other resources.

CULTURE Our need to develop a culture of transparency and mutual
understanding between partners.

COMMUNICATION Our proposal to communicate widely and well so as to
achieve acceptance of Pathfinder objectives.

INFORMATION To use appropriate technology well to meet our
TECHNOLOGY requirements for appropriate and timely data.

PROJECT To ensure we have the capacity to manage complex
MANAGEMENT systems to achieve planned outputs.

In addition to partnership arrangements we have already identified
critical areas for further assessment using our methodology. They are:

Step 1

Scoping of project

Objective

Determine the scope and
breadth of the project
engagement

Activities

• Agree the appropriate fee
for the work

• Agree the participants for
the risk questionnaire and
the workshop

• Agree the timeframe for
completion, milestones and
responsibilities

Value

A well defined scope to ensure
a joint understanding of your
expectations

Step 2

Identify and collate 
critical risks

Objective 

Determine the critical risks
facing the partnership

Activities 

• Agree, release and collate
the risk questionnaire

• Agree and identify critical
risks based on a Stakeholder
scoring criteria

• Gain agreement from all
stakeholders on the critical
risk list

Value 

An agreed critical risk list 
that reflects the view of all
stakeholders

Step 3

Deliver the pre-
workshop material

Objective

Prepare material that 
meets the participants’ 
and workshop needs 

Activities 

• Develop a pre-workshop
booklet

• Determine best practice
actions prior to the
workshop for each critical
risk

• Forward booklet to all
participants

Value 

A booklet that ensures all
participants understand their
roles and responsibilities in
the workshop

Step 4

Critical risk action 
planning workshop

Objective

Develop appropriate action
plans for critical risks

Activities 

• For each risk determine

• Actions

• Deliverables

• Measures

• Approach

• Milestones

• Allocation

• Timeframes

• Costings

Value 

Formalised actions to 
mitigate the critical risks
facing the partnership

We have also identified the need to
consider in much greater detail the
environment in which we operate so
as to increase our ability to scan the
external world effectively and if
required amend plans because of
anticipated change.

Our duty is to ensure that all high
risks to the Pathfinder are identified,
measured and mitigated.

But we need to go beyond that.
Operational risks which would inhibit
effective day to day work are equally
important.  Lack of attention to a
series of apparently small operational
risks may produce a strategic threat
and a work stream is to be developed
to produce an appropriate
methodology for identifying and
managing these day to day risks.
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A key issue for delivery through local
authorities themselves or delivery
vehicles will be the acquisition of
land and property.  This is of pivotal
importance to the Pathfinder and the
delivery of attractive sustainable
communities.  The scheme
prospectus and programme reflects
this and substantial resources will be
concentrated in this area.  As the
Pathfinder is not a legal entity, it
cannot, of itself, hold or acquire land
and will work through its key
partners to make this happen.

To ensure that the best use is made
of any acquisitions with Pathfinder
funding a land strategy will be
developed which will take account of
the national position on capital
receipts and the action that can be
taken to maximise resources within
the Pathfinder area.  This will be of
particular importance as the housing
market improves and land values
increase.

Delivery vehicles

Gateshead:

Gateshead Council and the HMR
working group have considered the
use of delivery vehicles including
PPP, PFI and Regeneration
Companies. Specific vehicles have
not yet been identified for use with
any particular elements of the HMR
Pilot, but they remain options on the
agenda. They fit within the Council’s
corporate vision of local people
realising their full potential, enjoying
the best quality of life in healthy,
safe, prosperous and sustainable
surroundings. The procurement
process in Gateshead will support
the achievement of this vision. Two
outcomes to which the Council is
committed in order to make a
difference both to provision and
quality of services are:

• An increase in the Council’s
capacity through working
innovatively with a wider range of
providers in the public, private and
voluntary sectors

• Procurement processes that are
cost effective and achieve best
value

These matters will form an integral
part of the Council’s on-going option
evaluation throughout the lifespan of
the HMR Pilot.

Newcastle East:

The Newcastle Partnership and the
City Council is working towards
establishing local area-based
partnerships to enable greater
accountability of implementation at
an area level. At the end of
September 2003, City-wide and East
End based agencies, the voluntary
sector and community are being
invited to contribute to shaping local
area partnerships at a seminar
facilitated by CLES (Centre for Local
Economic Studies). The role and
relationship of existing partnerships
including the East End Partnership
will be reviewed.

A project agreement for the Walker
Riverside regeneration programme
will be signed by the City Council,
Places for People, Emblem, and
Bellway Homes in October 2003. 

The regeneration strategy
underpinning the implementation of
the Walker Riverside masterplan will
be the benchmark for monitoring
and reviewing HMR interventions.
Key to Walker Riverside’s success will
be ‘place making’ and promotion.
Families and individuals will see it as
place of choice and the private
sector will find it an attractive
investment.  In particular, Walker
Riverside will be marketed as safe
for families with children and a
lifetime place with choice of
affordable housing, shops and
services. Walker Riverside will be
presented as offering more quality of
character than the competition and
personalised housing and tenure via
a one-stop shop focusing on place
rather than homes.

The proposed design competition for
Byker will ultimately identify a
preferred design / developer
partnership for implementing new
infrastructure, housing and services
on the Byker competition sites.
Byker will also explore the potential
for adopting the Walker Riverside
project principles of retaining value
by minimising developer profit
through innovative strategic private
sector partnerships.

Delivery vehicles, monitoring,
review and evaluation 

This section covers
delivery vehicles that will

ensure that this programme
happens and the evaluation

framework that will be put in place to
monitor the impact of the interventions
outlined in this prospectus.
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• Achievement of stated aims and
objectives

• Performance of individual projects

• Contribution of projects to the
wider programme

• Cost effectiveness

• Processes, systems and structures

This external evaluation will inform
ongoing strategy and performance
review and market monitoring and
review. 

Responsibilities

Monitoring, review, and evaluation
work will take place at three levels:
programme-wide, area-wide, and
project-specific. The Pathfinder core
team, reporting to the Steering
Group, will co-ordinate the
monitoring, review, and evaluation at
a programme level.

Within this overarching framework, the
local authorities will be primarily
responsible for ensuring that progress
and impact is monitored, reviewed,
and evaluated at an area-wide level.
This enables this work to be conducted
in a way that reflects the differences
between the areas, for example, in the
reporting mechanisms.

The Pathfinder core team has
appointed a Monitoring &
Information officer, who, as well as
working at a programme-wide level,
will liaise with each individual
project. This work will allow issues to
be tackled as they arise at a very
specific level, and also to feed into
the ongoing monitoring, review and
evaluation framework at a
programme and area level.

Any significant variations from the
original programme stemming from
the findings of monitoring and
evaluation work must be approved by
the Steering Group in the first
instance, and then by ODPM, before
the programme as a whole can be
changed. This permission will only be
sought where it is not possible to
introduce these variations though
the annual strategic review process.

NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder will
also support, and implement findings
from national evaluations into the
impact of the Housing Market
Renewal Initiative.

The following summary matrix of

responsibilities, prepared by ODPM87,
sets out the responsibilities in terms
of monitoring and evaluation of each
of the Pathfinders:

Housing market
monitoring

One of the major changes affecting
housing markets within the last
twenty years has been the increased
level of owner occupation. It is now
considered the de facto aspiration of
UK residents to own their own
property. This presents a number of
difficulties from the monitoring
standpoint. There is no one
centralised data source which can
currently provide information to
monitor migration in and out of
areas, price sensitivity and
segmented ownership (owner
occupier, landlord, rent a room,
H.M.O).  Nevertheless, it is possible to
construct a number of monitoring
tools which may assist the reporting
of the private sector.

The following tools have been
developed to provide a raft of
measures, some quantitative, some
qualitative, which may be targeted to
a postcode level. They attempt to
cover the key areas of interest to the
Pathfinder: estimated open market

value of property, number of sales,
sales to asking price, time of sales,
average prices, property types,
property trends, internal resident
churn and reasons for in and out
migration. The main tools currently
under development are outlined below.

ODPM House Price Index

In September 2003, ODPM launched
a new, monthly house price index,
with an improved underlying index
methodology, and wider coverage,
reflecting the recommendations of
the cross-cutting House Price
Working Group. House price indices
for the Regions will be published on
a monthly basis.

Hometrack

Hometrack offer a range of
automated valuation services for
surveyors, banks, building societies
and institutions to provide an
independent survey of house prices
and market trends in England &
Wales. Established in 1999,
Hometrack is the only independent
property research and database
company in the UK and is part of a
group of property related companies
with assets totalling £1.2bn.
Hometrack maintains a unique

Newcastle North:

Newcastle City Council operates at
area level through seven Area
Committees each comprised of
between 3 and 5 wards. Their role
and remit is to:

• highlight the service issues which
affect their areas and oversee the
targeting and co-ordination of local
provision;

• influence strategies and plans so
that they meet local aspirations,
needs and priorities and are
delivered in ways that address
local circumstances

• ensure local communities
participate fully in identifying local
aspirations, needs and priorities 

The Area Committees are taking the
lead in developing the Area
Regeneration Plans for their areas.
There are six Area Regeneration
Plans, South Central and Riverside
West having combined to develop the
Inner West Regeneration Plan.

Area Committees have had a key role
in developing HMR local strategies
where the Pathfinder area overlays
their own, resulting in three Area
Development Frameworks within the
Newcastle Pathfinder Area. 

Once HMR Programmes are
approved, Area Committees will take
part in overseeing the monitoring
and review of interventions
happening in their areas and in
developing strategy and programmes
over the lifetime of the Pathfinder
initiative.  Their role will include
ensuring local communities
participate fully at all stages of
planning, implementation and review.

The future role of Area Committees
is being reviewed in conjunction with
the Newcastle Partnership.  The aim
is to develop area structures that will
bring about effective partnership
working at area level to deliver the
Newcastle Plan and the Local
Strategy for Neighbourhood
Renewal.  Whatever the outcome of
the review, it is clear that a local
governance structure will be integral
to the success of the HMR
Pathfinder.

Newcastle West:

• Urban Renewal Team to implement
the private sector housing strategy
and co-ordinate and deliver a

programme of interventions based
upon Neighbourhood
Redevelopment, Neighbourhood
Improvement / Investment and
Neighbourhood Management

• ALMO Team to implement the
ALMO Business Plan and
investment programme for Local
Authority stock to ensure a
balance between supply and
demand and to bring the housing
stock up to the decency standard

• Neighbourhood Management -
Development of a co-ordinated,
area focused approach to the
delivery of neighbourhood services
with the capacity and flexibility to
respond to local issues.

Programme monitoring

Beyond the monitoring of key
indicators for the Pathfinder is the
assessment of success and impact
across the four NewcastleGateshead
ADFs.  Monitoring of the programme
is vital and will be carried out in a
detailed and robust way.  However,
we will also seek to demonstrate
success and delivery through a range
of high profile events and through
the recording of change within the
area as the scheme progresses.

Crucial to the success of Pathfinder
is the monitoring and review of
proposed interventions against
targets together with the monitoring
of wider market trends. It is
proposed that the monitoring of
progress and making decisions at a
neighbourhood level should be based
upon factual evidence. The
cornerstone is the Vitality Index
which uses a simplified Index of
Multiple Deprivation derived from
key indicators from 6 domains -
income, crime, health, housing,
education and unemployment. 

Individual directorates, regeneration
teams and the wider community
have noted the benefits of the
Vitality Index when used in
consultation exercises. It enables
data to be ranked, compared,
mapped spatially and scaled from
neighbourhood through to ward or
city level.  Originating in Newcastle,
it has now been adopted across both
Newcastle and Gateshead. This will
enable real cross-authority based
reporting to support Pathfinder
strategies, providing current
information at the local level to help

understand issues encompassing
urban change and market
confidence.

The Pathfinder has set out its
performance measures and targets
in this prospectus. These are built on
the foundations of the Vitality Index
along with other performance
indicators.  The availability of this
information has enabled the
NewcastleGateshead Pathfinder to
establish a robust and accurate
baseline, against which progress in
delivering the programme can be
judged.

The presence of the Vitality Index
will enable thorough and ongoing
monitoring and review of housing
markets throughout the Pathfinder
area to help gauge the impact of
interventions, and develop further
the priorities for interventions at
later stages of the programme.

The evaluation framework
encompasses a number of measures.

The legal monitoring
framework

This will involve the local authorities
(especially the accountable body)
and the Audit Commission
scrutinising the management of the
Pathfinder programme to ensure the
probity, integrity and good practice
in programme management and
project monitoring.

Annual Strategic Review 

There will be an annual Strategic
Review of the programme with a
formal report to ODPM and local
partners. This will update partners
on progress of the programme,
based upon the internal monitoring
systems that will be set up, involving
quarterly monitoring returns from all
approved projects. This annual
Strategic Review will also inform
revisions to, and development of, the
annual business plan to be submitted
to ODPM.

External evaluation

There will be an external evaluation
of the success of the programme
after each three-year phase of the
programme, starting in 2006. This
review will consider the effectiveness
of the programme in terms of:

NewcastleGateshead Audit
Pathfinder Commission ODPM

Establish baseline for Yes
individual Pathfinders

Establish monitoring and evaluation Yes
frameworks at the Pathfinder level

Ensuring suitability of individual Yes Yes Yes
Pathfinder monitoring and 
evaluation mechanisms

Monitoring at the Pathfinder level Yes
for Pathfinder requirements

Monitoring at the Pathfinder level Yes
for Audit Commission requirements

Collection of information for performance Yes
measurement requirements Yes

Evaluation of performance measurement Yes Yes

Evaluation of Pathfinders’ programme Yes
process and delivery, annual cycle and report Yes

Evaluation of individual Pathfinder impact Yes Yes

Evaluation of wider Pathfinder Yes
programme against policy objectives Yes

Interim evaluation, wider progress Yes
at intermediate stages Yes

Interim evaluations – Yes
key themes ‘knowledge sharing’ Yes

87 ODPM, 2003
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housing database of the latest
market information at the postcode
level including property prices and
trends, allowing area profiling,
neighbourhood and property scoring.
Over 7,500 reports are received
monthly from up to 3,500
Hometrack approved agents on their
local housing markets, for example
on prices movements, most
frequently listed properties and
recent sales prices achieved.
Information is gained from at least
two agents in every postcode area,
so the information carried is always
aggregated from a number of
independent sources. The Hometrack
index is updated monthly and agents
re-evaluated annually. 

The Land Registry

The Land Registry’s main purpose is
to register land in England & Wales
and to record dealings (e.g. sales &
mortgages) with registered land. It
therefore holds a large amount of
data which is of interest to the
Pathfinder. This includes: 

Using this core data set a number of
property / area comparators may be
calculated, for example:

• Actual average house price by 
area and type

• Number of properties sold by
month

• Sales of property by tenure type

• New build completions / sold by
postcode

The complexity of the calculations
and their comparators may be
aggregated from a single postcode
level up to a community,
neighbourhood or even
Masterplanning area. The important
feature of the data set is that it is
readily available and may be
customised to inform decision-
making and support monitoring.

Property developers /
housing forum

Newcastle and Gateshead both
operate Housing Forums, bringing

together key stakeholders and
housing providers to steer the
development and delivery of the
housing objectives within the Local
Strategic Partnerships framework.
Membership is drawn from: Housing
associations, private landlords, house
builders, building societies and
lenders, tenants and leaseholders,
the voluntary sector, the community
sector, professional organisations
with an interest in housing, the
Housing Corporation, Government
Office North East and Newcastle City
Council.

The format benefits the HMR
Pathfinder as it gathers key players
and organisations in one place
regularly and frequently. This
facilitates information exchange and
knowledge gathering, in particular
with the private sector. It also
ensures an alignment of the
Pathfinder with partner
organisations. The wider aim of 
the forum is to balance business,
information and discussion items,
and it will usually involve members
working in small groups on one piece
of extended work, whose outputs
Pathfinder may then use where
appropriate.

Landlord accreditation

Gateshead Council and other
agencies established a Private
Landlords Association in 1995 which
has over 190 members working
towards a more dependable private
rented sector - where good
management and responsible letting
practice makes sense, both to
protect investment and income. This
group conducts an annual survey of
members to gather data relating to
the sector. Newcastle City Council
has a Private Landlords Forum
whose members are encouraged by
advice, training and assistance to
achieve better results, both for the
individuals and neighbourhoods.
These existing frameworks meet
regularly to share information / good
management practice which may
also provide a pool of knowledge
which Pathfinder can access at
neighbourhood, area and property
level for qualitative information to
overlay on the more quantitative
information such as the Private stock
condition survey. 

The migration model

Migration reflects urban and regional
changes in population distribution
and composition. This is allied to
wider counter-urbanisation and
population dispersal in developed
countries and the policy implications
of changes in local population
profiles. The monitoring of migration
and associated trends is
characterised by time lag within data
sets, be they Census, Inter Census or
G.P. Registrations. 

It is proposed to start a migration
model by collecting data from
council tax records to begin to assess
who is moving where and why. The
data collected will examine where
people moved to and from, how long
do they plan to stay in their current
home and what factors would cause
them to move - social, economic, or
geographic. Whilst it is recognised
that it will take time to build a
meaningful data set of primary data
there is an identified need for this
information. 

The restructuring of the housing
market in NewcastleGateshead is a
complex task which to be effective
needs successfully to engage the
private sector. The monitoring of this
engagement will be invaluable to
inform both costs and decision
making as well as to develop
remedial action where appropriate.
The measures outlined above are
designed to provide qualitative and
quantitative measures by which this
engagement will be monitored and
integrated into the wider deliverable
outputs/outcomes of the Pathfinder.

Property Price (£) Tenure

Property Type New Property Indicator

Deed Date Postcodes of above
(month & year) within set areas
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HMR Pathfinder status for parts of
NewcastleGateshead represents a

once in a lifetime opportunity to
achieve the permanent renewal

of housing markets in deprived
areas, where the need for

intervention is clear.

This prospectus has set out the following:

• The vision, objectives, and outcomes of the programme
for the next 15 years

• The strategic and decision making framework for the
Pathfinder scheme and the four areas within it

• A number of fully costed actions to be delivered in the
first three years of the programme

• A number of proposals to be delivered in the 15 years
of the programme

• The strategic context for the submission, including the
documents that form the other parts of the overall
submission

The release of HMRF funding for us to achieve our plans
will enable us also to realise the goals of this key element
of the Government’s approach to urban regeneration and
creating sustainable communities. It will also enable us to
achieve our own vision for the area.

The release of HMRF funding as set out in this
prospectus will ensure that by 2018, the housing market
in NewcastleGateshead is revitalised, strong, and stable,
and fully integrated with the renaissance of the region.

The release of HMRF funding will enable the changing
needs and aspirations of local people to shape the
development of liveable communities, where residents
benefit from increased housing opportunity and choice in
lively, cohesive neighbourhoods that provide the best
quality of life in a healthy, safe and sustainable
environment.

Conclusion
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